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1. Suspension of MP
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ Recently 12 Rajya Sabha MPs were suspended for entire winter session for their unprecedented
acts of misconduct, contemptuous, unruly and violent behaviour and intentional attacks on
security personnel on the last day of the Monsoon Session.

zz

How a MP is suspended?
¾¾ In Rajya Sabha
¾¾ The provision of suspension is under Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business in the Rajya
Sabha.
¾¾ Rule 256 of the Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business in Rajya Sabha states that :
(1) The Chairman may, if he deems it necessary, name a member who disregards the authority
of the Chair or abuses the rules of the Council by persistently and willfully obstructing the
business thereof.
(2) If a member is so named by the Chairman he shall forthwith put the question on a motion
being made, no amendment, adjournment or debate being allowed, that the member
(naming him) be suspended from the service of the Council for a period not exceeding the
remainder of the Session: Provided that the Council may, at any time, on. a motion being
made, resolve that such suspension be terminated.
(3) A member suspended under this rule shall forthwith quit the precincts of the Council.
¾¾ It is the house that decides whether the MP has to be suspended or not, while the Chairman
declares the decision of the house.
¾¾ The rules provide that the house is the master of its procedure and the procedure is regulated
by Chairman.
¾¾ No appeal lies against the Chairman of the house in the matter of procedure anywhere.
¾¾ The house can punish its members or outsiders for bringing disrepute to the legislature.
¾¾ In Lok Sabha
¾¾ The provision of suspension is under Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business in the Lok
Sabha.
¾¾ The rule 374 states :
(1) The Speaker may, if deems it necessary, name a Member who disregards the authority
of the Chair or abuses the rules of the House by persistently and wilfully obstructing the
business thereof.
(2) If a Member is so named by the Speaker, the Speaker shall, on a motion being made
forthwith put the question that the Member (naming such Member) be suspended from
the service of the House for a period not exceeding the remainder of the session: Provided
that the House may, at any time, on a motion being made, resolve that such suspension be
terminated.
(3) A member suspended under this rule shall forthwith withdraw from the precincts of the
House.
¾¾ Rule 374A has provision for automatic suspension and it states that :
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Notwithstanding anything contained in rules 373 and 374, in the event of grave disorder
occasioned by a member coming into the well of the House or abusing the Rules of the House
persistently and wilfully obstructing its business by shouting slogans or otherwise, such member
shall, on being named by the Speaker, stand automatically suspended from the service of the
House for five consecutive sittings or the remainder of the session, whichever is less : Provided
that the House may, at any time, on a motion being made, resolve that such suspension be
terminated
¾¾ Rule 374A gives the Speaker wide powers to directly suspend any MP under the provisions of
the said rule without seeking the approval of the house.
¾¾ No appeal lies against the Speaker of the house in the matter of procedure anywhere
¾¾ The revocation of suspension can be called by the house if they pass such a motion.
¾¾

Points to Focus
¾¾ Parliament, role of Speaker, Chairman, their powers, functions, parliament chapter of M
Laxmikanth, etc.;
¾¾ Constitutional provisions, statutory provisions, rule of procedure, conventions, practice in
Parliamentary democracy, etc.;
¾¾ Types of motions, committees, etc.;
Reference : - The Hindu; Indian Express; Rajya Sabha; Lok Sabha; M. Laxmikanth;
zz

2. 6 lakh Indians renounce Indian citizenship in last 5 years
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ Recently in a reply to Lok Sabha, MHA has announced that over 6 lakh Indians have renounced
their Indian Citizenship.
¾¾ This year, till September 30,1,11,287 Indians gave up their citizenship
¾¾ According to Global Wealth Migration Review report published by AFRASIA Bank, in 2019,
India came second only to China when it came to high net worth individuals (HNIs) leaving the
country. As many as 7,000 HNIs left India in 2019
¾¾ According to the same report the most popular countries for migrating HNWIs over the past
year (2019) included: Australia, USA, Switzerland, Canada, Singapore, Israel, New Zealand,
UAE, Portugal and Greece
¾¾ # For more details on Indian citizenship please refer Current Affair Notes of 1 – 15th Oct 2021.

zz

Points to focus
¾¾ Idea of citizenship, Constitutional and statutory provisions, exceptions, etc.;
¾¾ Rights of citizen and aliens, NRC, CAA, NPR, etc.;

Reference : - The Hindu; Indian Express; M Laxmikanth; AFRASIA Bank;

3. 10cr registration on e-Shram Portal
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ Over 10cr workers from the unorganised sectors have registered themselves on the e-Shram
portal.
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zz

What is it?
¾¾ eSHRAM portal has been developed for creating a National Database of Unorganized Workers,
which is seeded with Aadhaar.
¾¾ It will have details of name,
occupation, address, educational
qualification, skill types and family
details etc. for optimum realization
of their employability and extend
the benefits of the social security
schemes to them.
¾¾ Any worker who is working in unorganized sector and aged between 16-59, is eligible to register
on the eSHRAM portal e.g. migrant workers, gig workers, platform workers, agricultural
workers, MGNREGA workers, Fishermen, Milkmen, ASHA workers, Anganwadi workers,
Street Vendors, Domestic workers, Rickshaw pullers and other workers engaged in similar
other occupations in the unorganised sector.
¾¾ It is the first-ever national database of unorganised workers including migrant workers,
construction workers, gig and platform workers, etc.
¾¾ This portal gains very high significance as the migrant crisis during the lockdown showed the
extent of lacuna in data related to such workers and the lack of ways for the government to
reach beneficiaries with its programs and interventions
¾¾ This portal will benefit not only the migrant workers but it will also help state keep a tap on the
migrants, their skills, potential, and target their delivery of services.

zz

Points to focus
¾¾ Labour, migrant labours, their push and pull causes for migration, origin and destination regions,
issues, opportunities, etc.;
¾¾ Role of state governments, central government, labour laws, their reforms, implementation,
monitoring, various social security schemes, awareness, etc.;
¾¾ Constitutional and statutory provisions, major SC judgements, recommendations, role of ILO,
International best practices, etc.;

Reference : - The Hindu; Indian Express; Mo Labour; PIB;

4. Assisted Reproductive Technology Bill 2021
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ Lok Sabha has passed Assisted Reproductive Technology Bill 2021 which seeks to regulate the
assisted reproductive clinics/services and its allied sectors.

zz

Major provisions
¾¾ The Bill defines ART to include all techniques that seek to obtain a pregnancy by handling the
sperm or the oocyte (immature egg cell) outside the human body and transferring the gamete or
the embryo into the reproductive system of a woman.
¾¾ Examples of ART services include gamete (sperm or oocyte) donation, in-vitro-fertilisation
(fertilising an egg in the lab), and gestational surrogacy (the child is not biologically related to
Current Affairs Notes (1st to 31th December 2021) | 7

surrogate mother).
¾¾ ART services will be provided through:
`` ART clinics, which offer ART related treatments and procedures,
`` ART banks, which store and supply gametes.
¾¾ The Bill provides that every ART clinic and bank must be registered under the National Registry
of Banks and Clinics of India.
¾¾ The National Registry will be established under the Bill and will act as a central database with
details of all ART clinics and banks in the country.
¾¾ State governments will appoint registration authorities for facilitating the registration process.
¾¾ Clinics and banks will be registered only if they adhere to certain standards (specialised
manpower, physical infrastructure, and diagnostic facilities).
¾¾ The registration will be valid for five years and can be renewed for a further five years.
¾¾ Registration may be cancelled or suspended if the entity contravenes the provisions of the Bill. .
¾¾ The Bill provides that the National and State Boards constituted under the Surrogacy (Regulation)
Bill, 2019 will also act as the National and State Boards for the regulation of ART services.
¾¾ The National and State Boards will have 10 expert members (such as gynaecologist and
embryologist).
¾¾ Key functions of the National Board include:
(i) advising the central government on ART-related policy matters,
(ii) reviewing and monitoring the implementation of the Bill,
(iii) formulating a code of conduct and standards for ART clinics and banks
(iv) overseeing bodies constituted under the Bill.
¾¾ The State Boards will coordinate enforcement of policies and guidelines for ART as per the
directions of the National Board.
¾¾ ART services may be commissioned by married couples or women where: (i) the woman is
between 21 and 50 years of age, and (ii) the man is between 21 and 55 years.
¾¾ Single women (includes the LGBTQ community) will have access to ART services and other
benefits specified as per the Bill
¾¾ Married couples must also be infertile, i.e. unable to conceive after one year of unprotected
coitus or suffer from any other proven medical condition which prevents conception.
¾¾ A bank may obtain semen from males between 21 and 55 years of age, and eggs from females
between 23 and 35 years of age.
¾¾ The woman may donate eggs only once in her life and not more than seven eggs may be
retrieved from her.
¾¾ A bank must not supply gamete of a single donor to more than one commissioning party (i.e.
couples or single women seeking services).
¾¾ ART procedures must be conducted only with the written consent of the commissioning parties
and the donor.
¾¾ The commissioning party will be required to provide insurance coverage in favour of the egg
donor (for any loss, damage, or death).
¾¾ Clinics are required to check for genetic diseases before implantation and are prohibited from
providing any sex-selective services (e.g. sex determination).
8 | Current Affairs Notes (1st to 31th December 2021)
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A child born through ART will be deemed to be a biological child of the commissioning couple
and will be entitled to the rights and privileges available to a natural child of the commissioning
couple.
A donor will not have any parental rights over the child
ART clinics and bank must share information related to:
`` enrolment of the commissioning parties and donors,
`` procedures being undertaken, and
`` outcome of the procedure, with the National Registry.
Further, they must maintain records of all donations for at least 10 years, after which the records
must be transferred to the National Registry.
While using human gametes and embryos, ART clinics and banks must :
`` harvest eggs in the manner specified by regulations, and
`` place such number of eggs or embryos in the uterus of the woman as may be specified by
regulations.
Offences under the Bill include :
`` abandoning, or exploiting children born through ART,
`` selling, purchasing, trading, or importing human embryos or gametes, and
`` exploiting the commissioning couple, woman, or the gamete donor in any form.
These offences will be punishable with a fine between five and ten lakh rupees for the first
contravention.
For subsequent contraventions, these offences will be punishable with imprisonment between
three and eight years, and a fine between 10 and 20 lakh rupees.
A court will take cognisance of an offence only on a complaint by the National or State Board.

zz

Analysis
¾¾ The bill seeks to regulate till now unregulated sector which also has surrogacy as part of it.
¾¾ The surrogacy part was regulated as per the provisions of Surrogacy Regulation Act, 2019
which was aimed at ending the exploitative business of a mothers’ womb.
¾¾ The provision in ART Bill of maintaining a national database require further explanation and
rules especially regarding privacy, data integrity and security.
¾¾ The exclusion of same sex couples also needs further discussion as many other laws need
changes to accept such unions and extend the provision of this Bill for them.
¾¾ The ART Bill, though having wide ranging provisions needs proper implementation on ground.
¾¾ Along with this new Bill, the state should also focus on making such technology accessible to
poor sections of our society.

zz

Point to focus
¾¾ Assisted reproductive technologies, IVF, In vivo, surrogacy, etc.;
¾¾ Cells, their life cycle, cell division of normal and gamete cell, etc.;
¾¾ Constitutional provisions, statutory provisions, international best practices, etc.;
¾¾ Privacy, right to forget, major SC judgement, Puttaswamy judgement, BalaKrishna committee,
etc.;

Reference : - Indian Express; The Hindu; CDC; PRS;
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5. Troika of G – 20
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ India recently joined the troika as India will be the G-20 president next year.
¾¾ The presidency of the G20 rotates every year among its members, with the country that holds
the presidency working together with its predecessor and successor, also known as Troika, to
ensure the continuity of the agenda.
¾¾ Currently Italy, Indonesia, and India are the Troika countries

zz

About G – 20
¾¾ The G20 is a strategic multilateral platform connecting the world’s major developed and
emerging economies.
¾¾ Together, the G20 members
represent more than 80 percent
of world GDP, 75 percent of
international trade and 60 percent
of the world population.
¾¾ Starting in 1999 as a meeting for
the finance minister and central
bank governors, the G20 has
evolved into a yearly summit
involving the Head of State and
Government.
¾¾ In addition to that, the Sherpa
meetings (in charge of carrying
out negotiations and building
consensus among Leaders), working
groups, and special events are also organized throughout the year.
¾¾ The G20 was formed in 1999 with the aim of discussing policies in order to achieve international
financial stability.
¾¾ This forum was formed as an effort to find a solution to the global economic conditions hit
by the global financial crisis in 1997-1999 by involving middle-income countries and having
systemic economic influence.
¾¾ Till 2008, the finance ministers of G-20 met every year.
¾¾ Since 2008, the head of states of G-20 meet every year to discuss the pressing issues, future
course of action and other relevant agendas.
¾¾ The G20 has no permanent secretariat.
¾¾ Agenda and the work coordination is completed by G20 leaders’ personal representatives,
known as sherpas together with finance ministers and central bank governors.
¾¾ The members of the G20 are: Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, France, Germany,
India, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Republic of Korea, Mexico, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa,
Turkey, the United Kingdom, the United States, and the European Union.
¾¾ Spain is also invited as a permanent guest.
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Each year, the Presidency invites guest countries, which take full part in the G20 exercise.
¾¾ Several international and regional organizations also participate
¾¾ In Dec 2022, India will hold the presidency of G-20 and for the first time g-20 summit will be
held in India.
¾¾

zz

Points to Focus
¾¾ G-20, G-7, G-8, G-4, OECD, etc.;
¾¾ Treaty based organisation, multilateral organisations, forums, informal summits, grouping, etc.;
¾¾ India and India’s role as a major power in the world, region, etc;
¾¾ India’s foreign policy, guiding principles, significance of G-20 in direction of global actions;

Reference : - The Hindu; G-20;

6. Paika Rebellion
zz

Why in the news
¾¾ The Ministry of Culture has said that Paika rebellion will be included in class 8 NCERT history
textbooks.

zz

About Paika rebellion
¾¾ The Paika Bidroha (Paika Rebellion) of 1817 in Odisha briefly shook the foundations of British
rule in the eastern part of India.
¾¾ Paikas were essentially the peasant militias of the Gajapati rulers of Odisha who rendered
military service to the king during times of war while taking up cultivation during times of
peace.
¾¾ They were paid by service lands which they cultivated with their own hands in time of peace
subject to the performance of certain military and police duties whenever called upon by their
chiefs.
¾¾ People from all classes, Chasa, Pana, Kandara, Bauri, Mohammedans, Telgu, Kaisthas, etc.
could become Paiks.
¾¾ The Paiks of Orissa were divided into three ranks, distinguished by names taken from their
occupation, or the weapons which they chiefly used, viz.:
`` The Paharis, who carry a large shief made of wood covered with hide and strengthened by
knobs and cirlces of iron, and the long straight national sword of Orissa, called the Khanda.
They are stationed chiefly as guards.
`` The Banuas, wo now principally use the matchlock (in lieu of their old missile weapons),
but have besides a small shield and sword. It was their duty to take the field principally and
to go on distant expeditions
`` The Dhenkiyas, who are armed with bows and arrows and a sword, and perform all sorts of
duties.
¾¾ The war dress of the Paiks consists, or did consist, of a cap and vest made of the skin of the
tiger, or leopard, a sort of chain armour for the body and thighs, and a girdle formed of the tail
of some wild animal.
¾¾ They unfurled the banner of rebellion against the British under the leadership of Baxi Jagandhu
Bidyadhara as early as 1817 to throw off the British yoke.
Current Affairs Notes (1st to 31th December 2021) | 11
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Rulers of Khurda were traditionally the custodians of Jagannath Temple and ruled as the deputy
of lord Jagannath on earth.
They symbolised the political and cultural freedom of the people of Odisha.
The British, having established their sway over Bengal Province and Madras Province to the
north and south of Odisha, occupied it in 1803.
The Gajapati King of Odisha Mukunda Deva-ll was a minor then and initial resistance by Jai
Rajguru, the custodian of Mukunda Deva-II, was put down brutally and Jai Rajguru was torn
apart alive.
A few years later, it was the Paikas under Baxi Jagabandhu, the hereditary chief of the militia
army of the Gajapati King, who rose in rebellion, taking support of tribals and other sections
of society.
The rebellion started in March 1817 and spread quickly.
The tribals of Ghumusar (part of present day Ganjam and Kandhmal Districts) and other sections
of the population actively took part in it.
In fact, the Paika Bidroha got the opportune moment to spread when 4OOtribals of Ghumsar
entered Khurda protesting against the British rule.
The Paikas attacked British symbols of power, setting ablaze police stations, administrative
offices and the treasury during their march towards Khurda, from where the British fled.
The Paikas were supported by the rajas of Kanika, Kujang, Nayagarh and Ghumusar and
zamindars, village heads and ordinary peasants. The rebellion quickly spread to Puri, Pipli
Cuttack and other parts of the province.
The British were initially taken aback and then tried to regain lost ground but faced stiff
resistance from the rebelling Paikas.
Many a battle ensued with some victories to the rebels, but the British finally managed to defeat
them within three months.
Some rebels fought a guerilla war till 1819 but were captured and killed. Baxi Jagabandhu was
finally arrested in 1825 and died in captivity in 1829.

Points to focus
¾¾ Major rebellion before 1857, major tribal and peasant uprising, etc.;
¾¾ Major uprising from eastern, NE India, tribal pockets, southern India, forgotten freedom
fighters, etc.;
¾¾ India’s freedom struggle, first war of independence, significance of Indian version of history,
etc.;

Reference : - The Hindu; Indian Express; PIB; Govt of Odisha;

7. Green hydrogen
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ L & T has entered in agreement with ReNew Power to tap into green hydrogen sector.

zz

What is it?
¾¾ There are no natural hydrogen deposits on earth, it has to be extracted from other compounds
by a chemical process.
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zz

Hydrogen can also be produced by the electrolysis of water (using an electric current to break
water, H2O, into its component elements of hydrogen and oxygen).
If this electric current is produced by a renewable source (e.g. Solar PV or a wind turbine), the
clean hydrogen produced is known as green hydrogen
The vast majority of industrial hydrogen is currently produced from natural gas through a
process known as steam methane reforming or SMR.
Producing hydrogen in this way is sometimes referred to as brown (no CO2 sequestration;
hydrocarbon-rich feed stock, such as methane gas, coal or other fossil fuels) or grey (SMR
process, no sequestration) or even blue (SMR with sequestration) hydrogen!
Steam methane reforming (SMR) reacts the methane in natural gas with high-temperature steam
in the presence of a catalyst.
This produces hydrogen, and ultimately carbon dioxide, CO2. As natural gas is relatively cheap,
the hydrogen produced is also relatively cheap.
However, the standard SMR process has the considerable disadvantage of releasing large
quantities of CO2 into the atmosphere, CO2 is well known to be a highly significant greenhouse
gas.
Our ability to produce large quantities of green hydrogen will play a major role in providing an
alternative to fossil fuels as we transition to low emissions and work towards a clean, healthy
environment.

Hydrogen
¾¾ Hydrogen (H), a colourless, odourless, tasteless, flammable gaseous substance that is the
simplest member of the family of chemical elements.
¾¾ The hydrogen atom has a nucleus consisting of a proton bearing one unit of positive electrical
Current Affairs Notes (1st to 31th December 2021) | 13
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charge; an electron, bearing one unit of negative electrical charge, is also associated with this
nucleus.
Under ordinary conditions, hydrogen gas is a loose aggregation of hydrogen molecules, each
consisting of a pair of atoms, a diatomic molecule, H2.
Although hydrogen is the most abundant element in the universe (three times as abundant as
helium, the next most widely occurring element), it makes up only about 0.14 percent of Earth’s
crust by weight.
It occurs, however, in vast quantities as part of the water in oceans, ice packs, rivers, lakes, and
the atmosphere.
oAs part of innumerable carbon compounds, hydrogen is present in all animal and vegetable
tissue and in petroleum.
Even though it is often said that there are more known compounds of carbon than of any other
element, the fact is that, since hydrogen is contained in almost all carbon compounds and also
forms a multitude of compounds with all other elements (except some of the noble gases), it is
possible that hydrogen compounds are more numerous.
Elementary hydrogen finds its principal industrial application in the manufacture of ammonia
and in the hydrogenation of carbon monoxide and organic compounds.

Hydrogen has three known isotopes. The mass numbers of hydrogen’s isotopes are 1, 2, and 3,
the most abundant being the mass 1 isotope generally called hydrogen (symbol H, or 1H) but
also known as protium.
¾¾ The mass 2 isotope, which has a nucleus of one proton and one neutron and has been named
deuterium, or heavy hydrogen (symbol D, or 2H), constitutes 0.0156 percent of the ordinary
mixture of hydrogen.
¾¾ Tritium (symbol T, or 3H), with one proton and two neutrons in each nucleus, is the mass 3
¾¾
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zz

isotope and constitutes about 10−15 to 10−16 percent of hydrogen.
Deuterium and tritium are of interest in connection with thermonuclear (fusion) reactions
Deuterium oxide is useful in nuclear reactors as a moderator to slow down but not appreciably
capture neutrons. It has the advantage of being a liquid that absorbs neutrons only slightly.
The extremely low melting and boiling points of H2 result from weak forces of attraction
between the molecules
Hydrogen is transparent to visible light, to infrared light, and to ultraviolet light to wavelengths
below 1800 Å.
A molecule of hydrogen is the simplest possible molecule. It consists of two protons and two
electrons held together by electrostatic forces.
Two types of molecular hydrogen (ortho and para) are known. These differ in the magnetic
interactions of the protons due to the spinning motions of the protons.
In ortho-hydrogen, the spins of both protons are aligned in the same direction—that is, they are
parallel.
In para-hydrogen, the spins are aligned in opposite directions and are therefore antiparallel
The two forms of hydrogen have slightly different physical properties
Atomic hydrogen is very reactive. It combines with most elements to form hydrides (e.g.,
sodium hydride, NaH), and it reduces metallic oxides, a reaction that produces the metal in its
elemental state
The most important industrial method for the production of hydrogen is the catalytic steam–
hydrocarbon process, in which gaseous or vaporized hydrocarbons are treated with steam at
high pressure over a nickel catalyst at 650°–950° C to produce carbon oxides and hydrogen. In
recent times, natural gas which is over 90% methane is used for producing H.
Another important process for hydrogen production is the noncatalytic partial oxidation of
hydrocarbons under elevated pressures
In a third process, called the pressure catalytic partial oxidation method, the two preceding
processes are combined to maintain the required reaction temperature without external heating
of the catalyst bed.
The largest single use of hydrogen in the world is in ammonia manufacture, which consumes
about two-thirds of the world’s hydrogen production.
Large amounts of hydrogen are used in the preparation of methanol, hydrogenation of vegetable
oils, reduce aldehydes and fatty acids, refining metals, in fuel cell, fuel for cryogenic rocket
engines, etc.

Points to focus
¾¾ India’s energy mix; Diversification, renewable sources of energy; Future energy sources;
¾¾ Funding, R&D, safety, awareness, accessibility and end user demand, etc.;
¾¾ Climate change, Types of carbon, carbon emissions and its major sources, impact on ecosystem,
etc.;
¾¾ Major international conventions; International Solar Alliance; ITER project,
¾¾ India’s NDC; impact of fossil fuels on climate,
¾¾ Economic, social, national security, environmental dimension

Reference : - The Hindu; Indian Express; PIB; MNRE
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8. Barbados is the newest republic
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ Recently Barbados replaced Queen of England as its head of state and became a republic
¾¾ On 30 November 1966, Barbados became an independent state and Commonwealth realm with
Elizabeth II as Queen of Barbados.
¾¾ In October 2021, Sandra Mason was elected by Parliament to become the first President of
Barbados.
¾¾ On 30 November 2021, Mason replaced Queen Elizabeth as head of state, with Barbados
transitioning to a republic

zz

About Barbados
¾¾ Barbados, island country in the southeastern Caribbean
Sea & the most easterly of the Caribbean Islands.
¾¾ It is in the western part of the North Atlantic
¾¾ The name "Barbados" is from either the Portuguese
term os barbudos or the Spanish equivalent, los
barbudos, both meaning "the bearded ones".
¾¾ The original name for Barbados was Ichirouganaim
¾¾ The capital and largest town is Bridgetown, which is
also the main seaport.
¾¾ Barbados lies on the boundary of the South American
and the Caribbean Plates
¾¾ The subduction of the South American plate beneath the Caribbean plate scrapes sediment from
the South American plate and deposits it above the subduction zone forming an accretionary
prism.
¾¾ The rate of this depositing of material allows Barbados to rise at a rate of about 25 mm (1 in)
per 1,000 years
¾¾ This subduction means geologically the island is composed of coral roughly 90 m (300 ft) thick,
where reefs formed above the sediment.
¾¾ The rocks underlying Barbados consist of sedimentary deposits, including thick shales, clays,
sands, and conglomerates, laid down approximately 70 million years ago.
¾¾ There are no significant rivers or lakes and only a few streams, springs, and ponds.
¾¾ Rainwater percolates quickly through the underlying coralline limestone cap, draining into
underground streams, which are the main source of the domestic water supply.
¾¾ A desalination plant provides additional fresh water.
¾¾ There are two seasons: the dry season, from early December to May, and the wet season, which
lasts for the rest of the year.
¾¾ On the Köppen climate classification scale, much of Barbados is regarded as a tropical monsoon
climate (Am).
¾¾ The location of Barbados keeps it just out of Hurricane impact zone, though cyclonic storms do
hit the island in once in a decade or two type phenomenon.
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Very little of the original vegetation remains on Barbados; the pale green of cultivated sugarcane
has become the characteristic colour of the landscape.
Tropical trees, including poinciana, mahogany, frangipani, and cabbage palm, are widespread,
and flowering shrubs adorn parks and gardens.
People of African descent and of mixed African-European descent make up more than ninetenths of the population.
A small fraction of the population is of European (mainly British) descent, and there is an even
smaller number of inhabitants who originated from the Indian subcontinent.
The majority of the population is Christian.
Barbados is densely populated. More than one-third of the population is concentrated in
Bridgetown and the surrounding area.
Barbados has an open, market-oriented economy. Services, manufacturing, and agriculture are
the most significant sectors.
Cricket is the national sport, and Barbados contributes many players to the West Indies team
The islands has been inhabited by humans since pre-historic times. The indigenous population
was thriving till the advent of European coloniser.
Spanish navigators took possession of Barbados in the late 15th century, claiming it for the
Crown of Castile. It first appeared on a Spanish map in 1511.
The Portuguese Empire claimed the island between 1532 and 1536, but abandoned it in 1620
with their only remnants being an introduction of wild boars for a good supply of meat whenever
the island was visited.
An English ship, the Olive Blossom, arrived in Barbados on 14 May 1625; its men took
possession of the island in the name of King James I.
In 1627, the first permanent settlers arrived from England, and Barbados became an English and
later British colony
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During this period, the colony operated on a plantation economy, relying on the labour of
enslaved Africans who worked on the island's plantations.
¾¾ Barbados has been an independent country since 30 November 1966.
¾¾ It now functions as a parliamentary republic modelled on the British Westminster system.
¾¾

zz

Points to Focus
¾¾ Mapping, geography, cyclone – hurricanes, tectonic plates, etc.;
¾¾ Forms of democracy, head of state, forms of state, American vs British system of parliament,
etc.;
¾¾ Colonial history, slave trade, plantation, indentured labour, colonial hangover, common wealth
nations, India’s stand, UNO, etc.;

Reference : - Indian Express; The Hindu; Britannica;
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9. Lesser Florican
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ In a major discovery, the longest in-country migration route of lesser floricans, the endangered
birds of the bustard group, has been tracked for the first time from Rajasthan to Maharashtra’s
Ahmednagar district.

zz

Lessor Florican (Sypheotides indicus)
¾¾ The smallest in the bustard family and the only member of the
genus Sypheotides, the lesser florican, also known as the likh
or kharmore, is endemic to the Indian subcontinent, where it
is found in grasslands and grassland-like cover including some
crops.
¾¾ Male is striking: black with pale wings and a filamentous crest.
¾¾ Light brown female is less eye-catching, but her size and shape
set her apart from other similar species. Difficult to detect in
tall vegetation; male’s crazy courtship dance puts him in view
during the breeding season.
¾¾ During the summer it visits north-western and central India,
when it is perhaps best known for the male’s leaping breeding
displays during the monsoons, but in winter it spreads out and
many birds move into the lower
reaches of the subcontinent.
¾¾ IUCN
status – Critically
Endangered.
¾¾ During their seasonal movements
it probably suffers mortality at
powerlines, which are known
killers of bustards everywhere.
Hunting locally may also play a
role in its endangerment.
¾¾ Habitat loss and its degradation
is the biggest cause for decline in
their population.

Points to focus
¾¾ Critically Endangered species of birds and animals in India; Mapping, Migratory species in
India, CMS
¾¾ Role of state, community in conservation, Indian model of conservation;
¾¾ Innovative techniques for conservation of species, use of technology
¾¾ Statutory provisions; International organisations;
¾¾ Development vs environmental conservation; Human centric, ecology centric view, ethical
dimensions, etc.
Reference : - The Hindu; WWF India; WII;
zz
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10. Project 17A
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ The Eastern Carrier Battle Group is now under formation under Eastern Naval Command.
¾¾ The Eastern Command may also get all the ships under Project-17A

zz

About Project 17A
¾¾ Under the Project 17A, 7 stealth guided missile frigate are planned for the Indian Navy.
¾¾ These ships will be having most advanced stealth features, extremely sensitive sensors,
missiles, indigenous weapons and other sub-systems with over 80% of the ship having Indian
components.
¾¾ Project-17A ships have been indigenously designed by Directorate of Naval Design (Surface
Ship Design Group) - DND(SSG), and are being built at indigenous yards
¾¾ Under the Project 17A program, a total of seven ships, four at Mazagon Dock Shipbuilders
Limited (MDL) and three ships at
GRSE are being built, with the Nilgiri
built by MDL already launched and
under user trails.
¾¾ The frigates will be equipped with
Barak 8 (LR-SAM), BrahMos
supersonic cruise missile, Ajanta
electronic warfare system and
Humsa-NG sonar. They will also
carry 2 helicopters.
¾¾ The name of these ships are taken from
hills ranging across India, they are Nilgiri, Himgiri, Taragiri, Udyagiri, Dunagiri, Vindhyagiri
and Mahendragiri

Points to focus
¾¾ Various types of ships of Indian Navy; Role of Navy and Coast Guard
¾¾ Indigenous technologies; Aatmanirbhar Bharat
¾¾ BrahMos, Barak, Spike, Aakash, etc., missile systems; India’s missile program
¾¾ Territorial waters, international waters, EEZ, etc.; Blue Water Navy; India’s role in Indian
Ocean
Reference : - The Hindu; Indian Express; PIB; Indian Navy;
zz
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11. National Mission on Cultural Mapping
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ Culture mapping of 80 villages associated with noted personalities in history, in particular the
freedom movement, unique crafts and festivals has been started as a pilot project by IGNCA

zz

About National Mission on cultural mapping
¾¾ A systematic process i.e. Cultural Mapping is required to be adopted involving artists’
communities in the identification and collecting, recording, analysing and synthesising
information in order to describe the local cultural assets and resources, with the implication that
this knowledge will then be used to inform collective strategies, planning, processes, or other
initiatives
¾¾ We always had an oral way of transferring the cultural arts but in the advanced world of
Information and Technology, it is essential to design a web-portal to maintain a database of
cultural assets and resources such as art forms, individual artists, artists’ community cultural
organisations, cultural spaces & facility, creative cultural industries, festivals & events, heritage
properties, landmark etc. spread across all over the country and enhance it with a determination
to deliver what we have inherited.
¾¾ Properly mapped, documented and designed database can be effectively used for not only
preserving the rich cultural heritage but also providing means of livelihood and ameliorating
the economic conditions of the performing artistes.
¾¾ In the above context, Ministry of Culture has planned a National Mission on Cultural Mapping
and roadmap for the same.
¾¾ According to an estimate, in India, Agriculture employs 37-40 % of the total workforce, Culture
& Creative Industries employs 45-48% and all other industries together employ around 17-20%
of the total workforce.
¾¾ Main challenge in the growth and promotion of cultural industries lies in developing a revenuegeneration model which could be self-sustainable.
¾¾ Under this Mission, at broad-level, there are three important objectives as follows:
`` National Cultural Awareness Abhiyan
`` Nationwide Artist Talent Hunt/Scouting Programme:
`` National Cultural Workplace: Centralised Transactional Web Portal with database and
demography of cultural assets and resources including all art forms and artists
¾¾ The proposed Mission shall, broadly, have a three-tier strategy to achieve its objectives.
¾¾ At first stage, it shall ensure that a sizable database of cultural assets and resources is created
through vigorous exercise of cultural mapping.
¾¾ The second tier of the strategy would be creation of National Cultural Work Place (NCWP)
which will encompass all cultural assets and resources data, artist ranking, all scholarships/
grants/ awards/talent management processes and activities at National Web Portal i.e. NCWP
¾¾ The third tier is the standardisation and formatting of the available content and generation of
new high quality content with appropriate inputs.
¾¾ The Mission shall create a structured modal for accomplishing National cultural awareness
from Block to National level. Social organization and NGOs may also be engaged to carry out
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focused cultural activities from Block to National level.
¾¾ Volunteers or Nehru Yuva Kendra Volunteers etc. shall also be involved to accomplish the
proposed activities of the Mission on Cultural Mapping
Points to Focus
¾¾ Tangible and intangible culture of India, India’s craft and arts culture, impact of colonial rule,
etc.;
¾¾ UNESCO’s world heritage list, Various programs by state to promote art and crafts, Hunnar
haat, etc.;
Reference : - The Hindu; PIB; Ministry of Culture;
zz

12. Dam Safety Act 2019
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ The Parliament has passed the Dam Safety Bill 2019.

zz

Major highlights
¾¾ After China and USA, India is the 3rd largest dam-owning nation in the world.
¾¾ There are around 5,700 large dams in the country, of which about 80% are already over 25 years
old.
¾¾ Nearly 227 dams that are over 100 years old are still functional.
¾¾ In India, dams higher than 15 m or between 10 m and 15 m height that fulfil satisfying certain
additional design conditions such as, reservoir capacity of at least one million cubic meter, and
length of top of the dam at least 500 metres.
¾¾ Most of these large dams are in Maharashtra (2394), Madhya Pradesh (906), and Gujarat (632).
¾¾ The Bill provides for the surveillance, inspection, operation, and maintenance of all specified
dams across the country.
¾¾ This includes dams built on both inter and intra state rivers
¾¾ It constitutes two national bodies:
`` National Committee on Dam Safety, whose functions include evolving policies and
recommending regulations regarding dam safety standards;
`` National Dam Safety Authority, whose functions include implementing policies of the
National Committee, providing technical assistance to State Dam Safety Organisations
(SDSOs), and resolving matters between SDSOs of states or between a SDSO and any dam
owner in that state.
¾¾ It also constitutes two state bodies:
`` State Committee on Dam Safety,
`` State Dam Safety Organisation.
¾¾ These bodies will be responsible for the surveillance, inspection, and monitoring the operation
and maintenance of dams within their jurisdiction.
¾¾ Dam owners will be responsible for the safe construction, operation, maintenance and
supervision of a dam.
¾¾ They must provide a dam safety unit in each dam.
¾¾ This unit will inspect the dams:
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before and after monsoon season, and
`` during and after every earthquake, flood, calamity, or any sign of distress.
Functions of dam owners include:
`` preparing an emergency action plan,
`` carrying out risk assessment studies at specified regular intervals,
`` preparing a comprehensive dam safety evaluation through a panel of experts.
National Committee on Dam Safety with a three-year tenure, comprising the chairman of the
Central Water Commission, a maximum of 10 representatives of the central government in the
ranks of joint secretary, a maximum of seven representatives of the state governments, and three
experts, will be formed as part of the Act.
The National Dam Safety Authority, to be headquartered in Delhi, will be formed under the Act.
It will be headed by an officer not below the rank of Additional Secretary to the Government of
India to deal with problems relating to dam engineering and dam safety management.
Anyone obstructing a person in the discharge of his functions under the Bill or refusing to
comply with directions may be imprisoned for a year. In case of loss of life, the person may be
imprisoned for two years.
``

¾¾

¾¾

¾¾

¾¾

zz

Analysis
¾¾ Given the sheer number of dams and their safety is certainly paramount
¾¾ Most of the dams in India are constructed and maintained by the states, while some of the bigger
dams are managed by autonomous bodies such as Damodar Valley Corporation or Bhakra Beas
Management Board of Bhakra-Nangal Project.
¾¾ A CWC Committee on Dam Safety (1986) had recommended unified safety procedures for all
dams and suggested a legislative framework for dam safety.
¾¾ In 2007, Andhra Pradesh and West Bengal passed resolutions requesting Parliament to make
a law on dam safety. Consequently, the Dam Safety Bill, 2010 was introduced in Lok Sabha
under Article 252 (which allows Parliament to make laws on state subjects which will apply to
those states that pass a resolution requiring such law)
¾¾ As per Entry 17 of the State List, states can make laws on water supply, irrigation and canals,
drainage and embankments, water storage and water power, subject to Entry 56 of the Union
List.
¾¾ Entry 56 of the Union List allows Parliament to make laws on the regulation of inter-state rivers
and river valleys if it declares such regulation to be expedient in public interest.
¾¾ The Bill declares it expedient in public interest for the Union to regulate on a uniform dam
safety procedure for all specified dams
¾¾ Also inter-State basins cover 92% of the country’s area and most of the dams, making the
Parliament competent to enact such a law.
¾¾ Though few states are opposing but such a legislation establishing standard across India.

zz

Points to focus
¾¾ Dams in India, their safety, monitoring, use of modern technology, etc.;
¾¾ Constitutional and statutory provision, state list, union list, concurrent list, major SC, etc.;

Reference : - The Hindu; Indian Express; PIB; PRS;
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13.  Hallmark Unique Identification (HUID)  
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ With an aim to bring transparency in the jewellery trade and increase trust among consumers,
the Government has also made it mandatory for the introduction of a Hallmark Unique
Identification (HUID) number in every piece of jewellery.
¾¾ The Government has made it mandatory to sell Hallmarked jewellery in 256 districts of the
country having at least one Assaying and Hallmarking centre.
¾¾ Silver hallmarking is still voluntary

zz

What is HUID?
Hallmark Unique Identification (HUID) number is a six digit Alpha-numeric code consisting of
numbers and letters.
¾¾ HUID will be given to every piece of jewellery at the time of hallmarking and it is unique for
every piece of jewellery.
¾¾ The jewellery is stamped with the unique number manually at the Assaying & Hallmarking
centre.
¾¾ HUID gives distinct identity to each piece of jewellery enabling traceability.
¾¾

It is critical to the credibility of Hallmarking and addressing complaints regarding purity of
Hallmarked jewellery.
¾¾ In HUID based Hallmarking, registration of jewellers is automatic with no human interference.
¾¾ It is aimed at ensuring the purity of Hallmarked jewellery and check any malpractice.
¾¾ HUID is a secure system and poses no risk to data privacy or security.
¾¾

zz

About Hallmarking of jewellery
¾¾ To protect the consumer against adulteration and to obligate jewellers to maintain legal standards
of purity, government mandated Bureau of Indian standards started the Hallmarking scheme for
gold in year 2000.
¾¾ The scheme for silver was later introduced in the year 2005.
¾¾ Hallmarking is the accurate determination and official recording of the proportionate content of
precious metal in the jewellery/artefacts or bullion/coins.
¾¾ Hallmarking Scheme is currently voluntary.
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However, Quality control order for mandatory hallmarking of gold jewellery/artefacts has been
issued on 15 Jan 2020 by the Govt. of India.
¾¾ Mandatory hallmarking of gold jewellery/artefacts shall come into force with effect from 01
June 2021.
¾¾ For hallmarking of jewellery, a jeweller who wants to sell hallmarked jewellery has to obtain a
registration from BIS
¾¾

¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾

¾¾
¾¾

The registered jeweller submits the jewellery for hallmarking to BIS recognized Assaying &
Hallmarking (A&H) centre.
A&H centres are the testing centres where the jewellery is tested.
After testing, the A&H centre applies hallmark on the jewellery which is found meeting the
requirement of the standard.
The recognition is granted to A&H centres for hallmarking of jewellery/artefacts after verifying
the infrastructure requirements, capability and competency of personnel to carry out assaying &
hallmarking.
The Indian Standard on Gold Hallmarking IS 1417:2016 specifies three grades for hallmarking
of gold jewellery / artefacts which are 14 Carat, 18 Carat and 22 Carat
Indian standard on Silver hallmarking IS 2112:2014 specifies six grades of silver alloys viz
990,970,925,900,835,800 used in the manufacture of jewellery/artefacts. Silver hallmarking
uses fineness to give hall mark.
Purity in carat and fineness for gold
(e.g. 22K916, 18K750, 14K585)
BIS Mark

¾¾

In case of silver only fineness of
990, 970,925,900,835,800

Assay centre's
identification
mark/number

Jewellers
identification
mark/number

Hallmarking charges for the jewellery are –Rs.35/-+GST per piece for gold jewellery and
Rs.25/-+GST per piece for silver jewellery irrespective of the weight of the jewellery.
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For hallmarking of gold bullion and coins of fineness 995 and 999 parts per thousand a refinery
or a mint obtains a license and applies hallmark during the manufacturing
There are provision in the BIS Act, 2016 for misuse of hallmarks.
As per section 29 of BIS Act, 2016, any
person who contravenes the provisions
of sub-sections (6) or (8) of section 14
or section 15 shall be punishable with
imprisonment for a term which may
extend to one year or with fine which
shall not be less than one lakh rupees,
but may extend up to five times the
value of goods or articles produced or
sold or offered to be sold or affixed or
applied with a Standard Mark including
Hallmark, or with both
Also if a customer finds after getting
their jewellery tested at any A&H
Centre by paying fee of Rs. 200, that the
purity is falling short of BIS Hallmark
standard, the law has provision for
penalty.
As per section 49 of BIS Rules, 2018,
in case of precious metal article not conforming to the relevant standards, such compensation
to the buyer/customer shall be two times the amount of difference calculated on the basis of
shortage of purity for the weight of such article sold and the testing charges.
As per provisions of Section 18(6) &18(7) of BIS Act 2016, the certified body or license holder
or his representative shall be responsible for any shortage of purity.
It is further informed that the Act also provides for action against Assaying & Hallmarking
centre i.e, if any A&H Centre contravenes the provision of sub-section (6) or (8) of the section
14 of BIS Act 2016, it shall be punishable as per provision of sub-section (2) of section 29 of
the BIS Act 2016, with imprisonment for a term which may extend to one year or fine which
shall not be less than one lakh rupees.
It may be further mentioned that provisions have also been made to cancel the recognition of
such centres in the BIS (Hallmarking) Regulations framed under the provisions of BIS Act
2016.
The new mandatory hallmarking rules are for gold jewellery and artefacts only.
Carat and Purity of gold
Karat, also spelled Carat, a measure of the purity of gold. ‘Caratage’ is the measurement of
purity of gold alloyed with other metals
A gold karat is 1/24 part, or 4.1667 percent, of the whole, and the purity of a gold alloy is
expressed as the number of these parts of gold it contains.
Thus, an object that contains 16 parts gold and 8 parts alloying metal is 16-karat gold, and pure
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zz

gold is 24-karat gold.
24 carat is pure gold with no other metals. 24 carat pure gold jewellery is soft and highly
malleable, thus limiting its use as jewellery.
Lower caratages contain less gold;
18 carat gold contains 75 per cent gold and 25 per cent other metals, often copper or silver.
Fineness is another way of expressing the precious metal content of gold jewellery, and
represents the purity in parts per thousand. When stamped on jewellery, usually this is stated
without the decimal point.
Strictly speaking, 14 carat should be 583 (14/24 = .583333), but most manufacturers have
adopted the European practice of making 14 carat gold slightly over 14 carat. Thus, the fineness
mark is 585 in most 14 carat gold jewellery.
Similarly, 24 carat should be 1.0 (24/24 = 1.00). However, in practice, there is likely to be a
very slight impurity in any gold, and it can only be refined to a fineness level of 999.9 parts per
thousand. This is stated as 999.9.

Bureau of Indian standards (BIS)
¾¾ Bureau of Indian standards (BIS) came into existence, through an act of parliament in November
1986, on 1 April 1987, with a broadened scope and more powers taking over the staff, assets,
liabilities and functions of erstwhile ISI.
¾¾ Through this change over, the government envisaged building
a climate for quality culture and consciousness and greater
participation of consumers in formulation and implementation of
national standards.
¾¾ The Bureau is a Body Corporate consisting of 25 members
representing both Central and State governments, Members of
Parliament, industry, scientific and research institutions, consumer
organizations and professional bodies; with Union Minister of
Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution as its President and with Minister of State for
Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution as its Vice-President
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Technical Department
Civil Enginerrring
Chemical Department (CHD)
Electrotechnical Department (ETD)
Food and Agriculture Department (FAD)
Electronics and Information Technology Department (LITD)
Mechanical Engineering Department (MED)
Medical Equipment and Hospital Planning Department (MHD)
Management and Systems Department (MSD)
Metallurgical Engineering Department (MTD)
Petroleum, Coal and Related Products Department (PCD)
Production and General Engineering Department (PGD)
Service Sector Department-I (SSD-I)
Service Sector Department-II (SSD-II)

Total Standards
1846
1853
1775
2110
1672
1365
1399
399
1672
1476
2424
59
1
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14
15
16

Transport Engineering Department (TED)
Textile Department (TXD)
Water Resources Department (WRD)
Total

1179
1363
463
21056

BIS has been providing traceability and tangibility benefits to the national economy in a number
of ways – providing safe reliable quality goods; minimizing health hazards to consumers;
promoting exports and imports substitute; control over proliferation of varieties etc. through
standardization, certification and testing
¾¾ BIS has its Headquarters at New Delhi and has 5 regional offices
¾¾ BIS is involved in various activities as given below :
`` Standards Formulation
`` Product Certification Scheme
`` Compulsory Registration Scheme
`` Foreign Manufacturers Certification Scheme
`` Hall Marking Scheme
`` Laboratory Services
`` Laboratory Recognition Scheme
`` Sale of Indian Standards
`` Consumer Affairs Activities
`` Promotional Activities
`` Training Services, National & International level
`` Information Services
¾¾ BIS has 21056 standards under 16 broad categories.
¾¾

zz

Gold
¾¾ Gold (Au), a dense lustrous yellow precious metal of
Group 11 (Ib), Period 6, of the periodic table.
¾¾ It is attractive in colour and brightness, durable to the
point of virtual indestructibility, highly malleable,
highly ductile and usually found in nature in a
comparatively pure form
¾¾ Gold is one of the densest of all metals.
¾¾ It is a good conductor of heat and electricity.
¾¾ It is also soft and the most malleable and ductile of the
elements. It can be drawn into a wire of single-atom
width and extremely thin sheet of metal.
¾¾ Gold is widespread in low concentrations in all
igneous rocks. Its abundance in Earth’s crust is estimated at about 0.005 part per million.
¾¾ It occurs mostly in the native state, remaining chemically uncombined except with tellurium,
selenium, and bismuth.
¾¾ The element’s only naturally occurring isotope is gold-197.
¾¾ Gold often occurs in association with copper and lead deposits, and, though the quantity present
is often extremely small, it is readily recovered as a by-product in the refining of those base
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metals.
¾¾ Gold occurs in free elemental (native) form, as nuggets or grains, in rocks, in veins, and in
alluvial deposits
¾¾ Gold is resistant to most acids, though it does dissolve in aqua regia (a mixture of nitric acid and
hydrochloric acid), which forms a soluble tetrachloroaurate anion.

¾¾
¾¾
¾¾

¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾

¾¾

Gold also dissolves in alkaline solutions of cyanide, which are used in mining and electroplating.
Gold dissolves in mercury, forming amalgam alloys
Gold does not react with oxygen at any temperature and, up to 100 °C, is resistant to attack from
ozone. Some free halogens react with gold.
The origin of gold on earth is also quite interesting. According to Asteroid origin theory all of
gold on surface of earth is due to asteroid strikes much later in earth’s life as the original gold
on earth has sunk towards the core in the initial years of formations of earth
Another theory says that the gold present in mantel is brought up during volcanic eruptions
Gold also is found in sea water, though in very small quantity.
Because pure gold is too soft to resist prolonged handling, it is usually alloyed with other metals
to increase its hardness for use in jewellery, gold ware, or coinage.
Most gold used in jewellery is alloyed with silver, copper, and a little zinc to produce various
shades of yellow gold or with nickel, copper, and zinc to produce white gold
Since ancient times, the pure shine, lustre and precious nature of gold has made it an element of
choice when it came to making jewellery, coins or artefacts since the dawn of civilisation
Still, nearly 50% of gold mined on earth is used in jewellery all over the world.
Rest is used in medical and industries.
Because of its high electrical conductivity and inertness, the largest industrial use of gold is
in the electric and electronics industry for plating contacts, terminals, printed circuits, and
semiconductor systems.
Thin films of gold that reflect up to 98 percent of incident infrared radiation have been employed
on satellites to control temperature and on space-suit visors to afford protection.
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Used in a similar way on the windows of large office buildings, gold reduces the air-conditioning
requirement and adds to the beauty.
Gold has also long been used for fillings and other repairs to teeth
Colloidal gold is used in research applications in medicine, biology and materials science.
The isotope gold-198 (half-life 2.7 days) is used in nuclear medicine, in some cancer treatments
and for treating other diseases
Gold is also widely used in foods all over the world
Since ancient times gold is used as currency and till 1970 the money supply was based on
quantity of gold.
China is the biggest producer of gold in the world and is also among the top two consumer too
(Top two are India & China).

Point to focus
¾¾ Standards and their importance, compliance and red tapping, self-certification and ease of doing
business, etc;
¾¾ Major standards, their awareness, rights, safety, legal remedies etc.;
¾¾ Precious metals, their role as saving instruments, etc.
¾¾ Gold consumption in India, market, import and export potential, issues with purity, hallmarking
etc.; Mines in India, world, property, etc.;
¾¾ Constitutional and statutory provisions; Role of community, schemes of government, innovative
solutions, etc.;
¾¾ Cultural, economic, environmental, ethical aspects.

Reference : - Indian Express; The Hindu; MoCA&PDS; PIB; WGC

14. Eruption of Mount Semeru
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ Mount Semeru has erupted devastating many villages surrounding it.

zz

Where?
¾¾ Semeru,
or
Mount
Semeru, is an active
volcano in East Java,
Indonesia.
¾¾ It is the highest mountain
on the island of Java.

zz

What happened?
¾¾ Mount Semeru, the tallest
and most active volcano
on the Indonesian island
of Java, has routinely spit
up small, mostly harmless
plumes of ash and gas for
years.
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Following a partial collapse of the summit lava dome early in December, more of Semeru’s lava
dome gave way, billowing fronts of superheated ash, tephra, soil, and other debris raced down
several channels on the mountain’s southeastern flank.
Pyroclastic flows are among the most dangerous hazards posed by volcanoes.
The pyroclastic flows at Mount Semeru on December 4 were still hot enough that they likely
helped propel a billowing “Phoenix cloud” that rose as high as 15 kilometers (9 miles) into the
air.
Since heavy rains preceded and accompanied the eruption, the pyroclastic flows mixed with
large amounts of rainwater and morphed into muddy lahars that rushed down the mountain into
populated areas.
Lahars are mixtures of water and volcanic debris that behave like rivers of concrete, flattening
or burying much of what they encounter.

Point to focus
¾¾ Mapping;
¾¾ Types of volcanoes, their eruption types, material erupted, etc.;
¾¾ Sendai framework, HADR, etc.; Active volcanoes in India;

Reference : - Indian Express; The Hindu; NASA;

15. Hypersonic weapon
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ Recently China and Russia are said to have tested nuclear capable hypersonic missiles with the
Chinese missile that circled the globe before speeding towards its target

zz

What are hypersonic weapons?
¾¾ They are normally defined as fast, low-flying, and highly maneuverable weapons designed to
be too quick and agile for traditional missile defense systems to detect in time.
¾¾ They are manoeuvrable weapons that can fly at speeds in excess of Mach 5, five times the speed
of sound which is roughly 760 miles (1,220 kilometers) per hour at sea level, meaning these
weapons can travel at least 3,800 miles per hour.
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Hypersonic weapons travel within the atmosphere and can manoeuvre midway which combined
with their high speeds makes their detection and interception extremely difficult.
¾¾ This means that radars and air defences cannot detect them till they are very close and little time
to react.
¾¾

Ballistic missiles, though much faster, follow a fixed trajectory and travel outside the atmosphere
to re-enter only near impact.
¾¾ At hypersonic speeds, the air molecules around the flight vehicle start to change, breaking apart
or gaining a charge in a process called ionization.
¾¾ This subjects the hypersonic vehicle to “tremendous” stresses as it pushes through the atmosphere
¾¾
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¾¾

There are two main types of such weapons `` glide vehicles and
`` cruise missiles.

Most of the attention is focused on the former, which are launched from a rocket before gliding
to their target, because of the challenges of achieving hypersonic propulsion of missiles.
¾¾ The missiles have engines called scramjets that use the air’s oxygen and produce thrust during
their flight, allowing them to cruise at a steady speed and altitude
¾¾ China, the U.S., and Russia have the most advanced capabilities, and several other countries
are investigating the technology, including India, Japan, Australia, France, Germany and North
Korea, which claims to have tested a hypersonic missile.
¾¾ India is also developing an indigenous, dual-capable hypersonic cruise missile as part of its
Hypersonic Technology Demonstrator Vehicle (HSTDV) program and successfully tested a
Mach 6 scramjet in June 2019 and September 2020
¾¾

zz

Scramjet
¾¾ A scramjet (supersonic-combustion ramjet) is a ramjet engine in which the airflow through the
engine remains supersonic, or greater than the speed of sound. Scramjet powered vehicles are
envisioned to operate at speeds up to at least Mach 15. Ground tests of scramjet combustors
have shown this potential, but no flight tests have surpassed the Mach 9.6.
¾¾ A ramjet is a form of air-breathing jet engine that uses the vehicle’s forward motion to compress
incoming air for combustion without a rotating compressor. Fuel is injected in the combustion
chamber where it mixes with the hot compressed air and ignites. A ramjet-powered vehicle
requires an assisted take-off like a rocket assist to accelerate it to a speed where it begins to
produce thrust.
¾¾ A ramjet operates by combustion of fuel in a stream of air compressed by the forward speed of
the aircraft itself, as opposed to a normal jet engine, in which the compressor section (the fan
blades) compresses the air. The air flow through a ramjet engine is subsonic, or less than the
speed of sound. Ramjet-propelled vehicles operate from about Mach 3 to Mach 6.
¾¾ While the technology helps achieve hypersonic speeds, it comes with its set of disadvantages,
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and the obvious one being its very high cost and high thrust-to-weight ratio.
¾¾ Why use scramjets?
`` Launch vehicles designed for one time use are expensive and their efficiency is low because
they can carry only 2-4% of their lift-off mass to orbit
`` Nearly 70% of the propellant (fuel-oxidiser combination) carried by today’s launch vehicles
consists of oxidiser
`` Same is true for missiles and their speed – payload limit the above limitation introduces
`` Re-usable launch vehicle concept along with air-breathing propulsion is an exciting candidate
offering routine access to space at far lower cost
¾¾ There is another type of such engine where, the ramjet and scramjet is combined, it is called
Dual Mode Ramjet (DMRJ).
¾¾ DMRJ is a type of jet engine where a ramjet transforms into scramjet over Mach 4-8 range,
which means it can efficiently operate both in subsonic and supersonic combustor modes.

zz

Points to focus
¾¾ Types of missile – Ballistic & Cruise
¾¾ Missile program of India, missile defence system, MTCR, dual use technology, etc.;
¾¾ Difference in sonic, supersonic, hypersonic speed
¾¾ Scramjet, Ramjet, jet engines
¾¾ Arms race,

Reference : - Indian Express; ISRO; NASA; DRDO; The Hindu
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16. Acute bladder snail
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ Recently, researchers in Kerala have found Acute bladder snail and flagged it as an invasive
species that could play havoc with native ecosystems.

zz

About Acute Bladder Snail
¾¾ It is a tiny snail with a striking, pellucid, golden yellow shell.
¾¾ Physella acuta is a species of small, lefthanded or sinistral, air-breathing freshwater
snail, an aquatic gastropod mollusk in the
family Physidae. Common names include
European physa, tadpole snail, bladder snail,
and acute bladder snail.
¾¾ It plays host to worms that can cause foodborne
diseases and skin itches in humans.
¾¾ Moreover, its rapid growth rate, air-breathing
capability, and tolerance to pollution makes
the Physella acuta a potential competitor to native fauna.
¾¾ Physella acuta is considered native to North America but is now found in all continents except
Antarctica.
¾¾ It was first reported in India in the early 1990s. It is believed to have reached Kerala through the
aquarium trade, a major vector for invasive species.

zz

Points to focus
¾¾ Mapping, Invasive species, native and endemic species, food chain, balance in ecosystem, etc.;
¾¾ Role of statutory provisions, role of illegal trade, role of CITES, WCB, etc.;

Reference : - The Hindu; Indian Express; USGS;

17. Compensatory Afforestation Fund (CAF) rereleased to states
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ The Compensatory Afforestation Fund Management and Planning Authority (CAMPA) has so
far disbursed - 48,606 crore to 32 States, according to a response by the Environment Ministry
in the Lok Sabha

zz

What is CAF?
¾¾ The Ministry of Environment and Forests in 2004, in pursuance of the order of the Honble
Supreme Court of India dated 30-10-2002, constituted the CAMPA for the purpose of
management of money collected towards compensatory afforestation (CA), net present value
(NPV) and any other money recoverable from the user agencies for utilizing forest land for nonforest purposes under the Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980.
¾¾ CAMPA are meant to promote afforestation and regeneration activities as a way of compensating
for forest land diverted to non-forest uses
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National CAMPA Advisory Council has been established as per orders of The Hon’ble Supreme
Court with the following mandate:
`` Lay down broad guidelines for State CAMPA.
`` Facilitate scientific, technological and other assistance that may be required by State CAMPA.
`` Make recommendations to State CAMPA based on a review of their plans and programmes.
`` Provide a mechanism to State CAMPA to resolve issues of an inter-state or Centre-State
character
The MOEF, Government of India in 2009 issued guidelines for operating the funds under the
CAMPA. Works implemented under the CAMPA include:
`` raising of compensatory plantations,
`` project specific activities in and around the project area for which forest land has been
diverted (fencing of safety zone, raising of plantation in safety zone, canal plantation,
medicinal plantation, soil and moisture conservation works, supply of energy saving devices
to the people living in fringe villages, etc.) and
`` activities for the utilization of NPV (forest consolidation, forest protection, regeneration in
natural forests, wildlife protection and management, infrastructure development, etc.).
The Government of India has given detailed guidelines to the state governments regarding
management of works under CAMPA.
These include constitution of State Government Body, State Steering Committee and State
Executive Committee.
The Governing Body under the Chairmanship of the Honble Chief Minister shall lay down the
broad policy frame work for the functioning of the State level CAMPA and review its working
from time to time.
The State Steering Committee under the Chairmanship of the Chief Secretary to Government
shall approve the Annual Plan of Operations (APO) and lay down the rules and procedures for
the functioning of its Executive Committee and ensure interdepartmental co-ordination.
The State Executive Committee under the Chairmanship of the Principal Chief Conservator of
Forests shall prepare the Annual Plan of Operations and oversee its implementation after its due
approval.
As per the rules, 90% of the CAF money is to be given to the states while 10% is to be retained
by the Centre.
The Fund shall be utilized as per the provisions of the CAF Act and CAF Rules.
In 2014, Hon’ble Supreme Court permitted release of 10% of total deposit of states in the fund
from interest accrued on the deposits.
This Act has provisioned that CAMPA funds shall be kept in interest bearing non-lapsable
Public Account.

Points to focus
¾¾ Forest cover in India, distribution, types of forest, mapping, etc.;
¾¾ Constitutional and statutory provisions, major SC judgements, role of NGT, etc.;
¾¾ Development vs conservation, Indian model of conservation, role of local communities, their
rehabilitation, etc.;

Reference : - Indian Express; The Hindu; PIB;
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18. Digi Yatra and Facial Recognition Technology
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ Pilot run of Digi Yatra at some airports is in last stages and soon the program will be implemented
in phase manner in airports in India.

zz

About Digi Yatra
¾¾ The Ministry of Civil Aviation has released the Policy on biometric based digital processing of
passengers at Airports called "Digi Yatra".
¾¾ Passengers will be automatically processed based on facial recognition system at check points
like; Entry point check, Entry in to Security Check, Aircraft Boarding.
¾¾ Additionally this will also facilitate self-Bag Drop and Check-in, using facial recognition to
identify passenger and data recall.
¾¾ Digi Yatra will facilitate paperless travel and avoid identity check at multiple points.
¾¾ The main objectives are as below:
`` Enhance passenger experience and provide a simple and easy experience to all air travellers
`` Achieve better throughput through existing infrastructure using “Digital Framework”.
`` Result in lower operations cost
`` Digitize current manual processes and to bring better efficiencies
`` Enhance security standards and improve current system performance
`` Rollout of “Digi Yatra” system with a digital “ID” backed by a strong verifiable government
issued identity like AADHAAR, passport & others, enabling a seamless travel experience
for Passengers at all airports across India
¾¾ DigiYatra will have a centralised registration system for passengers.
¾¾ Passenger can create Digi Yatra ID in a central system by providing details such as Name,
Email ID, Mobile Number and Details of Identity (Voter Id, Driving License, Aadhar etc).
¾¾ On submission Digi Yatra Id will be created. Passenger can quote this number while booking
the ticket.
¾¾ Passenger data including Digi Yatra ID will be passed on to departure airport by the airlines.
¾¾ On first travel, the Passenger has to go to registration kiosk at the airport for validating the ID.
¾¾ In case of Aadhar the verification will be online. In case of other ID CISF will manually verify.
¾¾ On successful verification the photo of passenger will be added to Digi Yatra profile in central
system.
¾¾ At the entry point E-Gate the passenger will scan his boarding pass or e-ticket (Print or a soft
copy in mobile).
¾¾ On scanning the bar code/ QR code the system will validate the passenger details and flight
details.
¾¾ Digi Yatra ID will verify the identity by Face Recognition.
¾¾ On successful verification of Ticket and Digi Yatra ID, e-Gate will open. Also, Face with ticket
PNR is made in to a single token for the rest of the journey at the airport.
¾¾ Passenger will gain entry to security area and aircraft Boarding through e-Gate operated on
Facial Recognition System
¾¾ Digi Yatra platform will be built on 4 key pillars:
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Connected Passengers,
`` Connected Airports,
`` Connected Flying and
`` Connected Systems.
¾¾ Four Airports of Airports Authority of India(AAI) namely Varanasi, Pune, Kolkata and
Vijayawada and Three Joint Venture Airports namely Hyderabad International Airport Ltd.
(HIAL), Bangalore International Airport Ltd. (BIAL), & Delhi International Airport Ltd.
(DIAL) have completed preliminary testing of the Digi Yatra Biometric boarding system with
registration only for the 'Day of Travel
``

zz

Challenges
¾¾ Facial recognition technology is still in its early form of application as many inherent recognition
errors are there.
¾¾ Given the ongoing pandemic and use of face mask such system will find more challenge in
seamless implementation
¾¾ The personal data which will be stored in central repository should have deletion timeline or opt
out feature
¾¾ Data security and encryption require highest level of standards in place
¾¾ Given the evolving issue of deep fakes, robust and flexible system should be developed for
registering and verifying passengers.
¾¾ While digital system is in place, there should be enough provisions for manual checking at high
risk airports, from high risk destinations, of high risk passengers.
¾¾ In light of delayed data protection law, the Ministry of Civil Aviation should come up with
balanced rules while keeping stringent standard on core personal data
¾¾ The digital infrastructure requires high investment and trained manpower in place
¾¾ The program should be have feature to expand seamlessness to connecting airport services as
well like metros, taxis, public transport and terminal services, etc.

zz

Facial recognition technology
¾¾ Facial recognition is a way of identifying or confirming an individual’s identity using their face.
Facial recognition systems can be used to identify people in photos, videos, or in real-time.
¾¾ A facial recognition system uses biometrics to map facial features from a photograph or video
¾¾ Many people are familiar with face recognition technology through the FaceID used to unlock
iPhones.
¾¾ How does facial recognition work?
¾¾ Technologies vary, but here are the basic steps:
`` A picture of your face is captured from a photo or video
`` Facial recognition software reads the geometry of your face. Key factors include the distance
between your eyes and the distance from forehead to chin, the depth of your eye sockets, the
distance from forehead to chin, the shape of your cheekbones, and the contour of the lips,
ears, and chin. The aim is to identify the facial landmarks that are key to distinguishing your
face. The software identifies facial landmarks — one system identifies 68 of them — that are
key to distinguishing your face. The result: your facial signature
`` The numerical code is called a faceprint or facial signature
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Your facial signature — a mathematical formula — is compared to a database of known
faces
`` A determination is made. Your faceprint may match that of an image in a facial recognition
system database.
Given the nature of identification involved and how people recognise each other, the facial
recognition system too aims to achieve the same
The use of such technology is in wide ranging sectors, from phones, id, crime, missing person
to attendance, log in, etc.
Such a technology is already used in many areas like in securing our smartphones, facebook
photo tagging, memoji, attendance systems, identifying missing persons, crime solving etc.
Just like any other digital technology, facial recognition systems are also dual edged sword. It
is as much useful as it is dangerous.
The menace and dangers of deep fakes can turn such systems into potential weapons or any
breach in database can certainly cause widespread misuse.
``

¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
zz

Points to focus
¾¾ Civil aviation sector in India, UDAAN program, bottlenecks, opportunities, etc.;
¾¾ Digital infrastructure, connectivity, digital literacy, etc.;
¾¾ Data protection, standards, personal data, public data, biometric data, encryption, data protection
law, Balakrishna committee, SC judgement, etc.;
¾¾ Best international practice, European data laws GDPR, USA’s data laws, role of international
co-operation, ICAO, etc.;
¾¾ Ethical, technological, governance, administrative, legal, security, human rights dimensions

Reference : - Indian Express; The Hindu; PIB; MoCA;

19. AFSPA 1958, NSCN (IM) and Hornbill festival
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ In a case of mistaken identity, questionable intelligence inputs and subsequent violence over a
dozen lives were lost including that of soldiers in Nagaland
¾¾ After this incidence, there is a growing call to end Armed Forces (Special Power) Act, 1958
(AFSPA) and to take suitable actions against guilty.
¾¾ After this incidence the ongoing State Hornbill Festival was also cancelled.

zz

AFSPA, 1958 and NSCN (IM)
¾¾ The Act in its original form was promulgated by the British in response to the Quit India
movement in 1942.
¾¾ In the wake of the partition riots, four ordinances were promulgated in 1947. The first was the
Bengal Disturbed Areas (Special Powers of Armed Forces) Ordinance; this was followed by
ordinances for Assam, East Punjab and Delhi, and the United Provinces.
¾¾ These were replaced by a common legislation, the Armed Forces (Special Powers) Act, 1948.
This was meant to be in force for one year, but was repealed only in 1957.
¾¾ After Independence, Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru decided to retain the Act, which was first
brought in as an ordnance and then notified as an Act in 1958.
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Major provisions :
`` Defining disturbed area; The Governor of that State or the Administrator of that Union
Territory or the Central Government, in either case, is of the opinion that the whole or any
part of such State or Union territory, as the case may be, is in such a disturbed or dangerous
condition that the use of armed forces in aid of the civil power is necessary, the Governor of
that State or the Administrator of that Union territory or the Central Government, as the case
may be, may, by notification in the Official Gazette, declare the whole or such part of such
State or Union territory to be a disturbed area
`` The notification is extended periodically, mostly for six months at a time.
`` The Armed Force Personnel can fire upon or otherwise use force, even to the causing of
death, against any person who is acting in contravention of any law or order for the time
being in force in the disturbed area prohibiting the assembly of five or more persons or
the carrying of weapons or of things capable of being used as weapons or of fire-arms,
ammunition or explosive substances, after giving due warning
`` Forces can arrest, without warrant, any person who has committed a cognizable offence or
against whom a reasonable suspicion exists that he has committed or is about to commit a
cognizable offence and may use such force as may be necessary to effect the arrest
`` Armed Forces can enter and search without warrant any premises to make any such arrest as
aforesaid or to recover any person believed to be wrongfully restrained or confined or any
property reasonably suspected to be stolen property or any arms, ammunition or explosive
substances believed to be unlawfully kept in such premises, and may for that purpose use
such force as may be necessary
`` Any person arrested and taken into custody under this Act shall be made over to the officer
in charge of the nearest police station with the least possible delay, together with a report of
the circumstances occasioning the arrest
`` No prosecution, suit or other legal proceeding shall be instituted, except with the previous
sanction of the Central Government, against any person in respect of anything done or
purported to be done in exercise of the powers conferred by this Act.
AFSPA has been imposed on the Northeast states, Jammu & Kashmir, and Punjab during the
militancy years.
Punjab was the first state from where it was repealed, followed by Tripura and Meghalaya.
It remains in force in Nagaland, Manipur, Assam, J&K, and parts of Arunachal Pradesh.
Though a stringent but necessary Act, AFSPA has been successful and at the same time there
are certain cases where it has been misused too.
There are enough checks and balances especially in chain of command in the Armed Forces, but
it has been often misused by both those in uniform and by those locals who want to settle scores
against other.
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In 2004, Justice Jeevan Reddy Commission submitted its report in 2005, saying AFSPA had
become a symbol of oppression and recommending its repeal.
The Second Administrative Reforms Commission, headed by Veeerapa Moily, endorsed these
recommendations.
The Centre can take a decision to repeal AFSPA after getting a recommendation from the state
government.
NSCN (IM) issue
In states of Nagaland and Manipur, the separatist – insurgent group are the main reason for
AFSPA’s continuation.
NSCN (IM) is the main such group. Later from this group more violent-hardline terror faction
NSCN (K) separated and continues to operate in this region.
NSCN is also the group through which other smaller insurgent group gain support. NSCN is
supported by few non-state actors and adverse state actors against India.
The Government of India is in talks with NSCN (IM) to end the insurgency.
The talks with NSCN (IM) if successful can certainly put an end to violence and even faster roll
back of AFSPA not only in Nagaland but from other areas too.
NSCN (IM) demands for a united Nagalim which includes areas of Naga inhabited region of
Assam, Arunachal and Manipur along with Nagaland and areas adjoining Myanmar.
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They also demand for
separate flag of their own and
constitution.
It is to be noted that the
Constitution of India provide
enough safeguards to Naga
tribes be it from the special
provision under Art 371A or
via PESA, 1996
It was the 16 point agreement
between Government of India
and Naga People’s Convention
in the 1960’s that Nagaland
became a state in 1962.
At present the 2015 agreement
with NSCN (IM) is in suspended
state and negotiations are going
on.
Nonetheless, common Naga wants peace, protection of their customs and culture, development,
progress and integration with rest of the nation and almost all the Naga tribes support the same.
It is there for not only on the state but also on people of India to take a step forward for our
fellow countrymen in our collective progress.

Hornbill festival
¾¾ Also called ‘Festival of Festivals’ is celebrated from 1 – 10th Dec every year in Kohima
¾¾ Nagaland is known as the land of festivals as each tribe celebrates its own festival with dedication
and passion.
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Some of the important festivals celebrated are: Tsukhenyie by the Chakhesangs in January,
Mimkut by the Kukis in January, Bushu by the Kacharis in January, Sekrenyi by the Angamis
in February, Aoling by the Konyaks in April, Moatsu by the Aos in May, Tuluni by the Sumis in
July, Nyaknylum by the Changs in July, Tokhu Emong by the Lothas in November and Yemshe
by the Pochurys in October.
More than 60% of the population of Nagaland depends on agriculture and therefore most of their
festivals revolve round agriculture. They consider their festivals sacred and so participation in
these festivals is compulsory.
To encourage inter-tribal interaction and to promote cultural heritage of Nagaland, the
Government of Nagaland organizes the Hornbill Festival every year
Hornbill Festival is held at Naga Heritage Village, Kisama which is about 12 km from Kohima.
All the tribes of Nagaland take part in this festival. The aim of the festival is to revive and
protect the rich culture of Nagaland and display its extravaganza and traditions.
The Festival is named after the hornbill, the globally respected bird and which is displayed in
folklore in most of the state’s tribes
The week long festival unites one and all in Nagaland and people enjoy the colourful
performances, crafts, sports, food fairs, games and ceremonies.
Traditional arts which include paintings, wood carvings, and sculptures are also on display.
Festival highlights include Traditional Naga Morungs Exhibition and sale of Arts and Crafts,
Food Stalls, Herbal Medicine Stalls, Flower shows and sales, Cultural Medley – songs and
dances, Fashion shows, Beauty Contest, Traditional Archery, Naga wrestling, Indigenous
Games, and Musical concert.
There is also an international rock and music festival which is held in Dimapur during the same
period

Points to focus
¾¾ Mapping, north east India, India’s neighbour, etc.;
¾¾ Constitutional, statutory provisions, major SC judgement, disturbed area, reasons, steps by
government, challenges, way forward, etc.;
¾¾ India’s tribal policy, role of state, society, etc.;
¾¾ Security, law and order, human rights, administrative, rule of law dimensions.;

Reference : - The Hindu; Indian Express; Govt. of NL; MHA; PIB;

20. Interlinking of Ken – Betwa Rivers is approved
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ The government has approved the inter-linking of Ken-Betwa river project.

zz

About the project
¾¾ The Ken-Betwa Link Project is the first project under the National Perspective Plan for
interlinking of rivers. Under this project, water from the Ken river will be transferred to the
Betwa river..
¾¾ Both these rivers are tributaries of river Yamuna
¾¾ It is the first project under the National Perspective Plan for interlinking of rivers
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The Ken-Betwa Link Canal will be 221 km long, including a 2-km long tunnel.
A Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) called Ken-Betwa Link Project Authority (KBLPA) will be
set up to implement the project
According to the Jal Shakti Ministry, the project will be of immense benefit to the water-starved
region, especially the districts of Panna, Tikamgarh, Chhatarpur, Sagar, Damoh, Datia, Vidisha,
Shivpuri and Raisen of Madhya Pradesh, and Banda, Mahoba, Jhansi and Lalitpur of Uttar
Pradesh
The Ken-Betwa Link Project has two phases. Under Phase-I, one of the components — Daudhan
dam complex and its appurtenances like Low Level Tunnel, High Level Tunnel, Ken-Betwa
link canal and Power houses will be completed.
While in the Phase-II, three components — Lower Orr dam, Bina complex project and Kotha
barrage will be constructed.

The project is expected to provide annual irrigation of 10.62 lakh hectares, drinking water
supply to about 62 lakh people and also generate 103 MW of hydropower to the Bundelkhand
region which is parched spreads across 13 districts of Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh
¾¾ Out of the 6,017 ha of forest area coming under submergence of Daudhan dam of Ken Betwa
Link Project, 4,206 ha of area lies within the core tiger habitat of Panna Tiger Reserve.
¾¾ In the 1970s, the idea of transferring surplus water from a river to water-deficit area was mooted
by the then Union Irrigation Minister Dr K L Rao
¾¾
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1980 that the Ministry of Irrigation prepared a National Perspective Plan (NNP) for water
resources development envisaging inter basin water transfer in the country
The NPP comprised two components :
`` Himalayan Rivers Development;
`` Peninsular Rivers Development – This component is divided into four major Parts :
hh Interlinking of Mahanadi-Godavari-Krishna-Pennar-Cauvery rivers and building storages
at potential sites in these basins
hh Interlinking of west flowing rivers, north of Mumbai and south of the Tapi
hh Interlinking of Ken-Chambal Rivers
hh Diversion of other west flowing rivers
Based on the NPP, the National Water Development Agency (NWDA) identified 30 river
links—16 under Peninsular component and 14 under Himalayan Component.
The distinctive feature of the National Perspective Plan is that the transfer of water from surplus
basin to deficit basin would essentially be by gravity and only in small reaches; it would be by
lifts not exceeding 120metres.
The National Water Development Agency (NWDA) was set up in 1982 by Government of
India as a Society under Societies registration act 1860 under the Ministry of Water Resources
to study the feasibility of the links under Peninsular Component of National Perspective Plan
Major functions of NWDA :
`` To carry out detailed survey and investigations of possible reservoir sites and inter-connecting
links in order to establish feasibility of the proposal of Peninsular Rivers Development and
Himalayan Rivers Development Components
`` To carry out detailed studies about the quantum of water in various Peninsular River systems
and Himalayan River systems which can be transferred to other basins/ States after meeting
the reasonable needs of the basin/States in the foreseeable future
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``

To prepare feasibility report

``

To prepare detailed project report of river link proposals under National Perspective Plan for
Water Resources Development after concurrence of the concerned States.
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To prepare pre – feasibility / feasibility / detailed project reports of the intra-state links as
may be proposed by the States
`` To undertake /construct/ repair/ renovate/ rehabilitate/ implement the projects either on
its own or through an appointed Agency/Organization/PSU or Company and the projects
forming part of Interlinking of Rivers
`` NWDA to act as a repository of borrowed funds or money received on deposit or loan given
on interest or otherwise
The project cost and technicality are of concern for any major inter-linking project. However,
small scale, intra-basin projects are feasible
Later, the river linking idea was revived under the then Atal Bihari Vajpayee Government. Ken
Betwa Link Project is one of the 16 river linking projects under the Peninsular component.
Panna Nation Park / Tiger Park
Located in Vindhyan Hills in northern Madhya Pradesh is spread over the Panna and Chhatarpur
districts.
``

¾¾
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The terrain here consists of extensive plateaus and gorges. This reserve contains the last
remaining tiger habitat of North Madhya Pradesh.
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Panna National Park was formed in 1981. Parts of the protected forests that comprise the park
were originally the hunting preserves of the former kingdoms of Panna, Chhatrpur and Bijawar
princely states.
In 1994, this park was included as India’s 22nd tiger reserve
Flowing from the south to the north through the reserve is the River Ken.
It is the northern most boundary of natural distribution to teak and the eastern limit of teakkardhai (Anogeissus pendula) mixed forests.
The NP links the eastern and western populations of wild animals through the NE-SW running
Vindhyan Hill ranges.
The NP is having fragile dry deciduous vegetation. The reserve has dry and short grass habitat
with extensive open woodlands. Other major forest types are riverines, open grasslands, open
woodlands with tall grasses and thorny woodlands.
Apart from the tiger, it is home to other animals like the leopard, nilgai, chinkara, chousinga,
chital, rusty spotted cat, porcupine, and sambhar. Gharials (long snouted crocodiles) and
muggars (marsh crocodiles) can be found in River Ken

Points to focus
¾¾ Mapping, Himalayan and Peninsular rivers, their properties, basins, watershed, etc.; Interlinking of rivers, feasibility, challenges, opportunities, etc.;
¾¾ National waterways and river interlinking, infrastructure of irrigation development, funding,
etc.; Impact on locals, ecosystem, etc.;
¾¾ Inter-state rivers, river disputes, Constitutional, statutory provisions, SC judgements, etc.;
Environmental impact assessment, social impact, etc.;
¾¾ Ecological, economical, technical, humanitarian aspect of such projects
¾¾ Major trade partners of India, Import substitution, MSME and their issues of funding, archaic
laws, infrastructure, etc., opportunities;
Reference : - The Hindu; Indian Express; PIB; Jal Sakhti Ministry; NWDA; MP Tourism; WWF
zz

21. CDS Bipin Rawat – The Common Man’s General
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ In a tragic helicopter crash India has lost its first CDS (Chief of Defence of Staff), his wife and
12 other brave solders.
¾¾ They were travelling in IAF’s Russian origin
advance MI-17 V5 helicopter.

zz

About CDS
¾¾ The Government of India set up the post of CDS
in 2019 in the rank of a four-star General with
salary and perquisites equivalent to a Service
Chief.
¾¾ Gen. Bipin Rawat was hence appointed as India’s
first CDS.
¾¾ The Kargil Review Committee, headed by Shri
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K Subrahmanyam in 1999 had recommended that the mechanisms established between the
Defence Ministry and the Service Headquarters and the interface between them, should be
holistically studied and reorganised.
Based on Shri K Subrahmanyam Committee Report, a Group of Ministers (GoM) in 2001
recommended creation of the post of the Chief of Defence Staff.
Subsequently, Naresh Chandra Task Force on National Security recommended creation of the
post of Permanent Chairman Chief of Staff Committee in 2012
The Chief of Defence Staff also
heads the Department of Military
Affairs (DMA), created within the
Ministry of Defence and function as
its Secretary.
The Chief of Defence Staff,
apart from being the head of the
Department of Military Affairs, is
also the Permanent Chairman of the
Chiefs of Staff Committee.
CDS also act as the Principal Military Adviser to Raksha Mantri on all tri-Services matters.
The three Chiefs continue to advise RM on matters exclusively concerning their respective
Services. CDS do not exercise any military command, including over the three Service Chiefs,
so as to be able to provide impartial advice to the political leadership.
The following areas are dealt by the Department of Military Affairs headed by CDS :
`` The Armed Forces of the Union, namely, the Army, the Navy and the Air Force.
`` Integrated Headquarters of the Ministry of Defence comprising Army Headquarters, Naval
Headquarters, Air Headquarters and Defence Staff Headquarters.
`` The Territorial Army.
`` Works relating to the Army, the Navy and the Air Force.
`` Procurement exclusive to the Services except capital acquisitions, as per prevalent rules and
procedures
`` Promoting jointness in procurement, training and staffing for the Services through joint
planning and integration of their requirements.
`` Facilitation of restructuring of Military Commands for optimal utilisation of resources by
bringing about jointness in operations, including through establishment of joint/theatre
commands.
`` Promoting use of indigenous equipment by the Services
As the Permanent Chairman of Chiefs of Staff Committee, CDS will perform the following
functions :
`` CDS will administer tri-services organisations. Tri-service agencies/organisations/commands
related to Cyber and Space will be under the command of the CDS.
`` CDS will be member of Defence Acquisition Council chaired by Raksha Mantri and Defence
Planning Committee chaired by NSA.
`` Function as the Military Adviser to the Nuclear Command Authority.
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Bring about jointness in operation, logistics, transport, training, support services,
communications, repairs and maintenance, etc of the three Services, within three years of
the first CDS assuming office.
`` Ensure optimal utilisation of infrastructure and rationalise it through jointness among the
services.
`` Implement Five-Year Defence Capital Acquisition Plan (DCAP), and Two-Year roll-on
Annual Acquisition Plans (AAP), as a follow up of Integrated Capability Development Plan
(ICDP).
`` Assign inter-Services prioritisation to capital acquisition proposals based on the anticipated
budget.
`` Bring about reforms in the functioning of three Services aimed at augmenting combat
capabilities of the Armed Forces by reducing wasteful expenditure.
The CDS can serve till the age of 65.
The service chiefs serve till the age of 62.
CDS Bipin Rawat has started transformation of the Indian Armed Forces with concept of
jointness, theatre command, indigenisation and modernisation.
The untimely and unfortunate demise of India’s first CDS is certainly a very huge shook.
``

¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
zz

Points to Focus
¾¾ Indian Armed Force, their structure, role, Ministry of Defence, etc.;
¾¾ Defence acquisition, manufacturing, Aatmanirbhar Bharat, negative import list, indigenisation,
R&D, role of private structure, etc.
¾¾ Helicopters with IAF, country of origin, etc.;

Reference : - The Hindu; Indian Express; PIB; MoD;

22. 2022 World Inequality Report
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ The World Inequality Lab, a research centre at the Paris School of Economics, released the
2022 World Inequality Report (WIR).
¾¾ It’s main finding is that the gap between the rich and the poor in terms of share of national
income is quite large, and growing rapidly as a result of government policies that favour the
affluent elite.

zz

Major findgins
¾¾ Reliable inequality data can be considered as a global public good
¾¾ An average adult individual earns PPP €16,700 (PPP USD23,380) per year in 2021, and the
average adult owns €72,900 (USD102,600).
¾¾ These averages mask wide disparities both between and within countries.
¾¾ The richest 10% of the global population currently takes 52% of global income, whereas the
poorest half of the population earns 8.5% of it.
¾¾ On average, an individual from the top 10% of the global income distribution earns €87,200
(USD122,100) per year, whereas an individual from the poorest half of the global income
distribution makes €2,800 (USD3,920) per year.
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The poorest half of the global population barely owns any wealth at all, possessing just 2% of
the total.
¾¾ In contrast, the richest 10% of the global population own 76% of all wealth.
¾¾ On average, the poorest half of the population owns PPP €2,900 per adult, i.e. USD4,100 and
the top 10% own €550,900 (or USD771,300) on average.
¾¾ National average income levels are poor predictors of inequality: among high-income countries,
some are very unequal (such as the US), while other are relatively equal (e.g. Sweden).
¾¾

¾¾

¾¾

¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾

¾¾

The same is true among low- and middle-income countries, with some exhibiting extreme
inequality (e.g. Brazil and India), somewhat high levels (e.g. China) and moderate to relatively
low levels (e.g. Malaysia, Uruguay).
While Europe was the region with the least amount of inequality (the income share of the top
10% was 36%), inequality was highest in the MENA (Middle East and North Africa (MENA)
region, where the share of the top 10% was 58%.
Inequality is a political choice, not an inevitability
Contemporary global inequalities are close to early 20th century levels, at the peak of Western
imperialism
Over the past 40 years, countries have become significantly richer, but their governments have
become significantly poorer.
Global multimillionaires have captured a disproportionate share of global wealth growth over
the past several decades: the top 1% took 38% of all additional wealth accumulated since the
mid-1990s, whereas the bottom 50% captured just 2% of it.
The wealth of richest individuals on earth has grown at 6 to 9% per year since 1995, whereas
average wealth has grown at 3.2% per year (Figure 9).
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Since 1995, the share of global wealth possessed by billionaires has risen from 1% to over 3%.
¾¾ This increase was exacerbated during the COVID pandemic. In fact, 2020 marked the steepest
increase in global billionaires’ share of wealth on record
¾¾

Global wealth was equal to around 510 trillion euros in 2020, or about 600% of national income.
¾¾ The ratio of total wealth to total income rose from around 450% in the early 1990s to about
600% today. In high-income countries, in 1970, private wealth–national income ratios ranged
between 200-400%.
¾¾
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By 2008, when the global financial crisis began, these ratios averaged 550%.
¾¾ Women’s share of total incomes from work was about 30% in 1990, and is less than 35% now
¾¾
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Inequalities within countries are now greater than those between countries.
Within countries, the gap between the average incomes of the top 10% and the bottom 50%
almost doubled from 18 times in 1820 to 41 times in 1910, reached an all-time high of 53 in
1980 and 50 in 2000, before declining to 38 in 2020.
Global income and wealth inequalities are tightly connected to ecological inequalities and to
inequalities in contributions to climate change. On average, humans emit 6.6 tonnes of carbon
dioxide equivalent (CO2) per capita, per year.
The top 10% of emitters is responsible for close to 50% of all emissions, while the bottom 50%
contributes 12%
This report also reveals that the poorest half of the population in rich countries is already at (or
near) the 2030 climate targets set by rich countries, when these targets are expressed on a per
capita basis.
India specific findings

India stands out as a poor and very unequal country, with an affluent elite
¾¾ India’s middle class is relatively poor with an average wealth of Rs 7,23,930, or 29.5% of the
total national income, compared with the top 10% and 1% who own 65% (Rs 63,54,070) and
33% (Rs 3,24,49,360), respectively
¾¾ The average annual national income of the Indian adult population is Rs 2,04,200 in 2021. The
bottom 50% earned Rs 53,610, while the top 10% earned over 20 times more (Rs 11,66,520)
¾¾ The average household wealth is Rs 9,83,010, of which the bottom 50% owns Rs 66,280, a
mere 6%
¾¾
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The share of the top 10% and bottom 50% in pre-tax national income has remained broadly
constant since 2014.
¾¾ The report notes that the share of income of the poorest 50% of the world’s population today is
lower than what it was in 1820 – before colonialism upended their lives. In other words, half of
humanity is worse off today than it was 200 years ago.
¾¾ A global effective wealth tax rate of 1.2% for wealth over $1 million could generate revenues
of 2.1% of global income.
¾¾

zz

Points to focus
¾¾ Inequality, its measurement, various indices, MDP, definition of poor, etc.;
¾¾ Impact of state and global policy on inequality, John Rawls view, work of Abhijeet Banrajee,
Amrtya Sen, Mahbub ul Haq, Mohammad Yunus, etc.;
¾¾ Role of international bodies in lowering inequality, SGD, global tax regime, progressive and
regressive tax structure, etc.;
¾¾ Ethical, economic, political, social, governance view.

Reference : - The Hindu; Indian Express; WID:

23. GAVI
zz

What is it?
¾¾ The GAVI Alliance (formerly the Global Alliance for Vaccines
and Immunisation) is a global health partnership of public and
private sector organizations dedicated to “immunisation for
all”.
¾¾ GAVI brings together developing country and donor
governments, the WHO, UNICEF, the World Bank, the vaccine industry in both industrialised
and developing countries, research and technical agencies, civil society, the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation and other private philanthropists.
¾¾ Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, WHO, WB, UNICEF are among the founding memebers
¾¾ Gavi provides funding for vaccine procurement. Gavi relies on country-based systems and
works with partners with widespread field presence to deliver its programmes.
¾¾ The business model of GAVI works by pooling demand for vaccines from the world’s poorest
countries, securing long-term funding and shaping vaccine markets.
¾¾ Gavi runs in five year funding cycles which enables it to negotiate long-term deals with
manufacturers. India has recently became a donor nation to GAVI.
¾¾ The Gavi Board is responsible for strategic direction and policy-making, oversees the operations
of the Vaccine Alliance and monitors programme implementation.
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UNICEF, WHO, the World Bank and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation hold permanent
seats out of 18 seats; representatives of other Gavi partners serve on time-limited basis.
Gavi supports vaccines against 17 infectious diseases - HPV vaccine, inactivated Polio vaccine,
Japanese Encephalitis vaccine, Meningitis A vaccine, Measles-Rubella combined vaccine,
Pneumococcal vaccine, Typhoid Conjugate vaccine, oral Cholera vaccine, Rotavirus vaccine,
Yellow fever vaccine and Pentavalent vaccine against five major diseases: diphtheria, tetanus,
pertussis (whooping cough), hepatitis B and Haemophilus influenzae type b (DTP-hepB-Hib)
Given the importance of vaccination, role of GAVI is significant as it supports the immunization
of almost half the world's children especially in poor nations
With raising vaccine nationalism for COVID – 19 vaccine, GAVI’s role with support from
nations like India and international organisations will ensure that vaccine reaches to the poorest,
free of cost
There is an urgent need to provide extra funding to GAVI to make sure routine immunisation
programme along with COVID vaccination program goes on smoothly

Points to focus
¾¾ Vaccine, vaccine hesitancy, vaccine nationalism, etc.
¾¾ Immunisation, reach of immunisation, challenges etc.
¾¾ India’s role in vaccine development, production; Compulsory licensing
¾¾ Role of WHO, governments, industry
¾¾ Ethical, socio-economic, cultural, business aspects

Reference : - The Hindu; GAVI
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24. Algo trading
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) has proposed that all orders emanating from
application programming interface (API) of stockbrokers should be treated as algorithmic
trading, or algo trading.

zz

What is Algo Trading?
¾¾ Algo trading is also known as Algorithmic trading, is a method of executing orders using
automated pre-programmed trading instructions accounting for variables such as time, price,
and volume.
¾¾ Algorithmic trading also refers to orders generated at superfast speed by the use of advanced
mathematical models that involve automated execution of trade.
¾¾ Even a split-second faster access is considered capable of bringing huge gains to a trader.
¾¾ The algo runs on the broker’s systems and not on the investors system.
¾¾ Whenever the algo generates a signal, an order automatically gets fired on the investor’s account
with no human involvement from either the broker or the investor.
¾¾ The algo trading system automatically monitors the live stock prices and initiates an order when
the given criteria are met. This frees the trader from having to monitor live stock prices and
initiate manual order placement.
¾¾ Algorithmic trading(automated trading, black-box trading, or simply algo trading) is the process
of using computers programmed to follow a defined set of instructions for placing a trade in
order to generate profits at a speed and frequency that is impossible for a human trader.
¾¾ Many brokers in India have started providing Application Programming Interface (API) access
to their clients which establishes an online connection between a data provider (stock broker)
and an end-user (client).
¾¾ API access enables the investors to use a third-party application that suits their feature needs or
investors who have technological capabilities to build their own front-end features.
¾¾ These third-party applications help an investor analyse market data or back-test a trading or
investment strategy.
¾¾ These APIs are being used by the investors for automating their trades.
¾¾ Presently, though the broker can identify the orders emanating from an API, they are unable to
differentiate between an algo and non-algo order emanating from an API
¾¾ Algo trading came to India in 2008, but only savvy traders were using it then. Retail traders
have started using advanced algos for trading mainly in the past five years.
¾¾ At present around 50% of the daily trading volume in Indian stock markets is through an
advanced form of algo trading where computer programmes execute trade orders based on predefined strategies.
¾¾ Dozens of third-party algo programmers now sell their buy and sell strategies to clients and
retail traders are increasingly using these off-the-shelf products.
¾¾ Advantages
¾¾ Trades are executed at the best possible prices.
¾¾ Trade order placement is instant and accurate (there is a high chance of execution at the desired
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levels).
Trades are timed correctly and instantly to avoid significant price changes.
Reduced transaction costs.
Simultaneous automated checks on multiple market conditions.
Reduced risk of manual errors when placing trades.
Algo-trading can be backtested using available historical and real-time data to see if it is a
viable trading strategy.
Reduced the possibility of mistakes by human traders based on emotional and psychological
factors.
Concerns
For the algos deployed by retail investors using APIs, neither exchanges nor brokers are able to
identify if the particular trade emanating from API link is an algo or a non-algo trade.
This kind of unregulated and unapproved algos pose a risk to the market and can be misused
for systematic market manipulation as well as to lure the retail investors by guaranteeing them
higher returns.
The potential loss in case of failed algo strategy is huge for retail investors.
Since these third-party algo providers and vendors are unregulated, there is also no investor
grievance redressal mechanism in place.
SEBI’s stand
SEBI and stock exchanges, regulate and monitor broker terminals, but the algo programmes
deployed by traders did not require any exchange approvals so far as there were no rules.
But SEBI now believes that unregulated/unapproved algos pose a risk to the market and can
be misused for systematic market manipulation as well to lure retail investors by guaranteeing
them higher returns.
Algo programmers sell their strategies like assured return products.
SEBI wants every algo trading strategy and programme to be approved by the exchanges before
they are deployed by traders.
SEBI has also said that there should be clarity on whether the services offered by third-party
algo providers are in the nature of investment advisory services based on research and analysis
done by them.
SEBI wants the exchanges to develop a system to ensure that only those algos which are
approved and have a unique ID are deployed.
Those supporting Algo trading are of the view that regulation may prevent growth of market
They also say that slog trading can deepen the market

SEBI
¾¾ The Securities and Exchange Board of India was established
on April 12, 1992 in accordance with the provisions of the
Securities and Exchange Board of India Act, 1992.
¾¾ Before SEBI came into existence, Controller of Capital
Issues was the regulatory authority; it derived authority
from the Capital Issues (Control) Act, 1947. In 1988, SEBI
was constituted as the regulator of capital markets in India.
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Initially, SEBI was a non-statutory body without any statutory power
SEBI has its headquarters at the business district of Mumbai and has Northern, Eastern, Southern
and Western Regional Offices in New Delhi, Kolkata, Chennai, and Ahmedabad respectively
The SEBI is managed by its members, which consists of chairperson, 4 whole time and 4 part
time members. Of these 2 are from Finance Ministry and one from RBI. All are appointed by
Government of India.
The Preamble of the Securities and Exchange Board of India describes the basic functions
of the Securities and Exchange Board of India as "...to protect the interests of investors in
securities and to promote the development of, and to regulate the securities market and for
matters connected therewith or incidental thereto"
SEBI is regulator, quasi-judicial and quasi-executive body.
It drafts regulations in its legislative capacity, it conducts investigation and enforcement action
in its executive function and it passes rulings and orders in its judicial capacity.
There is a 3 member Securities Appellate Tribunal (SAT) to hear appeal against SEBI orders
and a second appeal lies directly to the Supreme Court to hear SAT rulings.
SAT also hears appeal against IRDAI and PFRDA rulings.
SEBI has been vested with the following powers :
`` To approve by−laws of Securities exchanges.
`` To require the Securities exchange to amend their by−laws.
`` Inspect the books of accounts and call for periodical returns from recognised Securities
exchanges.
`` Inspect the books of accounts of financial intermediaries.
`` Compel certain companies to list their shares in one or more Securities exchanges.
`` Registration of Brokers and sub-brokers
Following are the major SEBI committees :
`` Technical Advisory Committee
`` Committee for review of structure of infrastructure institutions
`` Advisory Committee for the SEBI Investor Protection and Education Fund
`` Takeover Regulations Advisory Committee
`` Primary Market Advisory Committee (PMAC)
`` Secondary Market Advisory Committee (SMAC)
`` Mutual Fund Advisory Committee
`` Corporate Bonds & Securitisation Advisory Committee

Points to Focus
¾¾ Securities market in India, primary and secondary market; Commodity trading, spot exchange,
futures, etc.;
¾¾ Role of regulators; Challenges and threat to free trading; Economic impact of security market,
¾¾ Use of advanced technology in trading, significance, regulation and its implementation,
awareness, etc.;
¾¾ Statutory and constitutional provisions, ethical, administrative, social, dimension,

Reference : - Indian Express; The Hindu; SEBI;
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25. ISA gets observer status at UNGA
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ The UN General Assembly has conferred Observer Status on the International Solar Alliance
(ISA), a historic decision which India said would help provide for a well-defined cooperation
between the alliance and the UN that would benefit global energy growth and development.

zz

About ISA
¾¾ The International Solar Alliance (ISA) is a treaty based inter-governmental organization
working to create a global market system to tap the benefits of solar power and promote clean
energy applications.
¾¾ At present, ISA has 124 members of which 101 countries are signatories to the ISA Framework
Agreement, of which 81 countries have submitted the necessary instruments of ratification to
become full members of the ISA.
¾¾ Countries that do not fall within the Tropics can join the alliance and enjoy all benefits as other
members, with the exception of voting rights.
¾¾ On the countries falling in the tropics and are member have the voting rights.
¾¾ The Assembly of members is the
highest decision making body
which meets annually.
¾¾ The ISA was conceived as a joint
effort by India and France to
mobilize efforts against climate
change through deployment of
solar energy solutions.
¾¾ It was conceptualized on the
sidelines of the 21st Conference
of Parties (COP21) to the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) held in Paris in 2015.
¾¾ The ISA is guided by its ‘Towards 1000’ strategy which aims to mobilise USD 1,000 billion of
investments in solar energy solutions by 2030, while delivering energy access to 1,000 million
people using clean energy solutions and resulting in installation of 1,000 GW of solar energy
capacity.
¾¾ This would help mitigate global solar emissions to the tune of 1,000 million tonnes of CO2
every year.
¾¾ ISA has 9 comprehensive programmes, each focusing on a distinct application that could help
scale deployment of solar energy solutions.
¾¾ A Programme of the ISA consists of a set of actions, projects and activities to be taken in a
coordinated manner by members, with the assistance of the Secretariat, in furtherance of the
objective
¾¾ Programmes are designed to ensure maximum scale effect and participation of the largest
possible number of members. They include simple, measurable, mobilising targets.
¾¾ A programme can be proposed by any two members or group of members, or by the Secretariat
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A programme proposal is deemed open to adhesion by members willing to join if it is supported
by at least two Members and if objections are not raised by more than two countries.
Following are the 9 programs of ISA:
`` Scaling Solar Applications for Agricultural Use, it is the ISA’s first program
`` Affordable Finance at Scale
`` Scaling solar mini-grids
`` Scaling Solar Rooftop
`` Scaling solar e-mobility & storage
`` Solar park
`` Solarizing Heating and Cooling Systems
`` Solar and Battery Waste Management
`` Solar for Green Hydrogen
Activities under the programmes focuses on 4 priority areas – Analytics & Advocacy, Capacity
Building, Programmatic Support, and readiness and enabling activities, that help create a
favourable environment for solar energy investments to take root in the country.
ISA’s vision is to enable One World, One Sun, One Grid
The ISA is headquartered in Gurugram, India and is the only international treaty based
organisation to have headquarter in India
The alliance has partnered with World Bank to launch Global Solar Atlas

Points to Focus
¾¾ Mapping, Tropics, Tropical nations, ITCZ, Solar energy, photoelectric effect, solar panel
technology, etc.;
¾¾ Types of organisations, Treaty based organisation, multilateral organisations, forums, informal
summits, grouping, etc.;
¾¾ Renewable sources of energy, funding, challenges, opportunity, stand & steps taken by India,
India’s NDC, Panchamrit, etc.;
¾¾ UNFCCC, CoP21, 26, Kyoto protocol, GCF, climate finance, etc.;

Reference : - The Hindu; Indian Express; PIB; ISA; MoEA;

26.  Pinaka MBRL (Multi-Barrel Rocket Launcher) test fired
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ Recently
Defence
Research
and
Development Organisation (DRDO) has
again successfully test fired extended
range version of indigenously developed
Pinaka rocket from a Multi-Barrel Rocket
Launcher (MBRL), tested Area Denial
Munitions (ADM) and indigenously
developed fuses.
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About Pinaka MBRL
¾¾ Pinaka is a multiple rocket launcher produced in India and developed by the Defence Research
and Development Organisation (DRDO) for the Indian Army.
¾¾ The system has a maximum range of 40 km for Mark-I and 60 km for Mark-I enhanced version,
and can fire a salvo of 12 HE rockets in 44 seconds.
¾¾ The Mark-II version can fire up to 75 kilometres
¾¾ The Mark-II version of the rocket has been modified as a guided missile system by integrating
it with the navigation, control and guidance system to improve the end accuracy and increase
the range. The navigation system of the missile is linked with the Indian Regional Navigation
Satellite System
¾¾ The system is mounted on a Tatra truck for mobility.
¾¾ 25 Enhanced Pinaka Rockets were launched in quick succession against targets at different
ranges.
¾¾ The enhanced range version of Pinaka Rocket System can destroy targets at distances up to 45
kms.
¾¾ The rocket system has been developed jointly by Pune based Armament Research and
Development Establishment (ARDE) and High Energy Materials Research Laboratory
(HEMRL) with manufacturing support from M/s Economic Explosives Limited, Nagpur.

The development of Enhanced Pinaka system was taken up to achieve longer range performance
¾¾ Each Pinaka battery consists of six launcher vehicles, each with 12 rockets; six loaderreplenishment vehicles; three replenishment vehicles; two Command Post vehicle (one stand
by) with a Fire Control computer, and the DIGICORA MET radar. A battery of six launchers
can neutralise an area of 1,000 m × 800 m.
¾¾

zz

Points to focus
¾¾ Indigenous systems and weapon platform, foreign collaboration, transfer of technology, role of
private players, MSME, DPSU, etc.;
¾¾ India’s missile program; Aatmanirbhar Bharat; negative import list etc.;

Reference : - The Hindu; Indian Express; PIB;
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27. Buxa Tiger Reserve
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ Recently photographs from camera traps has revealed a presence of tiger in Buxa Tiger Reserve
for the first time after 1998.

zz

About Buxa Tiger Reserve
¾¾ Buxa Tiger Reserve or Buxa
National Park is located at the
north-eastern corner of West Bengal
bordering Bhutan and Assam in the
Alipurduar District is a protected
Forest Reserve of Dooars.
¾¾ Buxa Tiger Reserve was created
in 1983 as the 15th tiger reserve in
India.
¾¾ Before getting the status of National
Park, the dense forest of Buxa was
once well-known for dolomite
mining in the North Bengal Region.
¾¾ Spread over an area of 745 sq km,
Buxa is a famous tourist place in
North Bengal and Dooars Region.
¾¾ Buxa derived its name from the
famous Buxa Fort.
¾¾ Buxa Fort is a historic fort sited
midst the dense forest used by the
British rulers of India as a high security prison and detention camp in the 1930s.
¾¾ The forests of the reserve can be broadly classified as the ‘Moist Tropical Forest’ of Champion
and Seth’s (1968) recent classification. As the extent of this forest ranges from plains up to
an elevation of 1,750 m. in the hills, a distinct variation in the crop composition is visible
depending on altitude, soil moisture, topography drainage and soil formation.
¾¾ Buxa has a good faunal diversity. As many as, 68 species of mammals, 41 species of reptiles,
more than 246 species of birds, 4 species of Amphibians along with 103 species of fishes and
around 500 species of insects have been recorded.
¾¾ The main carnivores include: Indian Tiger (Panthera tigris tigris), Leopard (Panthera pardus),
Clouded Leopard (Neofelis nebulosa), Hog badger (Arctonyx collaris), Jungle Cat (Felis
chaus), Leopard Cat (Prionailurus bengalensis), Sloth Bear (Melursus unsinus), Fishing Cat
(Prionailurus viverina), Civet Cat (Viverricula indica), Hyaena (Hyaena hyaena), Jackal (Canis
aureus), Mongoose (Herpestes edwardsi), Indian fox (Vulpes bengalensis) and Wild dog (Cuon
alpinus).
¾¾ The reserve has corridor connectivity across the border with the forests of Bhutan in the North,
on the East it has linkages with the Kochugaon forests, Manas Tiger Reserve and on the West
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with the Jaldapara National Park.
¾¾ The corridors form part of North East and Brahmaputra Valley tiger landscape, providing crucial
linkages for the dispersal of tigers to various protected areas like, Buxa, Manas Tiger Reserve,
Phipsoo Wildlife Sanctuary in Bhutan and Jaldapara National Park.
¾¾ The tiger reserve has Mahakal caves along the Jayanti river.
¾¾ Buxa Tiger Reserve has a low density owing to changes in the habitat over many decades due
to increasing anthropogenic pressure.
zz

Tiger Reserves in India
¾¾ Project Tiger was launched by the Government of India in the year 1973 to save the endangered
species of tiger in the country.
¾¾ Starting from 9 reserves in 1973-2016 the number is grown up to 51 (Srivilliputhur Megamalai,
TN is the 51st). A total area of 71027.10 km2 is covered by these project tiger areas.
¾¾ Project Tiger has been the largest species conservation initiative of its kind in the world.
While the field implementation of the project, protection and management in the designated
reserves is done by the project States, who also provide the matching grant to recurring items
of expenditure, deploy field staff/officers, and give their salaries, the Project Tiger Directorate
of the Ministry of Environment and Forests was mandated with the task of providing technical
guidance and funding support.
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The Project Tiger aims to foster an exclusive tiger agenda in the core areas of tiger reserves,
with an inclusive people oriented agenda in the buffer.
¾¾ The tiger reserves are constituted on a core/buffer strategy. The core areas have the legal status
of a national park or a sanctuary, whereas the buffer or peripheral areas are a mix of forest and
non-forest land, managed as a multiple use area.
¾¾ Project Tiger is an ongoing Centrally Sponsored Scheme of the Ministry of Environment, Forests
and Climate Change providing central assistance to the tiger States for tiger conservation in
designated tiger reserves.
¾¾ As per the section 38 v (3) of the Wildlife Protection Act, 1972 The State Government shall
prepare a Tiger Conservation Plan including staff development and deployment plan for the
proper management of each area referred to in sub-section (1), so as to ensure:
`` Protection of tiger reserve and providing tiger reserve specific habitat inputs for maintaining
a viable population of tigers, co-predators and prey animals.
`` Ecologically compatible land uses in tiger reserves and areas linking one Protected Area
(PA) with another PA or tiger reserve for providing dispersal habitat and corridors.
`` Forestry operations of regular forest divisions and divisions adjoining tiger reserves are not
incompatible with the needs of tiger conservation.
¾¾

No.
Name of Tiger Reserve
1 Nagarjunsagar Srisailam
(part)*
2 Namdapha
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

State
Andhra Pradesh

Arunachal
Pradesh
Kamlang Tiger Reserve
Arunachal
Pradesh
Pakke
Arunachal
Pradesh
Manas
Assam
Nameri
Assam
Orang Tiger Reserve
Assam
Kaziranga
Assam
Valmiki
Bihar
Udanti-Sitanadi
Chattisgarh
Achanakmar
Chattisgarh
Indravati
Chattisgarh
Palamau
Jharkhand
Bandipur
Karnataka
Bhadra
Karnataka
Dandeli-Anshi
Karnataka
Nagarahole
Karnataka
Biligiri Ranganatha Temple Karnataka
Periyar
Kerala
Parambikulam
Kerala

No. Name of Tiger Reserve
27 Melghat

State
Maharashtra

28

Tadoba-Andhari

Maharashtra

29

Pench

Maharashtra

30

Sahyadri

Maharashtra

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Newegaon-Nagzira
Bor
Dampa
Similipal
Satkosia
Ranthambore
Sariska
Mukandra Hills
Kalakad-Mundanthurai
Anamalai
Mudumalai
Sathyamangalam
Kawal
Amrabad
Dudhwa
Pilibhit

Maharashtra
Maharashtra
Mizoram
Odisha
Odisha
Rajasthan
Rajasthan
Rajasthan
Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu
Telangana
Telangana
Uttar Pradesh
Uttar Pradesh
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21

Kanha

Madhya Pradesh

22
23
24
25
26

Pench
Bandhagarh
Panna
Satpura
Sanjay-Dubri

Madhya Pradesh
Madhya Pradesh
Madhya Pradesh
Madhya Pradesh
Madhya Pradesh

¾¾
¾¾
¾¾

¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
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47
48
49
50
51

Amangarh (buffer of
Corbett TR)
Corbett
Rajaji TR
Sunderbans
Buxa
Srivilliputhur Megamalai

Uttar Pradesh
Uttarakhand
Uttarakhand
West Bengal
West Bengal
Tamil Nadu

Recently Srivilliputhur Megamalai Tiger Reserve was notified in Tamil Nadu.
Tiger Reserves are notified by State Governments as per provisions of Section 38V of the
Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972 on advise of the National Tiger Conservation Authority.
The following steps are involved in the notification :
`` Proposal is obtained from the State.
`` In-principle approval is communicated from the National Tiger Conservation Authority,
soliciting detailed proposals under section 38V of the Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972.
`` National Tiger Conservation Authority recommends the proposal to the State after due
diligence.
`` The State Government notifies the area as a Tiger Reserve.
No alteration in the boundaries of a tiger reserve shall be made except on a recommendation of
the Tiger Conservation Authority and the approval of the National Board for Wild Life.
No State Government shall de-notify a tiger reserve, except in public interest with the approval
of the Tiger Conservation Authority and the National Board for Wild Life.
Tiger occupied forests of India have been classified into following landscape complexes, namely
:
`` Shivalik Hills and the Gangetic Plains,
`` Central India
`` Eastern Ghats,
`` Western Ghats,
`` North-Eastern Hills and Brahmaputra Plains, and
`` Sunderbans.

NTCA (National Tiger Conservation Authority)
¾¾ The National Tiger Conservation Authority is a statutory
body under the Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate
Change constituted under enabling provisions of the Wildlife
(Protection) Act, 1972, as amended in 2006, for strengthening
tiger conservation, as per powers and functions assigned to it
under the said Act.
¾¾ NTCA is chaired by the minister of Environment.
¾¾ The objectives of NTCA are :
`` Providing statutory authority to Project Tiger so that
compliance of its directives become legal.
`` Fostering accountability of Center-State in management of Tiger Reserves, by providing a
basis for MoU with States within our federal structure.
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Providing for an oversight by Parliament.
`` Addressing livelihood interests of local people in areas surrounding Tiger Reserves.
¾¾ Following are the functions and powers of NTCA :
`` To approve the tiger conservation plan prepared by the State Government under sub-section
(3) of section 38 O of this Act.
`` Evaluate and assess various aspects of sustainable ecology and disallow any ecologically
unsustainable land use such as mining, industry and other projects within the tiger reserves.
`` Lay down normative standards for tourism activities and guidelines for project tiger from
time to time for tiger conservation in the buffer and core area of tiger reserves and ensure
their due compliance.
`` Provide for management focus and measures for addressing conflicts of men and wild animal
and to emphasize on co-existence in forest areas outside the National Parks, sanctuaries or
tiger reserve, in the working plan code.
`` Provide information on protection measures including future conservation plan, estimation
of population of tiger and its natural prey species, the status of habitats, disease surveillance,
mortality survey, patrolling, reports on untoward happenings and such other management
aspects as it may deem fit including future plan conservation.
`` Approve, co-ordinate research and monitoring on tiger, co-predators, prey habitat, related
ecological and socio-economic parameters and their evaluation.
`` Ensure that the tiger reserves and areas linking one protected area or tiger reserve with
another protected area or tiger reserve are not diverted for ecologically unsustainable uses,
except in public interest and with the approval of the National Board for Wild Life and on
the advice of the Tiger Conservation Authority.
`` Facilitate and support the tiger reserve management in the State for biodiversity conservation
initiatives through eco-development and people’s participation as per approved management
plans and to support similar initiatives in adjoining areas consistent with the Central and
State laws.
`` Ensure critical support including scientific, information technology and legal support for
better implementation of the tiger conservation plan.
`` Facilitate ongoing capacity building programme for skill development of officers and staff
of tiger reserves, and
`` Perform such other functions as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of this Act with
regard to conservation of tigers and their habitat.
¾¾ The NTCA / Project Tiger also conducts the country level assessment of the status of tiger, copredators, prey and habitat once in four years, using the refined methodology, as approved by
the Tiger Task Force.
¾¾ The most recent tiger census was conducted in 2018. According to it, India is home to nearly
3000 tigers, highest in the world.
``

zz

Tigers
¾¾ The tiger (Panthera tigris) is the largest extant cat species
¾¾ It is most recognisable for its dark vertical stripes on orange-brown fur with a lighter underside.
¾¾ The largest of all the Asian big cats, tigers rely primarily on sight and sound rather than smell
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for hunting.
It is an apex predator
and a keystone species,
primarily preying on
ungulates such as deer
and wild boar.
It is territorial and
generally a solitary but
social predator, requiring
large contiguous areas of
habitat, which support its
requirements for prey and
rearing of its offspring.
On average, tigers give birth to two to four cubs every two years.
Tigers have been known to reach up to 20 years of age in the wild. Males are larger than females
The tiger historically ranged from eastern Turkey and Transcaucasia to the coast of the Sea of
Japan, and from South Asia across Southeast Asia to the Indonesian islands of Sumatra, Java
and Bali.
Currently, it occurs in less than 6% of its
historical range. It now mainly occurs in
the Indian subcontinent, the Indochinese
Peninsula, Sumatra and the Russian Far
East. In China and Myanmar, breeding
populations appear to rely on immigration
from neighbouring countries while its status
in the Korean Peninsula is unknown
Many of the sub-species are extinct or near
extinction especially in south east Asia.
The tiger is essentially associated with forest
habitats.
On the Indian subcontinent, it inhabits mainly tropical and subtropical moist broadleaf forests,
moist evergreen forests, tropical moist – dry deciduous forests and the swamp forests of the
Sundarbans.
In the Eastern Himalayas, tigers were documented in temperate forest up to an elevation of
4,200 m (13,800 ft) in Bhutan and Arunachal Pradesh.
IUCN status – Endangered
India currently hosts the largest tiger population.
Major reasons for population decline are habitat destruction, habitat fragmentation and poaching.
Tigers are also victims of human–wildlife conflict, in particular in range countries with a high
human population density.
Tiger is the national animal of India and is protected under the Schedule 1 of Wildlife Protection
Act, 1972. Project Tiger is tiger conservation project running in India.
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Also India is the only country till now which has successfully doubled its tiger population as per
St. Petersburg declaration of doubling tiger number by 2022.

Points to focus
¾¾ Major tiger reserves; In-situ and ex-situ mode of conservation; core and buffer strategy; Role of
tribal community in conservation;
¾¾ Mapping; Other conservation programs; International programs
¾¾ Indian model of conservation; Development vs habitat integration;
¾¾ Environmental, social – economic impact and benefit, ethical aspect, etc.

Reference : The Hindu; PIB; NTCA

28. PCA Framework for NBFCs
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ RBI has recently issued PCA (Prompt Corrective Action) Framework for NBFCs (Non-Banking
Financial Companies).

zz

About PCA for NBFC?
¾¾ Algo trading is also known as Algorithmic trading, is a method of executing orders using
automated pre-programmed trading instructions accounting for variables such as time, price,
and volume.

¾¾

Accordingly, a PCA Framework for NBFCs has also been put in place to further strengthen the
supervisory tools applicable to NBFCs. This shall apply to :
`` All Deposit Taking NBFCs [Excluding Government Companies],
`` All Non-Deposit Taking NBFCs in Middle, Upper and Top Layers including Investment
and Credit Companies, Core Investment Companies (CICs), Infrastructure Debt Funds,
Infrastructure Finance Companies, Micro Finance Institutions and Factors
`` NBFC Excluding hh NBFCs not accepting/not intending to accept public funds; (ii)
hh Government Companies,
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Primary Dealers and
hh Housing Finance Companies.
For NBFCs-D and NBFCs-ND, Capital and Asset Quality would be the key areas for monitoring
in PCA Framework.
For CICs, Capital, Leverage and Asset Quality would be the key areas for monitoring in PCA
Framework.
For NBFCs-D and NBFCs-ND, indicators to be tracked would be Capital to Risk Weighted
Assets Ratio (CRAR), Tier I Capital Ratio and Net NPA Ratio (NNPA).
For CICs, indicators to be tracked would be Adjusted Net Worth/Aggregate Risk Weighted
Assets, Leverage Ratio and NNPA
A NBFC will generally be placed under PCA Framework based on the audited Annual Financial
Results and/or the Supervisory Assessment made by the RBI.
However, the RBI may impose PCA on any NBFC during the course of a year (including
migration from one threshold to another) in case the circumstances so warrant.
hh

¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾

Once a NBFC is placed under PCA, taking the NBFC out of PCA Framework and/or withdrawal
of restrictions imposed under the PCA Framework will be considered :
`` If no breaches in risk thresholds in any of the parameters are observed as per four continuous
quarterly financial statements, one of which should be Annual Audited Financial Statement
(subject to assessment by RBI); and
`` Based on Supervisory comfort of the RBI, including an assessment on sustainability of
profitability of the NBFC
¾¾ NBFC.
¾¾ Non-Banking Financial Company (NBFC) is a company registered under the Companies Act,
1956
¾¾ NBFC are engaged in the business of loans and advances, acquisition of shares/stocks/bonds/
debentures/securities issued by Government or local authority or other marketable securities of
a like nature, leasing, hire-purchase, insurance business, chit business but does not include any
institution whose principal business is that of agriculture activity, industrial activity, purchase
or sale of any goods (other than securities) or providing any services and sale/purchase/
¾¾
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construction of immovable property.
A non-banking institution which is a company and has principal business of receiving deposits
under any scheme or arrangement in one lump sum or in installments by way of contributions
or in any other manner, is also a non-banking financial company (Residuary non-banking
company).
NBFCs lend and make investments and hence their activities are akin to that of banks; however
there are a few differences as given below:
`` NBFC cannot accept demand deposits;
`` NBFCs do not form part of the payment and settlement system and cannot issue cheques
drawn on itself;
`` deposit insurance facility of Deposit Insurance and Credit Guarantee Corporation is not
available to depositors of NBFCs, unlike in case of banks..
In terms of Section 45-IA of the RBI Act, 1934, no Non-banking Financial company can
commence or carry on business of a non-banking financial institution without a) obtaining a
certificate of registration from the Bank and without having a Net Owned Funds of 25 lakhs
(Two crore since April 1999).
However, in terms of the powers given to the Bank, to obviate dual regulation, certain categories
of NBFCs which are regulated by other regulators are exempted from the requirement of
registration with RBI viz. Venture Capital Fund/Merchant Banking companies/Stock broking
companies registered with SEBI, Insurance Company holding a valid Certificate of Registration
issued by IRDA, Nidhi companies as notified under Section 620A of the Companies Act, 1956,
Chit companies as defined in clause (b) of Section 2 of the Chit Funds Act, 1982,Housing
Finance Companies regulated by National Housing Bank, Stock Exchange or a Mutual Benefit
company.
Housing Finance Companies are regulated by National Housing Bank, Merchant Banker/
Venture Capital Fund Company/stock-exchanges/stock brokers/sub-brokers are regulated by
Securities and Exchange Board of India, and Insurance companies are regulated by Insurance
Regulatory and Development Authority.
Chit Fund Companies are regulated by the respective State Governments and Nidhi Companies
are regulated by Ministry of Corporate Affairs, Government of India.
NBFC types are based on the following :
`` in terms of the type of liabilities into Deposit and Non-Deposit accepting NBFCs,
`` non deposit taking NBFCs by their size into systemically important and other non-deposit
holding companies (NBFC-NDSI and NBFC-ND) and
`` by the kind of activity they conduct.
Within this broad categorization the different types of NBFCs are as follows :
`` Asset Finance Company (AFC).
`` Investment Company
`` Loan Company
`` Infrastructure Finance Company
`` Systemically Important Core Investment Company
`` Infrastructure Debt Fund:
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Non-Banking Financial Company - Micro Finance Institution
`` Non-Banking Financial Company – Factors
`` Mortgage Guarantee Companies
`` NBFC- Non-Operative Financial Holding Company
¾¾ NBFC are significant players for the economy and their health is crucial for the smooth
functioning of the economy.
``

zz

RBI
¾¾ The Reserve Bank of India was established on April 1, 1935 in accordance with the provisions
of the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934.
¾¾ The Central Office of the Reserve Bank was initially
established in Kolkata but was permanently moved
to Mumbai in 1937. The Central Office is where the
Governor sits and where policies are formulated.
¾¾ Though
originally privately owned, since
nationalisation in 1949, the Reserve Bank is fully
owned by the Government of India
¾¾ Central Board of RBI
¾¾ The Reserve Bank's affairs are governed by a central
board of directors. The board is appointed by the
Government of India in keeping with the Reserve
Bank of India Act.
¾¾ Appointed/nominated for a period of four years
¾¾ Full-time Official Directors: Governor and not more than four Deputy Governors
¾¾ Non- Fulltime Nominated Directors by Government: ten Directors from various fields and two
government Official
¾¾ Non – Fulltime Other Directors: four Directors - one each from four local boards
¾¾ Their function is : General superintendence and direction of the Bank's affairs
¾¾ Local Boards
¾¾ One each for the four regions of the country in Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai and New Delhi,
consist of five members each, appointed by the Central Government for a term of four years
¾¾ Their major functions are to advise the Central Board on local matters and to represent territorial
and economic interests of local cooperative and indigenous banks; to perform such other
functions as delegated by Central Board from time to time
¾¾ Board for Financial Supervision
¾¾ RBI performs the supervisory function under the guidance of the Board for Financial Supervision
(BFS).
¾¾ The Board was constituted in November 1994 as a committee of the Central Board of Directors
of the Reserve Bank of India under the Reserve Bank of India (Board for Financial Supervision)
Regulations, 1994.
¾¾ The primary objective of BFS is to undertake consolidated supervision of the financial sector
comprising Scheduled Commercial and Co-operative Banks, All India Financial Institutions,
Local Area Banks, Small Finance Banks, Payments Banks, Credit Information Companies,
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Non-Banking Finance Companies and Primary Dealers
The Board is constituted by co-opting four Directors from the Central Board as Members and is
chaired by the Governor. The Deputy Governors of the Reserve Bank are ex-officio members.
One Deputy Governor, traditionally, the Deputy Governor in charge of supervision, is nominated
as the Vice-Chairman of the Board
Some of the functions taken by the BFS include :
`` Fine-tuning the supervisory processes adopted by the Bank for regulated entities;
`` Introduction of off-site surveillance system to complement the on-site supervision of
regulated entities;
`` Strengthening the statutory audit processes of banks and enlarging the role of auditors in the
supervisory process;
`` Strengthening the internal defences within supervised institutions such as corporate
governance, internal control and audit functions, management information and risk control
systems, review of housekeeping in banks;
`` Introduction of supervisory rating system for banks and financial institutions;
`` Supervision of overseas operations of Indian banks, consolidated supervision of banks;
`` Technical assistance programme for cooperative banks;
`` Introduction of scheme of Prompt Corrective Action Framework for weak banks;
`` Guidance regarding fraud risk management framework in banks;
`` Introduction of risk based supervision of banks;
`` Introduction of an enforcement framework in respect of banks;
`` Establishment of a credit registry in respect of large borrowers of supervised institutions;
and
`` Setting up a subsidiary of RBI to take care of the IT requirements, including the cyber
security needs of the Reserve Bank and its regulated entities, etc.
Major functions of RBI
Monetary Authority :
`` Formulates, implements and monitors the monetary policy.
`` Objective: maintaining price stability while keeping in mind the objective of growth.
Regulator and supervisor of the financial system :
`` Prescribes broad parameters of banking operations within which the country's banking and
financial system functions.
`` Objective : maintain public confidence in the system, protect depositors' interest and provide
cost-effective banking services to the public.
Manager of Foreign Exchange
`` Manages the Foreign Exchange Management Act, 1999.
`` Objective : to facilitate external trade and payment and promote orderly development and
maintenance of foreign exchange market in India.
Issuer of currency :
`` Issues and exchanges or destroys currency and coins not fit for circulation.
`` Objective : to give the public adequate quantity of supplies of currency notes and coins and
in good quality.
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Developmental role
`` Performs a wide range of promotional functions to support national objectives.
Regulator and Supervisor of Payment and Settlement Systems :
`` Introduces and upgrades safe and efficient modes of payment systems in the country to meet
the requirements of the public at large.
`` Objective : maintain public confidence in payment and settlement system
Related Functions
`` Banker to the Government: performs merchant banking function for the central and the state
governments; also acts as their banker.
`` Banker to banks : maintains banking accounts of all scheduled banks.
Subsidiaries
Fully owned :
`` Deposit Insurance and Credit Guarantee Corporation of India (DICGC),
`` Bharatiya Reserve Bank Note Mudran Private Limited (BRBNMPL),
`` Reserve Bank Information Technology Private Limited (ReBIT),
`` Indian Financial Technology and Allied Services (IFTAS)
RBI administers many acts to perform its function and mandate like
`` Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934
`` Public Debt Act, 1944/Government Securities Act, 2006
`` Government Securities Regulations, 2007
`` Banking Regulation Act, 1949
`` Foreign Exchange Management Act, 1999
`` Securitisation and Reconstruction of Financial Assets and Enforcement of Security Interest
Act, 2002 (Chapter II)
`` Credit Information Companies(Regulation) Act, 2005
`` Payment and Settlement Systems Act, 2007
`` And many more
RBI is central to the financial systems stability, security and nations growth.

Points to Focus
¾¾ Banking system in India; Deposit insurance; Role of NBFC, MFI, etc.;
¾¾ RBI and its role as a regulator of banks
¾¾ Nationalisation of banks; Narshimhan committee recommendation, Y V Reddy, Bimal Jalan
committee recommendations
¾¾ Major committees on NBFC, AC Shah, PR Khanna, YV Reddy, etc.;
¾¾ Basel Norms and Indian banks
¾¾ Mission Indradhanush of banking sector reforms;
¾¾ Statutory and constitutional provisions, ethical, administrative, social dimension,

Reference : - Indian Express; The Hindu; SEBI
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1. Programme for Development of Semiconductors and Display Manufacturing
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ Union Cabinet has approved the comprehensive program for the development of sustainable
semiconductor and display ecosystem in the country.
¾¾ The comprehensive program is having various components to give boost to the entire
semiconductor ecosystem.

zz

Major highlights
¾¾ The programme aims to provide attractive incentive support to companies / consortia that are
engaged in Silicon Semiconductor Fabs, Display Fabs, Compound Semiconductors / Silicon
Photonics / Sensors (including MEMS) Fabs, Semiconductor Packaging (ATMP / OSAT),
Semiconductor Design.
¾¾ Following broad incentives have been approved for the development of semiconductors and
display manufacturing ecosystem in India:
`` Semiconductor Fabs and Display Fabs : This Scheme shall extend fiscal support of up
to 50% of project cost on pari-passu basis to applicants who are found eligible and have
the technology as well as capacity to execute such highly capital intensive and resource
incentive projects
`` Semi-conductor Laboratory (SCL) : Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology
will take requisite steps for modernization and commercialization of Semi-conductor
Laboratory (SCL). MeitY will explore the possibility for the Joint Venture of SCL with a
commercial fab partner to modernize the brownfield fab facility.
`` Compound Semiconductors / Silicon Photonics / Sensors (including MEMS) Fabs and
Semiconductor ATMP / OSAT Units : This Scheme hall extend fiscal support of 30% of
capital expenditure to approved units. Atleast 15 such units of Compound Semiconductors
and Semiconductor Packaging are expected to be established with Government support
under this scheme.
`` Semiconductor Design Companies : The Design Linked Incentive (DLI) Scheme shall
extend product design linked incentive of up to 50% of eligible expenditure and product
deployment linked incentive of 6% - 4% on net sales for five years. Support will be provided
to 100 domestic companies of semiconductor design for Integrated Circuits (ICs), Chipsets,
System on Chips (SoCs), Systems & IP Cores and semiconductor linked design and
facilitating the growth of not less than 20 such companies which can achieve turnover of
more than Rs.1500 crore in the coming five years
`` India Semiconductor Mission : In order to drive the long-term strategies for developing
a sustainable semiconductors and display ecosystem, a specialized and independent “India
Semiconductor Mission (ISM)” will be set up. The India Semiconductor Mission will be
led by global experts in semiconductor and display industry. It will act as the nodal agency
for efficient and smooth implementation of the schemes on Semiconductors and Display
ecosystem.
¾¾ The program will promote higher domestic value addition in electronics manufacturing and will
contribute significantly to achieving a USD 1 Trillion digital economy and a USD 5 Trillion
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GDP by 2025.
zz

What is IC chip?
¾¾ A semiconductor chip is an electric circuit with many components
such as transistors and wiring formed on a semiconductor wafer.
¾¾ An electronic device comprising numerous these components is
called integrated circuit (IC)
¾¾ An Integrated Circuit (IC) is also called as chip or microchip. It is a
semiconductor wafer in which millions of components are fabricated.
¾¾ The active and passive components such as resistors, diodes,
transistors etc and external connections are usually fabricated in on
extremely tiny single chip of silicon.
¾¾ This IC can acts like a system on chip. A single IC chip which is system on a chip in a computer
or in the mobile phones which we call processor/microprocessor can have over tens of billions
of transistors (Apple’s M1 chip has 16 billion transistor in an area of just 120mm2)
¾¾ There are simple ICs (8051 µC, 8052 µC) and extremely complex ICs (latest graphics processors)
too.
¾¾ ICs have their origin in the invention of the transistor in 1947 by William B. Shockley and his
team at the American Telephone and Telegraph Company’s Bell Laboratories.
¾¾ Shockley’s team found that, under the right circumstances, electrons would form a barrier at the
surface of certain crystals, and they learned to control the flow of electricity through the crystal
by manipulating this barrier.
¾¾ Controlling electron flow through a crystal allowed the team to create a device that could
perform certain electrical operations, such as signal amplification, that were previously done by
vacuum tubes.
¾¾ They named this device a transistor, from a combination of the words transfer and resistor
¾¾ In 1958 Jack Kilby of Texas Instruments, Inc., and Robert Noyce of Fairchild Semiconductor
Corporation independently thought of a
way to reduce circuit size further.
¾¾ They laid very thin paths of metal
(usually aluminum or copper) directly
on the same piece of material as their
devices. These small paths acted as
wires.
¾¾ With this technique an entire circuit
could be “integrated” on a single piece
of solid material and an integrated circuit
(IC) thus created.
¾¾ Common elemental semiconductors are
silicon and germanium. Silicon is wellknown of these. Silicon forms most of
ICs because it is among the most widely available element on earth with the desirable property
to be used in semi-conductor industry.
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Common semiconductor compounds that are used are like gallium arsenide or indium antimonite.
Semiconductor
Semiconductors are materials which have a conductivity between conductors (generally metals)
and non-conductors or insulators (such as most ceramics).
Semiconductors can be pure elements, such as silicon or germanium, or compounds such as
gallium arsenide or cadmium selenide.
In a process called doping, small amounts of impurities are added to pure semiconductors
causing large changes in the conductivity of the material. In case of silicon, the doping can
result in n-type or p-type semiconductor

The manufacturing of Integrated Circuits (IC) consists of following steps
`` Producing pure Silicon ingot (cylinder of pure Si)
`` Wafer cutting/production
`` Polishing, cleaning of wafer
`` Surface oxidation
`` Creating mask for photolithography
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Etching
`` Doping
`` Ion implantation
`` Metallization
`` Bonding and Packaging
¾¾ The above mentioned process is complex, requiring very sophisticated machines, systems,
facility and trained man power.
¾¾ Given the cost of setting up of IC fabrication unit running in billions of dollars, there are very
few global players. Companies like Texas Instruments, Intel, AMD, TSMC, Atmel, Hitachi,
Samsung, Fairchild, Infineon, Toshiba, Qualcomm, etc. are major global players.
¾¾ India too has IC manufacturers but they are small in number, small in size and produce limited
products. Our institutes such as DRDO, ISRO has their own in-house manufacturing units.
``

This lack of a major global player in India makes us dependent on other countries and there is
no doubt electronics is the basis of IR 4.0 and by not having an Indian global major player or
manufacturing in India not only economic, technological but strategic and national security too
of India is compromised.
¾¾ There are instances world over where the major manufacturers are pressurised by host countries,
their own government on supplies.
¾¾ This new scheme and semiconductor mission is timely and critical for making India not only
Aatmanirbhar but also major electronic manufacturing nation.
¾¾

zz

Silicon
¾¾ Silicon (Si), a nonmetallic chemical element in the carbon
family (Group 14 [IVa] of the periodic table).
¾¾ Pure silicon is a hard, dark gray solid with a metallic lustre
and with a octahedral crystalline structure the same as that
of the diamond form of carbon
¾¾ Silicon makes up 27.7 % of Earth’s crust; it is the second
most abundant element in the crust, being surpassed only
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by oxygen
¾¾ Pure silicon is too reactive to be found in nature, but it is found in practically all rocks as well as
in sand, clays, and soils, combined either with oxygen as silica (SiO2, silicon dioxide) or with
oxygen and other elements (e.g., aluminum, magnesium, calcium, sodium, potassium, or iron)
as silicates
¾¾ The oxidized form, as silicon dioxide and particularly as silicates, is also common in Earth’s
crust and is an important component of Earth’s mantle.
¾¾ Its compounds also occur in all natural waters, in the atmosphere (as siliceous dust), in many
plants, and in the skeletons, tissues, and body fluids of some animals.

Silicon

¾¾

¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾

¾¾

In compounds, silicon dioxide occurs both in crystalline minerals (e.g., quartz, cristobalite,
tridymite) and amorphous or seemingly amorphous minerals (e.g., agate, opal, chalcedony) in
all land areas.
The natural silicates are characterized by their abundance, wide distribution, and structural and
compositional complexities
Important silicate minerals include the clays, feldspar, olivine, pyroxene, amphiboles, micas,
and zeolites.
Elemental silicon is produced commercially by the reduction of silica (SiO2) with coke in an
electric furnace, and the impure product is then refined.
On a small scale, silicon can be obtained from the oxide by reduction with aluminum. Almost
pure silicon is obtained by the reduction of silicon tetrachloride or trichlorosilane.
Three stable isotopes of silicon are known: silicon-28, which makes up 92.21 percent of the
element in nature; silicon-29, 4.70 percent; and silicon-30, 3.09 percent. Five radioactive
isotopes are known
Silicon, like carbon, is relatively inactive at ordinary temperatures; but when heated it reacts
vigorously with the halogens (fluorine, chlorine, bromine, and iodine) to form halides and with
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certain metals to form silicides.
zz

Points to focus
¾¾ Types of elements based on conductivity, semiconductors, their properties, Si, Ge, etc.; IR 3.0,
4.0, AI, 5G, etc.;
¾¾ Indigenous electronics industry, dependent industries, supply chains and systems, MSME and
academics in R&D, manufacturing etc.
¾¾ Make in India, issues and challenges, opportunities, etc.; PLI scheme, electronics policy,
Aatmanirbhar Bharat, etc.

Reference : - The Hindu; Indian Express; Hitachi;

2. Pradhan Mantri Krishi Sinchayee Yojana (PMKSY)
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs chaired by the Prime Minister, has approved
implementation of Pradhan Mantri Krishi Sinchayee Yojana (PMKSY) for 2021-26 with an
outlay of Rs.93,068 crore.
¾¾ Accelerated Irrigation Benefit Programme (AIBP), Har Khet ko Paani (HKKP) and Watershed
Development components have been approved for continuation during 2021-26.

zz

PMKSY
¾¾ Launched in 2015, PMKSY is an umbrella scheme, providing central grants to the State
Governments for specific activities.
¾¾ It consists of 4 major components
`` Accelerated Irrigation Benefits Programme (AIBP) - To focus on faster completion of
ongoing Major and Medium Irrigation including National Projects
`` Har Khet Ko Pani (HKKP). HKKP, in turn, consists of four sub - components,
hh Command Area Development (CAD),
hh Surface Minor Irrigation (SMI),
hh Repair, Renovation and Restoration (RRR) of Water Bodies, and
hh Ground Water Development.
`` Watershed Development implemented by Department of Land Resources.
`` Per Drop More Crop is being implemented by Department of Agriculture and Farmers
Welfare.
¾¾ The first 2 components are implemented by Department of Water Resources, River Development
and Ganga Rejuvenation.
¾¾ The broad objectives of PMKSY include
`` Achieve convergence of investments in irrigation at the field level (preparation of district
level and, if required, sub district level water use plans).
`` Enhance the physical access of water on the farm and expand cultivable area under assured
irrigation (Har Khet ko pani).
`` Integration of water source, distribution and its efficient use, to make best use of water
through appropriate technologies and practices.
`` Improve on - farm water use efficiency to reduce wastage and increase availability both in
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duration and extent.
`` Enhance the adoption of precision - irrigation and other water saving technologies (More
crop per drop).
`` Enhance recharge of aquifers and introduce sustainable water conservation practices.
`` Ensure the integrated development of rainfed areas using the watershed approach towards
soil and water conservation, regeneration of ground water, arresting runoff, providing
livelihood options and other NRM activities.
`` Promote extension activities relating to water harvesting, water management and crop
alignment for farmers and grass root level field functionaries.
`` Explore the feasibility of reusing treated municipal waste water for peri - urban agriculture.
`` Attract greater private investments in irrigation.
All the States and Union Territories including North Eastern States are covered under the
programme
Total additional irrigation potential creation targeted during 2021-26 under AIBP is 13.88 lakh
hectare
Under HKKP, surface minor irrigation and repair-renovation-restoration of water bodies
component of PMKSY is targeted to provide additional 4.5 lakh hectare irrigation.
In view of importance of rejuvenation of water bodies, the Cabinet has approved a paradigm
shift in funding of their rejuvenation in both urban and rural areas, with significant expansion
of their inclusion criteria, and enhancement of central assistance from 25% to 60% in general
area.
The approved Watershed Development component of Department of Land Resources envisages
completion of sanctioned projects covering 49.5 lakh hectare rainfed/ degraded lands to bring
additional 2.5 lakh hectare under protective irrigation, during 2021-26.
It is the world’s lightest, agile modern attack helicopter and its flight ceiling is the highest
among all attack helicopters

Point to focus
¾¾ Water potential of India, irrigation patterns, rain-fed systems, storage, mapping, etc.;
¾¾ Irrigation scheme, significance of minor projects, challenges in irrigation systems, structure
quality, maintenance, scaling, community participation, etc.;
¾¾ Types of irrigation used in India and their innovative modern solutions, water negative, positive,
neutral excess crops, cropping pattern and irrigation, etc.;
¾¾ Constitutional and statutory provisions, awareness, etc.;

Reference : - Indian Express; The Hindu; PIB; Vikaspedia;

3. Durga Puja of Kolkata gets UNESCOs Intangible Cultural Heritage tag
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ Unesco’s Intergovernmental Committee for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage
on Wednesday put “Durga Puja in Kolkata” on the Representative List of the Intangible Cultural
Heritage of Humanity.
¾¾ India now has 14 entries in this list
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What is intangible cultural heritage?
¾¾ Intangible cultural heritage, according to UNESCO, is
traditional, contemporary and living at the same time,
inclusive, representative, and community-based.
¾¾ It also includes traditions or living expressions inherited
from our ancestors and passed on to our descendants, such
as oral traditions, performing arts, social practices, rituals,
festive events, knowledge and practices concerning nature
and the universe or the knowledge and skills to produce traditional crafts.
¾¾ While fragile, intangible cultural heritage is an important factor in maintaining cultural diversity
in the face of growing globalization.
¾¾ An understanding of the intangible cultural heritage of different communities helps with
intercultural dialogue, and encourages mutual respect for other ways of life.

The importance of intangible cultural heritage is not the cultural manifestation itself but rather
the wealth of knowledge and skills that is transmitted through it from one generation to the next.
¾¾ The social and economic value of this transmission of knowledge is relevant for minority groups
and for mainstream social groups within a State, and is as important for developing States as for
developed ones.
¾¾ The Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage was drafted in 2003
for its protection and promotion.
¾¾ UNESCO’s 2003 Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage proposes
five broad ‘domains’ in which intangible cultural heritage is manifested:
`` Oral traditions and expressions, including language as a vehicle of the intangible cultural
heritage;
`` Performing arts;
`` Social practices, rituals and festive events;
¾¾
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Knowledge and practices concerning nature and the universe;
`` Traditional craftsmanship.
¾¾ India’s 14 intangible heritage in UNESCO’s list:
`` Yoga 2016
`` Kumbh Mela (2017);
`` Nowruz (2016);
`` traditional brass and copper utensil-making among the Thatheras of Jandiala Guru, Punjab
(2014);
`` Sankirtana of Manipur (2013);
`` Buddhist chanting of Ladakh (2012);
`` Chhau dance 2010,
`` Kalbelia dance of Rajasthan 2010,
`` Mudiyettu of Kerala (2010);
`` Ramman festival of Garhwal (2009);
`` Kutiyattam Sanskrit theatre 2008,
`` Ramlila 2008,
`` Vedic chanting (2008).
`` Durga puja of Kolkata 2021
``

zz

UNESCO
¾¾ UNESCO is the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization.
¾¾ It seeks to build peace through international cooperation in Education, the Sciences and Culture.
¾¾ It is a specialised agency of the UN aimed at promoting world peace and security through
international cooperation in education, the arts, the sciences, and culture
¾¾ It has 193 member states and 11 associate members, as well as partners in the non-governmental,
intergovernmental, and private sector.
¾¾ It is headquartered at the World Heritage Centre
in Paris, France
¾¾ UNESCO was founded in 1945 as the successor to
the League of Nations' International Committee
on Intellectual Cooperation.
¾¾ Its constitution establishes the agency's goals,
governing structure, and operating framework
¾¾ UNESCO is governed by the General Conference, composed of member states and associate
members, which meets biannually to set the agency's programmes and the budget.
¾¾ It also elects members of the Executive Board, which manages UNESCO's work, and appoints
every four years Director-General, who serves as UNESCO's chief administrator.
¾¾ UNESCO implements its activities through the five program areas: education, natural sciences,
social and human sciences, culture, and communication and information.
¾¾ UNESCO Lists
`` World Heritage
`` Intangible Cultural Heritage
`` Creative Cities
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Memory of the World Register
`` Biosphere Reserves
`` UNESCO Global Geoparks
`` UNESCO Atlas of the World's Languages in Danger
¾¾ UNESCO also celebrates many international days dedicated to its mandate and awareness
among people
¾¾ Similarly, UNESCO also celebrates dedicated mandated themes throughout the year like Year
for culture of Peace
``

zz

Points to focus
¾¾ Mapping, Culture of India, its continuity, adaptation, etc.;
¾¾ Heritage sties in India, significance of heritage status tag, conservation, promotion, etc.;
¾¾ Impact of globalisation, westernisation, other challenges to traditions, etc.;
¾¾ Constitutional provisions; Statutory provisions, programs of government;
¾¾ International standards, best practices, etc.;

Reference : - Indian Express; The Hindu; PIB; MoC; UNESCO;

4. PM Narendra Modi awarded with Bhutan’s highest civilian award
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ Bhutan conferred the Order of the Druk Gyalpo, its highest civilian honour, on Prime Minister
Narendra Mod

zz

Other major awards conferred to PM Narendra Modi
¾¾ PM N Modi has been conferred with highest civilian award by countries such as Afghanistan,
UAE and Bhutan.
¾¾ PM is also awarded with other significant international awards too
¾¾ Following is the list of civilian awards given to PM Modi:
`` Saudi Arabia – Order of Abdulaziz Al Saud – Special Class, the highest honour of Saudi
Arabia awarded to non-Muslim dignitaries
`` Afghanistan – State Order of Ghazi Amir Amanullah Khan – The highest civilian honour of
Afghanistan
`` Palestine – Grand Collar of the State of Palestine – The highest civilian honour of Palestine
`` UAE – Order of Zayed – The highest civilian honour of the United Arab Emirates
`` Russia – Order of St. Andrew – The highest civilian honour of Russia
`` Maldives – Order of the Distinguished Rule of Izzuddin – The highest honour of the Maldives
awarded to foreign dignitaries
`` Bahrain – King Hamad Order of the Renaissance – First Class, the highest honour of Bahrain
awarded to foreign dignitaries
`` USA – Legion of Merit – Chief Commander, the highest degree of the Legion of Merit
`` Bhutan – Order of the Dragon King / Order of the Druk Gyalpo – First Class, The highest
civilian honour of Bhutan
¾¾ Other significant awards :
`` Champions of the Earth, 2018 – Awarded annually by the United Nations Environmental
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Programme for the environmental leadership.
`` Global Goalkeeper Award, 2019 – Awarded annually by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
for the global leadership.
zz

Points to focus
¾¾ Civilian awards conferred in India, Indian civilian awards given to foreigners, etc.;

Reference : - The Hindu; Indian Express; PIB;

5. RBI extends Tokenisation deadline
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ RBI had extended tokenisation to July 2022.
¾¾ RBI had earlier extended the scope of tokenisation to include consumer devices - laptops,
desktops, wearables (wrist watches and bands) and Internet of Things (IoT) devices

zz

About Tokenisation
¾¾ Tokenisation refers to replacement of actual card details with an alternate code called the
“token”, which shall be unique for a combination of card, token requestor (i.e. the entity which
accepts request from the customer for tokenisation of a card and passes it on to the card network
to issue a corresponding token) and device (referred hereafter as “identified device”)..
¾¾ A tokenised card transaction is considered safer as the actual card details are not shared with the
merchant during transaction processing.
¾¾ The card holder can get the card tokenised by initiating a request on the app provided by the
token requestor.
¾¾ The token requestor will forward the request to the card network which, with the consent of the
card issuer, will issue a token corresponding to the combination of the card, the token requestor,
and the device.
¾¾ The customer need not pay any charges for availing this service.
¾¾ Tokenisation has been allowed for all use cases / channels (e.g., contactless card transactions,
payments through QR codes, apps etc.)
¾¾ Customers have the option to register / de-register their card for a particular use case, i.e.,
contactless, QR code based, in-app payments, etc.
¾¾ The tokens are generated by companies like Visa and MasterCard, which act like Token Service
Providers (TSPs), and they provide the tokens to mobile payment or e-commerce platforms so
that they can be used during transactions instead of the customer’s credit card details
¾¾ When users enter their card details into a virtual wallet like Google Pay or PhonePe, these
platforms ask one of these TSPs for a token.
¾¾ The TSPs will first request verification of the data from the customer’s bank.
¾¾ When the data has been verified, a code is generated and sent to the user’s device.
¾¾ Once the unique token has been generated, it remains irreversibly linked to the customer’s
device and cannot be replaced.
¾¾ Thus, each time a customer uses his or her device to make a payment, the platform will be able
to authorise the transaction by simply sharing the token, without having to reveal the customer’s
true data.
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Tokens can be generated to safeguard payments in mobile wallets and physical or online stores
like Amazon.
Actual card data, token and other relevant details are stored in a secure mode by the authorised
card networks.
Token requestor cannot store Primary Account Number (PAN), i.e., card number, or any other
card detail.
Card networks are also mandated to get the token requestor certified for safety and security that
conform to international best practices / globally accepted standards.
RBI has also extended tokenisation of Card-on-File (CoF) transactions - where card details
used to be stored by merchants - and directed the merchants not to store card details in their
systems from January 1, 2022
With effect from January 1, 2022, no entity in the card transaction or payment chain, other than
the card issuers and card networks, should store the actual card data. It applies to domestic,
online purchases.
Any such data stored previously will be purged
A CoF transaction is one in which a cardholder has authorised a merchant to store his or her
Mastercard or Visa payment details, and to bill the stored account. E-commerce companies and
airlines and supermarket chains often store card details.
The tokenisation has been promoted by RBI to stop threat of not only leakage of crucial private
data but also to ensure that the consumers have greater control on their financial data

Points to focus
¾¾ RBI, payment apps, card networks, data security, privacy, control, etc.;
¾¾ Constitutional and statutory provisions, Puttaswamy judgement, Srikrishna committee
recommendations, draft privacy law, data localisation, etc.;
¾¾ International best practices, etc.;

Reference : - The Hindu; Indian Express; RBI; PIB;
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6. Oil and Gas blocks up for auction
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ India has offered 8 oil and gas blocks for auction
¾¾ 8 Blocks spread over 6 Sedimentary Basins, 5 States covering 15,766 sq. km of area. Out of 8
Blocks, 5 Blocks are Onland type, 2 Blocks are Shallow Water-type and 1 Block is Ultra DeepWater type.
¾¾ Three of the five onland blocks are in Assam Arakan or Assam Shelf while one is in Rajasthan.
One block in the Satpura basin has also been offered. Two shallow water blocks are in Cambay
off the Gujarat coast while one ultra-deepwater block in the Cauvery basin

zz

Indian Sedimentary Basins
¾¾ India has 26 sedimentary basins covering an area of 3.36 million square kilometres. The
sedimentary basins of India, onland and shallow offshore upto 400m isobath have an areal
extent of 0.41 million sq km. and deepwater beyond 400m isobath having sedimentary area of
1.32 million sq km. area as per renewed categorization of sedimentary basins.
¾¾ These 26 Indian sedimentary basins have been divided into three categories based on their
degree of prospectivity:
`` Category-I : Basins, which have reserves and already producing.
`` Category-II : Basins, which have contingent resources pending commercial production
`` Category-III : Basins, which have prospective resources awaiting discovery
¾¾ Of the total sedimentary area, 49% of total area is located onland, 12% in shallow water and
39% in the deepwater area.
¾¾ There are 16 onland basins, 7 located both onland and offshore and 3 completely offshore.
¾¾ 7 basins are grouped under Category-I covering 30% of total basinal area and holding 85% of
the total unrisked conventional hydrocarbon in-place of 41.8 billion ton oil and oil-equivalent
gas. These 7 basins are namely Krishna-Godavari (KG), Mumbai Offshore, Assam Shelf,
Rajasthan, Cauvery, Assam-Arakan Fold Belt and Cambay
¾¾ Category-II basins cover 23% of total basinal area, holding 9% of the total hydrocarbon inplace. Five basins fall in this category and those are namely Saurashtra, Kutch, Vindhyan,
Mahanadi and Andaman
¾¾ Category-III basins cover 47% of total basinal area, holding 6% of the total hydrocarbon inplace. Fourteen basins fall in this category and those are namely Kerala-Konkan, Bengal-Purnea,
Ganga-Punjab, Pranhita-Godavari(PG), Satpura-South Rewa-Damodar, Himalyan Foreland,
Chattisgarh, Narmada, Spiti-Zanskar, Deccan Syneclise, Cuddapah, Karewa, Bhima-Kaladgi,
and Bastar.
¾¾ The grouping of the basins under the category is dynamic, a Category III basin can be upgraded
to II in case there is a discovery (recent instance of Bengal-Purnea basin) or Category II to I,
if discoveries are developed for commercial production (Kutch/ Saurashtra basin could be the
next as few FDPs already approved)
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¾¾

These basins have mainly Mesozoic, Tertiary, Pre-Mesozoic era deposits.
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The basins are explored based on the NELP, HELP, OALP exploration policies.
¾¾ Apart from the wells in India, ONGC Videsh Ltd., also own, operate many oilfields internationally.
¾¾ The first oil deposits in India were discovered in 1889 near the town of Digboi in the state of
Assam
¾¾ The major oil wells are located in Assam, KG Basin, Cauvery Basin, Gulf of Kambath, Kutch,
Mumbai, Rajasthan and now West Bengal.
¾¾

zz

Hydrocarbon Exploration and Licensing Policy (HELP)
¾¾ It is a policy adopted by Government of India in 2016 indicating the new contractual and
fiscal model for award of hydrocarbon acreages towards exploration and production. HELP is
applicable for all future contracts to be awarded from 2016.
¾¾ Four main aspects of HELP are :
`` Uniform License : It provides for a uniform licensing system to cover all hydrocarbons such
as oil, gas, coal bed methane etc. under a single licensing framework, instead of the present
system of issuing separate licenses for each kind of hydrocarbons.
`` Open Acreages : It gives the option to a hydrocarbon company to select the exploration
blocks throughout the year without waiting for the formal bid round from the Government.
Also called OALP (Open Acreage Licensing Policy).
`` Revenue Sharing : The government will receive a share of the gross revenue from the sale
of oil, gas etc. Bidders will be required to quote revenue share in their bids and this will be a
key parameter for selecting the winning bid. They will quote a different share at two levels
of revenue called “lower revenue point” and “higher revenue point”. Revenue share for
intermediate points will be calculated by linear interpolation. The bidder giving the highest
net present value of revenue share to the Government, as per transparent methodology, will
get the maximum marks under this parameter.
`` Marketing and Pricing Freedom : It has been granted, subject to a ceiling price limit, for
new gas production from Deepwater, Ultra Deepwater and High Pressure-High Temperature
Areas. The policy provides marketing and pricing freedom to the gas production from
existing discoveries which are yet to commence commercial production in 2016 as well as
for future discoveries.
¾¾ Other major objectives :
`` Exploration is allowed through-out the contract period
`` Exploration Phase for onshore areas have been increased from 7 years to 8 years and for
offshore increased from 8 years to 10 years
`` A concessional royalty regime will be implemented for deep water and ultra-deep water
areas. These areas would not have any royalty for the first seven years (instead of the 5% at
present), and thereafter would have a concessional royalty of 5% (in deep water areas) and
2% (in ultra-deep water areas)
`` In shallow water areas, the royalty rates are reduced from 10% to 7.5%. For onshore areas
royalty has been kept same i.e. 12.5% for oil and 10% for gas so that there is no impact on
revenue to the State Governments
`` This policy provides for a uniform, non-discretionary framework for extension of contract in
respect of 28 Pre-NELP discovered fields
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Prior to HELP policy, there was NELP (New Exploration Licensing Policy) which was in force
from 1999 till 2016. During this term exploration and production was opened for private sector
with 100% FDI. Before 1999, this was open only to PSUs

Points to focus
¾¾ Mapping of oil wells, major refineries, basins, etc.
¾¾ Energy basket of India; Major crude oil suppliers to India, Strategic reserves; Future source of
energy
¾¾ Types of crude oil, Brent, Texas; Sulphur content, sweetness, etc.; OPEC, OPEC+, major crude
oil producers
¾¾ HELP, NELP policy (Refer notes of October 2020); BS – 6 and its fuel
¾¾ Environmental, technological aspect

Reference : - The Hindu; Indian Express; ONGC; DGHIndia.gov.in; MoPetroleum

7. Gharial and Beas Conservation Reserve
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ Gharial introduced in Beas Conservation reserve are healthy and expected to soon start breeding
¾¾ Gharial were extinct 50 years ago from Beas River and 94 juveniles were reintroduced in 2017.

zz

About Gharial
¾¾ Gharial derives its name from ghara, an Indian word for pot because of a bulbous knob (narial
excrescence) present at the end of their snout.
¾¾ The ghara also renders gharial the only visibly sexually dimorphic crocodilian.
¾¾ The species are largely piscivorous of all extant crocodilians.
¾¾ Possession of a strongly attenuated snout and rows of uniform sharp teeth supported by a
relatively long, well muscled neck makes it a most efficient fish catcher.

Among the largest crocodilians, the Gharial can grow to 7m in length and has a thick skin
covered with smooth epidermal scales that do not overlap.
¾¾ The snout of the gharial is uniquely the thinnest and most elongated among all the crocodilians
¾¾ Gharials reside exclusively in river habitats with deep, clear, fast-flowing waters and steep,
sandy banks.
¾¾ Adult gharials prefer still, deep pools, formed at sharp river-bends and river confluences and
use sandy banks for basking and breeding.
¾¾
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Young gharials are found in much shallower, rapid flowing stretches in the water
Fossil remains of Gharial were excavated in Pliocene deposits in the Sivalik Hills and the
Narmada River valley.
Gharial are millions of years old and they are thought to have evolved in the Indian Subcontinent.
The oldest known depictions of the gharial are about 4,000 years old and were found in the
Indus Valley.
Hindus regard it as the vehicle of the river deity Ganga.
Gharials were once widely distributed in the large rivers that flow in the northern part of the
Indian subcontinent.
These included the Indus, Ganga, Brahmaputra and the Mahanadi-Brahmani-Baitrani river
systems of India, Bhutan, Bangladesh, Nepal and Pakistan.
They are also thought to have been found in the Irrawady River of Myanmar.
The surviving population can be found within the tributaries of the Ganges river system: Girwa
(Uttar Pradesh), Son (Madhya Pradesh), Ramganga (Uttarakhand), Gandak (Bihar), Chambal
(Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan) and Mahanadi (Orissa).

Dam, barrages, and water abstraction adversely affects gharial by turning suitable river habitats
into marginal/ unsuitable lakes, and by altering the quantity and quality of water available to
downstream river sections
¾¾ Depletion of prey base due to increased intensity of fishing and use of gill nets is rapidly killing
many of adults as well as sub-adults
¾¾ During the dry months, when the water level of the river is down, planting gourd crops and
herding livestock for drinking and grazing on the sand banks and river edges has become
prevalent all along the Chambal River, which results in destruction of the habitat
¾¾ IUCN – Critically Endangered
¾¾
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They are listed in Schedule I of Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972 and as Critically Endangered on
IUCN Red List.

Beas Conservation Area
¾¾ The Beas Conservation Reserve is a 185-kilometre stretch of the Beas River located primarily
in Punjab.
¾¾ The River meanders down from the Himalayan foothills to the Harike Headworks, where its
course is diverted into a number of channels.
¾¾ The River is dotted with islands, sand bars and braided channels creating a complex environment
supporting substantial biodiversity. More than 500 species of birds are documented along this
stretch, along with more than 90 fish species.

The Reserve also hosts the only known population in India of the endangered Indus river dolphin
(Platanista gangetica minor).
¾¾ Further threatened species include the endangered masheer (Tor putitora) and hog deer (Axis
porcinus) as well as the vulnerable smooth-coated otter (Lutrogale perspicillata).
¾¾ In 2017, a programme was initiated to re-introduce the critically endangered gharial (Gavialis
gangeticus).
¾¾ Major threats include urban and domestic pollution as well as impacts of agriculture along most
¾¾
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of the River’s course.
¾¾ Other major connectivity projects, Bharatmala, Sagarmala, GatiShakti, etc.;
¾¾ Mapping of NE India, challenges, Himalayan states, issue of Left Wing terrorism, impact of
development in remote areas, etc.;
zz

Points to focus
¾¾ Mapping, river systems in India, their differences, river basins, etc.;
¾¾ Crocodiles and their types, major reptile species found in India, etc.;
¾¾ Critically endangered and endangered species in India, India as bio diversity hotspots, Indian
model of conservation, in-situ and ex-situ mode of conservation, etc.;
¾¾ Impact of constitutional, statutory provisions, major SC judgements, NGT judgements, role of
R&D, awareness, role of community, etc.;

Reference : - The Hindu; Indian Express; PIB; WII; WWF

8. Electoral bonds
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ The Central Information Commission (CIC) has dismissed an appeal seeking disclosure of
reports submitted by the State Bank of India to the Centre and the Reserve Bank of India
regarding sale and encashment of electoral bonds in 2018 which are withheld by the SBI on
grounds of personal information held in fiduciary capacity

zz

What are Electoral Bonds?
¾¾ Announced in the 2017 Union Budget, electoral bonds are interest-free bearer instruments used
to donate money anonymously to political parties.
¾¾ A bearer instrument does not carry any information about the buyer or payee and the holder of
the instrument (which is the political party) is presumed to be its owner.
¾¾ An eligible Political Party is the one registered under Section 29A of the Representation of
the People Act, 1951 (43 of 1951) and secured not less than 1% of the votes polled in the last
General Election to the House of the People or the Legislative Assembly
¾¾ The Electoral Bonds are valid for Fifteen Calendar Days from the Date of Issue
¾¾ The Electoral Bonds can be redeemed only by an eligible Political Party by depositing the same
in their Designated Bank Account maintained with Authorised Bank (SBI)
¾¾ The Electoral Bonds under this Scheme may be purchased by a Person, who is a Citizen of India
or Incorporated or Established in India
¾¾ The Electoral Bonds shall be issued in the denomination of Rs1000, Rs 10,000, Rs 1,00,000, Rs
10,00,000 and Rs 1,00,00,000.
¾¾ The minimum amount for donation in Electoral Bonds is Rs 1000. There is no maximum limit
for Donation
¾¾ The extant instructions issued by the Reserve Bank of India regarding Know Your Customer
norms of a Bank’s customer shall apply for all Applicants of the Electoral Bonds.
¾¾ There is no limit on the number of bonds an individual or company can purchase
¾¾ SBI deposits bonds that a political party hasn’t enchased within 15 days into the Prime Minister’s
Relief Fund.
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In addition to Application Form and Pay-in-Slip, the Applicant should submit copy of Citizenship
Proof and KYC documents, along with originals
¾¾ Electoral Bonds can be purchased either singly or jointly with other Individuals but not more
than three Applicants per Application Form. No name(s)will be printed on the Bond
¾¾ These Bonds cannot be used for taking loans, trading in market, exchange, etc. No Interest is
payable on Electoral Bonds under this Scheme.
¾¾ Electoral Bond can be encashed by eligible Political Party only through a Bank account
maintained with Designated SBI Branch
¾¾

zz

Issues with Electoral Bonds
¾¾ Through an amendment to the Finance Act 2017, the Union government has exempted political
parties from disclosing donations received through electoral bonds.
¾¾ Political parties don’t have to disclose details of those contributing by way of electoral bonds in
their contribution reports filed mandatorily with the Election Commission every year.
¾¾ The provision that individuals, groups of individuals, NGOs, religious and other trusts are
permitted to donate via electoral bonds without disclosing their details is again the transparency
needed in politics
¾¾ There are enough instances and evidence to show that how black money is channelled through
the trusts, NGOs, etc.
¾¾ Since the bank knows the details of the donor, the government of the day can at time get the list
of donors. However the common public will always remain in dark
¾¾ The Election Commission too is against this blanket anonymity on donors and political parties
¾¾ The Election Commission had objected to the amendments in the Representation of the People
(RP) Act, which exempt political parties from disclosing donations received through electoral
bonds.
¾¾ The SC in its interim order on corporate donation & their anonymity has said that, the purchase
of electoral bonds would be reflected in any company’s annual financial statement. They were
mandated to publish this under S 128(1) of the Companies Act, 2013. Hence they are not
anonymous
¾¾ The SC also said that the bonds could not be traded for cash either, the bench pointed out.
Clause 14 of the Scheme barred this. Further, the first purchaser would have no incentive. They
would pay ‘white money’ to the bank, but get ‘black money’ in cash.
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Points to focus
¾¾ Political parties and their types, Funding of parties, issue of money power in elections, Threats
to democracy and election process; Criminal – political – bureaucracy nexus,
¾¾ RTI act, Prevention of corruption, electoral reforms, law commission reports, ECI’s
recommendations, SC judgements, awareness among citizens, accountability, etc.;
¾¾ Ethical, political aspect, Constitutional morality, values, etc.;

Reference : - The Hindu; Indian Express; PIB; SBI; SC observer

9. INS Mormugao
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ Mormugao, Indian Navy's second indigenous stealth destroyer of the Project-15B class, planned
to be commissioned in mid 2022, proceeded on her maiden sea sortie.
¾¾ Mormugao is being built at Mazagon Dock Shipbuilders Ltd (MDSL) as part of the Project 15B
destroyers.
¾¾ Project-15B is to build stealth guided missile destroyers also called Vishakhapatnam class
destroyers.
¾¾ The lead ship INS Vishakhapatnam was recently commissioned in the Indian Navy
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¾¾

zz

# More details covered in 1-15 November 2021 current affairs notes

Points to Focus
¾¾ Indian naval ships, corvettes, destroyers, frigates, stealth ships, cruisers, minesweepers,
submarines, aircraft carriers, support ships, tankers, etc.;
¾¾ Aatmanirbhar Bharat, negative import list, defence production, acquisition and manufacturing
policy, role of PSU, MSME, etc.;
¾¾ SAGAR, Blue water navy, Project 75, project 75I, 15A, etc.;

Reference : - The Hindu; Indian Express; PIB;

10. PANEX 21
zz

With whom?
¾¾ BIMSTEC nations.

zz

About
¾¾ PANEX-21, a multi-national - multi-agency exercise was organised at Pune with a focused aim
to foster common and develop capabilities in Disaster Management aspects for the BIMSTEC
nations.
¾¾ The structure of PANEX-21 as a multi-agency exercise including representation of experts
from the Armed Forces, National Disaster Relief Force and other stake holders, will be aimed
at battling the challenges of disaster management in the backdrop of a pandemic.
¾¾ Furthermore, the member states shall promote their best practices and also recommend the
evolution of BIMSTEC joint response mechanism for Disaster Management.

zz

About BIMSTEC
¾¾ The Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and
Economic Cooperation (BIMSTEC) is a regional organization
that was established on 06 June 1997 with the signing of the
Bangkok Declaration.
¾¾ Initially known as BIST-EC (Bangladesh-India-Sri LankaThailand Economic Cooperation), the organisation is now
known as BIMSTEC and comprises seven Member States
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with the admission of Myanmar on 22 December 1997, and Bhutan and Nepal in February
2004.
Secretariat at Dhaka
The regional group constitutes a bridge between South and South East Asia and represents a
reinforcement of relations among these countries.
The objective of building such an alliance was to harness shared and accelerated growth
through mutual cooperation in different areas of common interests by mitigating the onslaught
of globalization and by utilizing regional resources and geographical advantages.
National Focal Points (NFP) established within the Ministries of External/ Foreign Affairs/
Foreign Relations of each Member State serves as the points of contact for all BIMSTEC related
communications and coordination between the BIMSTEC Secretariat and Member States.
BIMSTEC is a four-tiered organisation :
`` The Summit comprising the Heads of State or Government of the Member States
`` The Ministerial Meeting comprising the Ministers dealing with foreign relations of the
Member States
`` The Senior Officials’ Meeting consisting of the Foreign Secretaries/ Secretaries/ appropriate
Senior officials nominated by the BIMSTEC Member States

The BIMSTEC Permanent Working Committee (BPCW) comprising senior officials of the
respective National Focal Points.
¾¾ Being a sector-driven grouping, cooperation within BIMSTEC had initially focused on six sectors
in 1997 (trade, technology, energy, transport, tourism, and fisheries) and expanded in 2008
``
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to incorporate agriculture, public health, poverty alleviation, counter-terrorism, environment,
culture, people-to-people contact, and climate change.
Subsequently, following steps to rationalize and reorganize sectors and sub-sectors, cooperation
was reorganized in 2021 under sectors and sub-sectors led by the respective Member States
The BIMSTEC Summit is the supreme decision-making body in BIMSTEC comprising the
Heads of State or Government of BIMSTEC Member States.
The BIMSTEC Summit decides on application for admission of new Member States and
Observers
It is envisaged that the BIMSTEC Summit Meetings shall be:
`` Held once every two years, preceded by the Ministerial Meeting, and be hosted by the
Member State holding the BIMSTEC Chairmanship; and
`` Convened whenever necessary, as Special Summit to be chaired by the Member State holding
the BIMSTEC Chairmanship, at a venue to be agreed upon by BIMSTEC Member States.

Bangladesh

: Trade, Investment and Deveplopment

Bhutan

: Environment and Climate Change
: Security

India

Sub-sectors : Counter-Terrrorism and Trasnational Crime,
Disaster Management, Energy
: Agriculture and Food Security

Myanmar

Sub-sectors: Agriculture,
Fisheries and Livestock
: People-to-People Contact

Nepal

Sub-sectors :
Culture, Tourism, People-to-People Contact
(Forums of think tanks, media etc.)
: Science, Technology and Innovation (Sri Lanka)

Sri Lanka
Thailand

Sub-sectors :
Technology, Health, Human Resource Development
: Connectivity

The Chairman of BIMSTEC may, at his own initiative or at the request of a Member
State, convene a Special Summit to address an important issue pertaining to the interest of
BIMSTEC with the concurrence of all Member States.
`` All decisions of the Summit Meetings shall be made on the basis of consensus
¾¾ BIMSTEC is significant for India’s foreign policy and national interest as it not only stands for
neighbourhood first but also for Act East policy apart from SAGAR initiative.
``

zz

Points to focus
¾¾ Mapping, other regional groups like SAARC, ASEAN, BBIN, etc.;
¾¾ Various military exercises of Indian Armed Forces, etc.;
¾¾ India’s foreign policy, significance, impact, success, challenges, etc.;
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¾¾

India as regional power and global pole, India’s position in Indian Ocean, Indo-Pacific, as first
responder, etc.;

Reference : - The Hindu; Indian Express; PIB; MoEA; BIMSTEC;

11.  Indian flapshell turtle  
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ Albino Indian Flapshell turtle was recently observed inside a forest in Telangana.
¾¾ Albino turtle are those rare turtle who don’t have colour pigment present in their cells, thus
giving them albino shade.

zz

About Indian Flapshell Turtle
¾¾ The Indian flapshell turtle (Lissemys punctata) is a freshwater species of turtle found in South
Asia.
¾¾ The "flap-shelled" name stems from the presence of femoral flaps located on the plastron.
¾¾ It is morphologically an evolutionary link between the softshell and hardshell aquatic turtles
¾¾ The Indian flapshell turtle is found in Pakistan, India (common in lakes and rivers), Sri Lanka,
Nepal, Bangladesh (Indus and Ganges drainages), and Myanmar (Irrawaddy and Salween
Rivers).
¾¾ It has been introduced to the Andaman and Nicobar Islands. It is also found in the desert ponds
of Rajasthan
¾¾ The Indian flapshell turtle is known to be omnivorous. Its diet consists of frogs, shrimp, snails,
aquatic vegetation, plant leaves, flowers, fruits, grasses, and seeds
¾¾ They lives in the shallow, quiet, often stagnant waters of rivers, streams, marshes, ponds, lakes
and irrigation canals, and tanks.
¾¾ Waters with sand or mud bottoms are preferred because of the turtle's tendency to burrow.
¾¾ These turtle plays an important role to reduce pollution in aquatic ecosystems by feeding on
snails, insects, and fragments of dead animals.
¾¾ They are very well adapted, both morphologically and behaviorally, to drought conditions.
¾¾ IUCN – Vulnerable
¾¾ They are under Appendix 1 of CITES

zz

Points to focus
¾¾ Mapping, major nesting sites, keystone species, biodiversity and ecosystem stability; Marine
and riverine turtles;
¾¾ Constitutional, legal provisions, major SC judgements, major action plans; Role of community
in conservation;
¾¾ Indian model of wildlife conservation, western model of conservation; Role & importance of
biosphere reserves, national parks, etc.;
¾¾ Socio-economic, historical, ethical, strategic, environmental aspects

Reference : - The Hindu; Indian Express;
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12. World Press Freedom Index 2021 & stand of Govt. of India
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ The Centre does not agree with the conclusions drawn by Reporters Without Borders about
press freedom in India
¾¾ The 2021 index places India at 142nd position out of 180 countries.
¾¾ The government does not subscribe to its views and country rankings and does not agree to
the conclusions drawn by this organisation for various reasons, including very low sample
size, little or no weightage to fundamentals of democracy, adoption of a methodology which is
questionable and non-transparent, lack of clear definition of press freedom, among others

zz

Major Finding of 2021 index
¾¾ The RSF report says India is one of the world’s most dangerous countries for journalists trying
to do their job properly.
¾¾ They are exposed to every kind of attack, including police violence against reporters, ambushes
by political activists, and reprisals instigated by criminal groups or corrupt local officials.

¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾

¾¾

Journalism, the main vaccine against disinformation, is completely or partly blocked in 73% of
the 180 countries.
Only 12 of the Index’s 180 countries (7%) can claim to offer a favourable environment for
journalism.
Covid-19 pandemic has been used to perfection by nations to control the spread of information.
The Report has raised concern about the larger Asia-Pacific region as several nations in an
attempt to curb freedom of press have in place draconian laws on ‘sedition,’ ‘state secrets’ and
‘national security’.
Norway has topped yet again for the fifth year in the row, followed by Finland and Denmark.
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Eritrea is at the bottom meanwhile China is ranked 177
¾¾ In the South Asian neighbourhood, Nepal is at 106, Sri Lanka at 127, Myanmar (before the
coup) at 140, Pakistan at 145 and Bangladesh at 152.
¾¾ The report released on Tuesday stated that India shares the “bad” classification with Brazil,
Mexico and Russia.
¾¾

zz

About RSF and the index
¾¾ Published every year since 2002 by
Reporters Without Borders (RSF),
the World Press Freedom Index is an
important advocacy tool based on the
principle of emulation between states.
¾¾ The Index ranks 180 countries and
regions according to the level of freedom available to journalists.
¾¾ Along with the Index, RSF calculates a global indicator and regional indicators that evaluate the
overall performance of countries and regions (in the world and in each region) as regards media
freedom.
¾¾ The degree of freedom available to journalists in 180 countries and regions is determined by
pooling the responses of experts to a questionnaire devised by RSF.
¾¾ This qualitative analysis is combined with quantitative data on abuses and acts of violence
against journalists during the period evaluated.
¾¾ The criteria used in the questionnaire are pluralism, media independence, media environment
and self-censorship, legislative framework, transparency, and the quality of the infrastructure
that supports the production of news and information.
¾¾ To compile the Index, RSF has developed an online questionnaire with 87 questions focused on
these criteria
¾¾ Each question in the questionnaire is linked to one of the six following indicators:
`` Pluralism : Measures the degree to which opinions are represented in the media.
`` Media independence : Measures the degree to which the media are able to function
independently of sources of political, governmental, business and religious power and
influence.
`` Environment and self-censorship : Analyses the environment in which news and information
providers operate.
`` Legislative framework : Measures the impact of the legislative framework governing news
and information activities.
`` Transparency : Measures the transparency of the institutions and procedures that affect the
production of news and information.
`` Infrastructure : Measures the quality of the infrastructure that supports the production of
news and information.
`` A seventh indicator based on data gathered about abuses and acts of violence against
journalists and media during the period evaluated is also factored into the calculation.
`` Abuses : Measures the level of abuses and violence.
¾¾ Each indicator is given a score between 0 and 100.
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Ever since the 2013 index, countries have been given scores ranging from 0 to 100, with 0 being
the best possible score and 100 the worst.
¾¾ RSF calculates two scores. The first, ScoA, is based on the first six of the seven indicators
listed above. The second, ScoB, combines the first six indicators with the seventh (abuses). A
country’s final score is the greater of these two scores.
¾¾

These researchers also rely on a network of correspondents in 130 countries.
¾¾ In the press freedom map, colour categories are assigned as follows: good (white), fairly good
(yellow), problematic (orange), bad (red) and very bad (black).
¾¾ Based in Paris, Reporters Without Borders (RSF) is an independent NGO with consultative status
with the United Nations, UNESCO, the Council of Europe and the International Organization
of the Francophonie (OIF).
¾¾ Founded by four journalists in the southern French city Montpellier in 1985, RSF is now one of
the world’s leading NGOs in the defense and promotion of freedom of information.
¾¾

zz

Points to focus
¾¾ Freedom of speech and expression, role of free and independent media in a democracy, reporting
without bias, etc.;
¾¾ Threat to freedom and limitation on freedom, journalism as a career, trained – qualified- quality,
workforce, etc.;
¾¾ Ethics in media, journalism, professional ethics, values, political, social, etc.;

Reference : - The Hindu; Indian Express; RSF

13. Expansion of Thar desert & UNCCD
zz

What is it?
¾¾ Thar desert in western Rajasthan is expanding fast because of migration of people, changes in
the rainfall pattern, spread of sand dunes and unscientific plantation drives.
¾¾ The degradation of land is posing a threat to the desert ecology, while the climate change has
contributed to the spread of arid region.
¾¾ With these findings, a study on desertification of Thar region conducted by the Central University
of Rajasthan has predicted that the sandstorms from the desert will travel as far as the National
Capital Region (NCR) in the years to come.
¾¾ The sandstorms will become intense with the erosion of Aravali hills, which act as a ‘natural
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green wall’ between the desert and the plains.
¾¾ The study was undertaken as part of an assessment of the environmentally sensitive areas within
the framework of the UN Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD).

zz

UNCCD
¾¾ Established in 1994, the United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD)
is the sole legally binding international agreement linking environment and development to
sustainable land management.
¾¾ The issue of desertification was first discussed at the UN Conference on Desertification held in
Nairobi, Kenya in 1977.
¾¾ But due to a lack of support, both administrative and financial, attempts to efficiently tackle the
problem of desertification were crippled.
¾¾ The Convention addresses specifically the
arid, semi-arid and dry sub-humid areas,
known as the drylands, where some of the
most vulnerable ecosystems and peoples can
be found.
¾¾ The Convention, the only convention
stemming from a direct recommendation of the Rio Conference's Agenda 21, was adopted in
Paris, France, on 17 June 1994 and entered into force in December 1996
¾¾ The Convention is based on the principles of participation, partnership and decentralization—
the backbone of good governance and sustainable development.
¾¾ It has 197 parties.
¾¾ The permanent Secretariat of the UNCCD is located in Bonn, Germany
¾¾ The functions of the secretariat are to make arrangements for sessions of the Conference of the
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Parties (COP) and its subsidiary bodies established under the Convention, and to provide them
with services as required.
Global Desertification Vulnerability

¾¾

¾¾
¾¾

¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾

The Conference of the Parties (COP) oversees the implementation of the Convention. It is
established by the Convention as the supreme decision-making body, and it comprises all
ratifying governments.
The first five sessions of the COP were held annually from 1997 to 2001
Starting 2001 sessions are held on a biennial basis interchanging with the sessions of the
Committee for the Review of the Implementation of the Convention (CRIC), whose first session
was held in 2002.
COP 14, 2019 was held in New Delhi which resulted in The New Delhi Declaration: Investing
in Land and Unlocking Opportunities
The theme of the Conference was ‘Restore land, Sustain future’.
Desertification is not the natural expansion of existing deserts but the degradation of land in
arid, semi-arid, and dry sub-humid areas.
It is a gradual process of soil productivity loss and the thinning out of the vegetative cover
because of human activities and climatic variations such as prolonged droughts and floods.
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Risk of Human Induced Desertification

¾¾
¾¾
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¾¾

¾¾
¾¾
zz

What is alarming is that though the land's topsoil, if mistreated, can be blown and washed away
in a few seasons, it takes centuries to build up.
Among human causal factors are overcultivation, overgrazing, deforestation, and poor irrigation
practices. Such overexploitation is generally caused by economic and social pressure, ignorance,
war, and drought.
Among practical measures undertaken to prevent and restore degraded land are prevention
of soil erosion; improved early warning system and water resource management; sustainable
pasture, forest and livestock management; aero-seeding over shifting sand dunes; narrow strip
planting, windbreaks and shelterbelts of live plants; agroforestry ecosystems; afforestation and
reforestation; introduction of new species and varieties with a capacity to tolerate salinity and/
or aridity; and environmentally sound human settlements.
National Action Programmes are at the heart of the Convention and constitute the conceptual
and legal framework for implementing it at the national and local levels.
Their purpose is to identify the factors contributing to desertification and the practical measures
necessary to combat desertification and mitigate the effects of drought.
The Convention indicates that affected countries shall elaborate and implement them with the
full participation of local communities and all interested stakeholders and fully integrate them
with other development programmes.
Country Parties and observers regularly report to the Conference of the Parties on progresses
made in the implementation of the Convention.
India has declared to achieve Land Degradation Neutrality (LDN) by 2030

Points to focus
¾¾ Mapping, physical features of India, type of topography, climatic condition, vegetation and its
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significance, human induced changes, climate change, etc.;
¾¾ UNFCCC, UNCCD, UNCBD, major CoP, COP held in India, India’s climate action, SDG,
climate refugees, etc.;
¾¾ Environmental, geographic, administrative, human, social, global dimesnions
Reference : - The Hindu; Indian Express; UNCCD;

14. India home to 54 unicorns, 3rd highest in the world
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ Adding 33 ‘unicorns’ in a single year has helped India displace the United Kingdom (U.K.) to
be third in the list of countries that are home to such enterprises valued at more than $1 billion
each

zz

What is Unicorn Company?
¾¾ A unicorn is a privately held startup company valued at over $1 billion.
¾¾ The term was first popularised in 2013 by venture capitalist Aileen Lee, choosing the mythical
animal to represent the statistical rarity of such successful ventures.
¾¾ USA has 487 unicorns while China has 301.
¾¾ India now has 54 unicorns
¾¾ Also there are now 30 unicorns with over $10 billions valuation in the world, including SpaceX,
Stripe, and Klarna who are now given the name "decacorn".
¾¾ A valuation for an established company stems from past years' performances, while a start-up
company's valuation is derived from its growth opportunities and its expected development in
the long term for its potential market.
¾¾ Valuations for unicorns usually come from funding rounds of large venture capital firms
investing in these start-up companies.
¾¾ Another significant final valuation of start-ups is when a much larger company buys out a
unicorn and gives them that valuation.
¾¾ Recent examples are Unilever buying Dollar Shave Club and Facebook buying Instagram for
$1 billion each, effectively turning Dollar Shave Club and Instagram into unicorns

zz

Points to focus
¾¾ Startup India, Stand up India initiative, Atal Tinkering Mission, etc.;
¾¾ Role of state, academia, industry, investors, angel investors, angel tax, FDI, FII, competition,
buyout, monopoly, etc.;
¾¾

Reference : - The Hindu; Indian Express; Investopedia;
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15. Tagging of Olive Ridley Turtle
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ Scientists have resumed tagging of Olive Ridley turtles at Rushikulya rookery along the Odisha
coast, which would help them identify the migration path and places visited by the marine
reptiles after congregation and nesting after 25 years

zz

Olive Ridley turtle (Lepidochelys olivacea)
¾¾ The Olive ridley turtles are the smallest
and most abundant of all sea turtles found
in the world, inhabiting warm waters of the
Pacific, Atlantic and Indian oceans.
¾¾ These turtles, are best known for their
unique mass nesting called Arribada,
where thousands of females come together
on the same beach to lay eggs.
¾¾ Growing to about 2 feet in length, and 50
kg in weight, the Olive ridley gets its name
from its olive colored carapace, which is
heart-shaped and rounded.
¾¾ Males and females grow to the same size; however, females have a slightly more rounded
carapace as compared to the male.
¾¾ They are carnivores, and feed mainly on jellyfish, shrimp, snails, crabs, molluscs and a variety
of fish and their eggs.
¾¾ These turtles spend their entire lives in the ocean, and migrate thousands of kilometers between
feeding and mating grounds in the course of a year.
¾¾ Interestingly, females return to the very same beach from where they first hatched, to lay their
eggs.
¾¾ During this phenomenal nesting, up to 600,000 and more females emerge from the waters, over
a period of five to seven days, to lay eggs.
¾¾ They lay their eggs in conical nests about one and a half feet deep which they laboriously dig
with their hind flippers.
¾¾ The coast of Orissa in India is the largest mass nesting site for the Olive-ridley, followed by the
coasts of Mexico and Costa Rica.
¾¾ After about 45-65 days, the eggs begin to hatch, and these beaches are swamped with crawling
Olive-ridley turtle babies, making their first trek towards the vast ocean.
¾¾ It is estimated that approximately 1 hatchling survives to reach adulthood for every 1000
hatchlings that enter the sea waters
¾¾ Olive-ridleys face serious threats across their migratory route, habitat and nesting beaches, due
to human activities such as turtle unfriendly fishing practices, development and exploitation of
nesting beaches for ports, and tourist centres.
¾¾ Though international trade in these turtles and their products is banned under CITES Appendix
I, they are still extensively poached for their meat, shell and leather, and their eggs, though
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illegal to harvest, have a significantly large market around the coastal regions.
Bycatch in fishing gear, Climate change, Direct harvest of turtles and eggs, Loss and degradation
of nesting and foraging habitat, Ocean pollution/marine debris, Predation of eggs and hatchlings,
Vessel strikes are other major threats.
However, the most severe threat they face is the accidental killing of adult turtles through
entanglement in trawl nets and gill nets due to uncontrolled fishing during their mating season
around nesting beaches
To reduce accidental killing in India, the Orissa government has made it mandatory for trawls to
use Turtle Excluder Devices (TEDs), a net specially designed with an exit cover which allows
the turtles to escape while retaining the catch.
Sea turtles are a fundamental link in marine ecosystems and help maintain the health of coral
reefs and sea grass beds.
All stages of a sea turtle’s life are affected by environmental conditions such as temperature—
even the sex of offspring.
The warmer the nest beach conditions, the more female hatchlings that emerge from the eggs.
Unusually warm temperatures caused by climate change could be disrupting normal sex ratios,
resulting in fewer male baby turtles.
Warmer sea surface temperatures can also lead to the loss of important foraging grounds for
marine turtles, while increasingly severe storms and sea level rise can destroy critical nesting
beaches and damage nests.
IUCN – Vulnerable
They are protected under Schedule I of WLP Act, 1972, CITES Appendix I
The mass nesting beach at Gahirmatha is a part of Bhitarkanika Wildlife Sanctuary and the
waters around Bhitarkanika were declared as Gahirmatha (Marine) Wildlife Sanctuary in
September 1997, to protect the nesting and breeding habitat of the Olive Ridley.
The coastal waters off Devi and Rushikulya rookery are declared as a no-fihing zone during the
sea turtle breeding season under the Odisha Marine Fisheries Regulation Act (OMFRA), 1982
and Odisha MarineFisheries Regulation Rules, 1983. The Coast Guard is empowered to enforce
the provisions of the Act.
Conservation of the Olive Ridley turtles in Odisha began with the discovery and worldwide
recognition of the Gahirmatha rookery close to the mouth of Brahmani-Baitarani (Dhamra)
River, in 1974.
A second mass nesting was discovered in 1981 at the Devi River mouth, about 55 nautical miles
south of Gahirmatha.
In 1994, a third mass nesting area was also discovered at the Rushikulya river mouth, 162
nautical miles south of Gahirmatha.
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A new mass nesting site has been discovered on the Andaman and Nicobar Islands, with more
than 5,000 nests reported in a season

Points to focus
¾¾ Mapping, major nesting sites, keystone species, biodiversity and ecosystem stability; Marine
and riverine turtles;
¾¾ Constitutional, legal provisions, major SC judgements, major action plans; Role of community
in conservation;
¾¾ Indian model of wildlife conservation, western model of conservation; Role & importance of
biosphere reserves, national parks, etc.;

Reference : - The Hindu; Indian Express; NOAA; WWF;

16. The Election Laws (Amendment) Bill, 2021
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ The Election Laws (Amendment) Bill, 2021 was recently passed by the Parliament.
¾¾ The Bill amends the Representation of the People Act, 1950 and the Representation of the
People Act, 1951 to implement certain electoral reforms
¾¾ The 1951 Act provides for the conduct of elections, and offences and disputes related to
elections.
¾¾ The 1950 Act provides that a person may apply to the electoral registration officer for inclusion
of their name in the electoral roll of a constituency. After verification, if the officer is satisfied
that the applicant is entitled to registration, he will direct the applicant’s name to be included in
the electoral roll.

zz

Major highlights
¾¾ The Bill adds that the electoral registration officer may require a person to furnish their Aadhaar
number for establishing their identity.
¾¾ If their name is already in the electoral roll, then the Aadhaar number may be required for
authentication of entries in the roll.
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Persons will not be denied inclusion in the electoral roll or have their names deleted from the
roll, if they are unable to furnish Aadhaar number due to sufficient cause as prescribed.
Such persons may be permitted to furnish alternate documents prescribed by the central
government.
Under the 1950 Act, the qualifying date for enrolment in the electoral roll is January 1 of the
year in which such roll is being prepared or revised.
This implies that a person who turns 18 (i.e., eligible to vote) after January 1 can enrol in the
electoral roll only when the roll is prepared/ revised the next year.
The Bill amends this to provide four qualifying dates in a calendar year, which will be January
1, April 1, July 1, and October 1.
The 1951 Act permits the state government to requisition premises needed or likely to be needed
for being used as polling stations, or for storing ballot boxes after a poll has been conducted.
The Bill expands the purposes for which such premises can be requisitioned.
These include using the premises for counting, storage of voting machines and poll-related
material, and accommodation of security forces and polling personnel.
The 1950 Act permits certain persons who are ordinarily resident in a constituency to register
in electoral rolls.
Such persons include those holding a service qualification, such as members of the armed forces
or central government employees posted outside India.
The wives of such persons are also deemed to be ordinarily residing in the same constituency if
they reside with them.
The 1951 Act enables the wife of a person holding a service qualification to vote either in
person or by postal ballot.
The Bill replaces the term ‘wife’ with ‘spouse’ in both the Acts.

Analysis
¾¾ The amendment are crucial and reformative for the election process
¾¾ The updation of electoral roll 4 times in a year give greater access to new voters to exercise they
rights to choose their representative
¾¾ Also the provision of spouse voting for service voters too is a step forward
¾¾ The linking of Aadhaar with electoral roll will help in cleaning up of the voter list from fake
voters
¾¾ The Aadhaar linking is not made mandatory hence those who are opting out can still verify
themselves as bonafide voters using other identity documents
¾¾ It is also necessary to keep in mind that Aadhar though just a resident ID, is not considered as
proof of citizenship while linking with voter id as such misconception might create confusion
on ground
¾¾ The migrant population could now have easy access to updated voter id if their voter card is
linked with Aadhar and they apply for updating their name in voter list in new place of residence
¾¾ The ECI should at the same time limit or put a criteria of duration of residence for updating
names in a voter list
¾¾ The argument made by certain sections is that Aadhar linking with voter card is not a beneficiary
program, however it is through voting one can choose the representative and hence the
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government and by proving one’s genuineness one can become beneficiary
¾¾ The Puttaswamy judgement of SC does put certain limitation in light of privacy, however given
the significance of voting in democracy & electing government it can said that proving one’s
identity is within the ambit of legitimate exception to right of life or for that matter right to
privacy.
¾¾ As NRI’s can get Aadhar after submitting valid Passport as proof of citizenship, linking Aadhar
with voter id can give NRI right to vote remotely or as the ECI facilitates their voting rights.
zz

Points to focus
¾¾ Voter card, electoral role, updation of voter card, fake voters, role of local officials, ECI, robust
on ground verification, inclusiveness, etc.;
¾¾ Constitutional and statutory provisions, RPA, 1950, 1951, etc.;
¾¾ Electoral reforms, major SC judgements, etc.;
¾¾ Right to privacy, exception, judicial review, Role of Judiciary, etc.;
¾¾ Ethical, administrative, democratic, national security, legal dimensions, etc.;

Reference : - The Hindu; Indian Express; PIB; PRS;

17. Prohibition of Child Marriage (Amendment) Bill, 2021
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ The Prohibition of Child Marriage (Amendment) Bill, 2021 was introduced in Lok Sabha and
referred to a standing committee for further discussion.
¾¾ The Bill amends the Prohibition of Child Marriage Act, 2006 to increase the minimum age of
marriage of females.

zz

Major Highlights of the bill
¾¾ The objective of this bill is to raise age of a girl entering motherhood with the aim to lower
maternal mortality rates, improve nutrition levels as well as to ensure opportunities for women
to pursue higher education and careers.
¾¾ The 2006 Act provides that the minimum age of marriage is 21 years in case of males, and 18
years in case of females.
¾¾ The Bill increases the minimum age in case of females to 21 years.
¾¾ The Bill also amends certain other laws relating to marriage to increase the minimum age of
marriage of females under those laws to 21 years.
¾¾ These are :
`` Indian Christian Marriage Act, 1872,
`` Parsi Marriage and Divorce Act, 1936,
`` Special Marriage Act, 1954,
`` Hindu Marriage Act, 1955,
`` Foreign Marriage Act, 1969.
¾¾ Under the Act, a child marriage is one where either of the parties to the marriage is a child (i.e.,
their age is less than the minimum age of marriage).
¾¾ The Act provides that a child marriage may be annulled by the party who was a child at the time
of marriage. Such party may file a petition in a district court for a decree of nullity.
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The petition should be filed before such party completes two years of attaining majority (i.e.,
completes 20 years of age).
¾¾ The Bill amends this to allow such party to file the petition before completing five years of
attaining majority (i.e., completes 23 years of age).
¾¾ Amendments relating to the increase of minimum age of marriage of females and time period
for filing petition to annul child marriage shall come into force two years from the date of
assent.
¾¾ The Bill adds that that the provisions of the Act shall have an overriding effect over any other
law, custom, usage or practice governing the parties to the marriage.
¾¾

zz

Child marriage in India
¾¾ The Native Marriage Act (or Civil Marriage Act), 1872 signified legislative action in prohibiting
child marriage. It had a limited impact as the Act was not applicable to Hindus, Muslims and
other recognised faiths.
¾¾ The relentless efforts of a Parsi reformer, B.M. Malabari, were rewarded by the enactment of
the Age of Consent Act (1891) which forbade the marriage of girls below the age of 12.
¾¾ The Sarda Act (1929) later renamed as the Child Marriage Restraint Act (CMRA), 1929 further
pushed up the marriage age to 18 and 14 for boys and girls, respectively.
¾¾ In free India, the Child Marriage Restraint (Amendment) Act, 1978 raised the age of marriage
for girls from 15 to 18 years and for boys from 18 to 21.
¾¾ This 1978 act was then amended and named Prohibition of Child Marriage Act, 2006
¾¾ At present nearly 35% females are married before they turn 21 years old
¾¾ The Hindu Marriage Act, 1955, and the Indian Christian Marriage Act, 1872, prescribe the age
of 18 years for the bride and 21 years for the groom.
¾¾ The Muslim Personal Law (Shariat) Application Act, 1937, allows marriage if the boy and the
girl have attained puberty.
¾¾ The Special Marriage Act, 1954, which governs inter-faith marriages also lays down 18 years
for women and 21 years for men as the age of marriage.
¾¾ National Family Health Survey-5 (2019-2021), 23.3% of women aged 20-24 years married
before the age of 18
¾¾ NFHS data also shows that the females married before the age of 21 nearly 3/4th of them
belonged to poor household
¾¾ The states of West Bengal, Rajasthan, Bihar are top 3 states when it comes to number of child
marriages in country

zz

Analysis
¾¾ Increasing the age of marriage for females is a major progressive reform for empowering
women, however there are certain legal, practical and emotional challenges along with other
crucial reform that also need urgent push from the government
¾¾ Legal challenges
¾¾ The definition of child in various other Acts, like The Majority Act, 1875, POCSO, Act, 2012,
Indian Contract Act, 1872, Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection) Act, 2015, Child Labour
(Prohibition and Regulation) Amendment Act, 2016 or RTE, 2009 varies from 14, 15 to 18
years old.
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The subsequent rules and provisions to be made should clearly define who child will be for both
male or female for consideration under this Act without legal loophole or scope for judicial petition
The new Act should not be used to over-rides its scope in rights of life/choice/decision by either
female or male.
Practical challenge
Given that at present the age for marriage is 18 for females, the law must take into consideration
retrospective implications
There are cases where parents/guardians use present law to prevent marriages which are against
their will, hence the new law needs provision for protection or amicable solution with least
litigation
Given the mentality of treating daughter as burden or societal/family pressure for early marriage
the programs such as Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao or My Daughter My treasure need robust
implantation on ground
The state & society should also make our surroundings, public places, online platform, schoolscolleges, work place safe, gender neutral, gender friendly and secure for women so that daughter
is not seen as ‘burden’
There should be certainty of punishment against convicts, anti-social elements so that daughters
are given their due freedom of choice
The other major programs focused in skilling, education, employment, etc. should be scaled
and implanted more stringently in Aspirational districts and regions where there is high poverty
Emotional challenge
The hijacking of certain communities by few fundamentalist/religious orthodox mind-set needs
larger support & discussion from not only state but also from educated members of that society
for awareness about ill effects of child marriages in such communities
The state should also rope in religious heads, influential figures, community elders to ensure the
laws are accepted widely by such communities
There is an argument given by certain intellectuals that voting rights are given to 18 year old,
however it is to be understood that in Indian electoral democracy the minimum age for becoming
member of Panchayat is 21 years, while for MP/MLA is 25 years for the reason of not only
physical maturity but also mental and emotional maturity as they are position of responsibility.
Also given the responsibilities married female or male have in every aspect of their lives, it
require certain maturity in physical to emotional realm for an individual
India is still not a signatory to The UN Convention on Consent to Marriage, Minimum Age for
Marriage and Registration for Marriages, which came into force in December 1964.

Points to Focus
¾¾ History of women rights, legislations in modern India, the rights of women in Indian ancient
history, etc.;
¾¾ Major social reform movements, role of community, state, awareness, etc.;
¾¾ Constitutional, statutory provisions, major SC judgements, international best practices,
conventions, etc.;
¾¾ Ethical, social, historical, legal, constitutional dimensions;

References : - The Hindu; Indian Express; PIB; PRS;
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18. Wild Life (Protection) Amendment Bill, 2021 & CITES
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ The Wild Life (Protection) Amendment Bill, 2021 was introduced in Lok Sabha.
¾¾ The Bill seeks to increase the species protected under the law, and implement the Convention
on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES)

zz

Major highlights
¾¾ The Bill amends the Wild Life (Protection) Act, 1972.
¾¾ The Act regulates the protection of wild animals, birds and plants.
¾¾ The Bill seeks to increase the species protected under the law, and implement the provisions of
CITES.
¾¾ Under CITES, plant and animal specimens are classified into three categories (Appendices)
based on the threat to their extinction.
¾¾ The Convention requires countries to regulate the trade of all listed specimens through permits.
¾¾ It also seeks to regulate the possession of live animal specimens
¾¾ Currently, the Act has six schedules for specially protected plants (one), specially protected
animals (four), and vermin species (one).
¾¾ Vermin refers to small animals that carry disease and destroy food.
¾¾ The Bill reduces the total number of schedules to four by:
`` reducing the number of schedules for specially protected animals to two (one for greater
protection level),
`` removes the schedule for vermin species, and
`` inserts a new schedule for specimens listed in the Appendices under CITES (scheduled
specimens)
¾¾ The Bill provides for the central government to designate a :
`` Management Authority, which grants export or import permits for trade of specimens, and
`` Scientific Authority, which gives advice on aspects related to impact on the survival of the
specimens being traded.
¾¾ Every person engaging in trade of a scheduled specimen must report the details of the transaction
to the Management Authority
¾¾ The Bill prohibits any person from modifying or removing the identification mark of the
specimen.
¾¾ Additionally, every person possessing live specimens of scheduled animals must obtain a
registration certificate from the Management Authority.
¾¾ The Bills empowers the central government to regulate or prohibit the import, trade, possession
or proliferation of invasive alien species.
¾¾ The central government may authorise an officer to seize and dispose the invasive species.
¾¾ The Act entrusts the Chief Wild Life Warden to control, manage and maintain all sanctuaries in
a state. The Chief Wild Life Warden is appointed by the state government.
¾¾ The Bill specifies that actions of the Chief Warden must be in accordance with the management
plans for the sanctuary.
¾¾ These plans will be prepared as per guidelines of the central government, and as approved by
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the Chief Warden.
For sanctuaries falling under special areas, the management plan must be prepared after due
consultation with the concerned Gram Sabha.
Special areas include a Scheduled Area or areas where the Scheduled Tribes and Other
Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act, 2006 is applicable. Scheduled
Areas are economically backward areas with a predominantly tribal population, notified under
the Fifth Schedule to the Constitution
Under the Act, state governments may declare areas adjacent to national parks and sanctuaries
as a conservation reserve, for protecting flora and fauna, and their habitat.
The Bill empowers the central government to also notify a conservation reserve.
The Bill provides for any person to voluntarily surrender any captive animals or animal products
to the Chief Wild Life Warden.
No compensation will be paid to the person for surrendering such items.
The surrendered items become property of the state government.
The Act prescribes imprisonment terms and fines for violating the provisions of the Act. The
Bill increases these fines.

CITES
¾¾ CITES (the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora)
is an international agreement between governments.
¾¾ Its aim is to ensure that international trade in
specimens of wild animals and plants does not
threaten the survival of the species.
¾¾ CITES was drafted as a result of a resolution
adopted in 1963 at a meeting of members of
IUCN
¾¾ CITES entered into effect in 1975
¾¾ States that have agreed to be bound by the
Convention ('joined' CITES) are known as Parties.
¾¾ Although CITES is legally binding on the Parties - in other words they have to implement the
Convention - it does not take the place of national laws.
¾¾ Rather it provides a framework to be respected by each Party, which has to adopt its own
domestic legislation to ensure that CITES is implemented at the national level.
¾¾ CITES has 184 members
¾¾ The CITES Secretariat is administered by UNEP and is located at Geneva, Switzerland.
¾¾ Because the trade in wild animals and plants crosses borders between countries, the effort to
regulate it requires international cooperation to safeguard certain species from over-exploitation.
CITES was conceived in the spirit of such cooperation.
¾¾ Today, it accords varying degrees of protection to more than 37,000 species of animals and
plants, whether they are traded as live specimens, fur coats or dried herbs.
¾¾ CITES works by subjecting international trade in specimens of selected species to certain
controls.
¾¾ All import, export, re-export and introduction from the sea of species covered by the Convention
has to be authorized through a licensing system.
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Each Party to the Convention must designate one or more Management Authorities in charge
of administering that licensing system and one or more Scientific Authorities to advise them on
the effects of trade on the status of the species.
The species covered by CITES are listed in three Appendices, according to the degree of
protection they need.
Following are the Appendices :
`` Appendix I includes species threatened with extinction. Trade in specimens of these species
is permitted only in exceptional circumstances.
`` Appendix II includes species not necessarily threatened with extinction, but in which trade
must be controlled in order to avoid utilization incompatible with their survival
`` Appendix III contains species that are protected in at least one country, which has asked
other CITES Parties for assistance in controlling the trade. Changes to Appendix III follow
a distinct procedure from changes to Appendices I and II, as each Party’s is entitled to make
unilateral amendments to it.
Convention allows or requires Parties to make certain exceptions in the following cases:
`` for specimens in transit or being transhipped
`` for specimens that were acquired before CITES provisions applied to them (known as preConvention specimens);
`` for specimens that are personal or household effects
`` for animals that were ‘bred in captivity’
`` for plants that were ‘artificially propagated’
`` for specimens that are destined for scientific research
`` for animals or plants forming part of a travelling collection or exhibition, such as a circus
There are special rules in the above cases and a permit or certificate will generally still be
required
The Conference of the Parties (CoP), which is the supreme decision-making body of the
Convention and comprises all its Parties
Every two to three years, the Conference of the Parties meets to review the implementation of
the Convention.
India has hosted CoP 3 in 1981
The Convention is financed by core and external funds
The core funding, known as the CITES Trust Fund (CTL)
The CITES Trust Fund is replenished from contributions of the Parties to the Convention based
on the United Nations scale of assessment, adjusted to take account of the fact that not all
members of the United Nations are Parties to the Convention
The external funds, known as the CITES External Trust Fund (QTL) funds the voluntary
programmes/projects activities costs.

Points to focus
¾¾ WPA, 1972, major provisions, role of centre, state and community, etc.
¾¾ Constitutional provisions, major NGT and SC judgements, other environment related
legislations, etc.,
¾¾ Trade in wildlife, domestic, international, supply and demand side laws, awareness, etc.;
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Role of CITES, national agencies, InterPol, other multilateral bodies, etc.;

Reference : - The Hindu; Indian Express; PRS; CITES;

19. SEBI suspends future trading in 7 Agriculture commodities
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ SEBI issued directions to stock exchanges in the commodity derivatives segment for immediately
suspending trading in derivative contracts in key farm commodities, namely paddy (nonbasmati), wheat, chana, mustard seeds and its derivatives, soya bean and its derivatives, crude
palm oil and moong for a year to control inflation.

zz

What is Commodity/Derivative trading?
¾¾ Derivative contracts are between two or more parties where the derivative value is based upon
an underlying asset, in this case agri commodities.
¾¾ The prices of the derivatives are established by the price fluctuations of the underlying assets.
Derivatives can be traded on an exchange or over the counter (OTC).
¾¾ An agricultural commodity is essentially a financial asset, in this case mostly a crop or a
processed product of the crop, which can be exchanged or traded.
¾¾ In India, Agro commodities are mainly divided into the following categories:
`` Oil complex (Castor/Soybean/Soymeal/Rape Mustard Seed/Crude Palm Oil and Soybean
Oil).
`` Spices (Jeera/Dhaniya and Turmeric)
`` Guar complex (Guarseedand Guargum)
`` Pulses (Mung and Chana). Cotton Complex (Kapas Cotton and Cotton Cake)
`` Grains ( Wheat/Maize/Bajra).
¾¾ Out of these, the first four 4 commodity baskets currently attract the maximum trade attention.
NCDEX and MCX are two national level commodity exchanges with most Agri commodities
being traded actively at NCDEX.
¾¾ In MCX, commodities like Crude Palm Oil and Cotton are actively traded presently.
¾¾ Trading in agro commodity can be traced back to 1875 in India, when the Cotton Trade
Association was established in Bombay.
¾¾ But due to dearth of commodities for domestic consumption, futures trading in commodities
were suspended in 1952.
¾¾ The Government of India then permitted trading in agro commodity futures 2002 onwards, as
the markets started maturing and developing.
¾¾ In the early 1950’s the Forward Market Commission (FMC) was constituted for providing a
regulatory framework to the commodities trading market in India.
¾¾ SEBI is now the market regulator
¾¾ Derivatives trading takes place when traders speculate on the future price of an asset through
buying or selling of derivative contracts to maximise profit, as compared to buying the underlying
asset outright.
¾¾ Traders also use derivatives for hedging to minimise risk against an existing position.
¾¾ With derivatives, traders can go short and make profit from falling asset prices.
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They also use derivatives to hedge against any existing long positions.
¾¾ The ultimate objective is to profit. This is viewed as a deterrent to bring in price discipline in
the market.
¾¾

zz

Impact of SEBI’s decision
¾¾ No new contract will be introduced until further orders. In respect of running contracts, no new
position will be allowed to be taken. Only squaring up of position has been allowed.
¾¾ The imports in such commodities, especially edible oils, would reduce in the short term as
traders will not have a hedging platform.
¾¾ Hedging, which is speculative in nature, has been made difficult.
¾¾ This will lead to release of blocked local produce supplies into the market, which should cool
the prices. Imports of commodities for speculative gains will be discouraged.
¾¾ The speculative market is currently pushing prices high due to emerging variants and its
impact on farm produce, opening of economy, impact of roll back of ‘farm laws’, international
economic situation, etc.

zz

Points to focus
¾¾ Various instruments in money market, derivative market, its trading, regulation, its impact on
economy, role of regulators, etc.;
¾¾ India’s agriculture sector, its produce, demand and supply chains, legislations, reforms, etc.’

Reference : - The Hindu; Indian Express; PIB; TNAU;

20. Shyama Prasad Mukherji Rurban Mission (SPMRM)
zz

What is it?
¾¾ Shyama Prasad Mukherji Rurban Mission (SPMRM) was launched in the year 2016 in mission
mode to develop 300 clusters in the country holistically by provisioning of economic, social
and physical infrastructure facilities.
¾¾ The goal of SPMRM is development of a cluster of villages that preserve and nurture the
essence of rural community life with focus on equity and inclusiveness without compromising
with the facilities perceived to be essentially urban in nature, thus creating a cluster of ‘Rurban
villages
¾¾ A 'Rurban cluster', would be a cluster of geographically contiguous villages with a population
of about 25000 to 50000 in plain and coastal areas and a population of 5000 to 15000 in desert,
hilly or tribal areas.
¾¾ As far as practicable, clusters of village would follow administrative convergence units of Gram
Panchayats and shall be within a single block/tehsil for administrative convenience
¾¾ Rurban clusters would be developed by provisioning of training linked to economic activities,
developing skills & local entrepreneurship and by providing necessary infrastructure amenities.
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The Mission recommends fourteen desirable components for an ideal Rurban cluster which are:
`` Skill development training linked to economic activities
`` Agro Processing, Agri Services, Storage and Warehousing.
`` Fully equipped mobile health unit.
`` Upgrading school /higher education facilities.
`` Sanitation
`` Provision of piped water supply.
`` Solid and liquid waste management.
`` Village streets and drains.
`` Street lights
`` Inter-village road connectivity.
`` Public transport.
`` LPG gas connections
`` Digital Literacy.
`` Citizen Service Centres
The State Governments shall prepare an Integrated Cluster Action Plan (ICAP) that would
lay down the development aspirations of the cluster in a consultative manner and detail
the interventions being envisaged as a part of SPMRM, the schemes being converged,
implementation framework, the envisaged Mission outcomes in the cluster expected as a result
of implementation of SPMRM.
Under the Mission, presently, there are 109 tribal clusters and 191 non-tribal clusters under
different stages of development across 28 States and 6 Union Territories (UTs) of the country.
Out of 300 rurban clusters, 291 Integrated Cluster Action Plans (ICAPs) and 282 Detailed
Project Reports (DPRs) have been developed by States /UTs with a proposed investment of Rs.
27,788.44 (Critical Gap Fund + Convergence Fund).
The project is to be implemented in a Mission mode by Ministry of Rural Development.

Points to focus
¾¾ Types of settlements, settlement pattern in India, impact of geography, economy, policy on
settlement types, etc.;
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Urban centre, Ru-Urban extension, significance of ru-urban areas, economy of ru-urban areas,
infrastructure, challenges, etc.;
¾¾ Major rural development programs, aspirational districts, AMRUT, Smart City, villages, role of
community, etc.;
¾¾

Reference : - Indian Express; The Hindu; PIB; MoRD;

21. Good Governance Index 2021
zz

What is it?
¾¾ Union Minister of Home Affairs released the Good Governance Index 2021 prepared by
DARPG, Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances & Pensions on Good Governance Day (25th
Dec).
¾¾ Good Governance Index (GGI) 2021 Framework covered ten sectors and 58 indicators.
`` The sectors of GGI 2020-21 are:
`` Agriculture and Allied Sectors,
`` Commerce & Industries,
`` Human Resource Development,
`` Public Health,
`` Public Infrastructure & Utilities,
`` Economic Governance,
`` Social Welfare & Development,
`` Judicial & Public Security,
`` Environment, and
`` Citizen-Centric Governance.
¾¾ The GGI 2020-21 categorises States and UTs into four categories:
`` Other States – Group A;
`` Other States – Group B;
`` North-East and Hill States; and
`` Union Territories.
¾¾ Gujarat, Maharashtra and Goa top the composite rank score covering 10 sectors.
¾¾ GGI 2021 says that Gujarat registered 12.3 percent increase and Goa registered 24.7 percent
increase over GGI 2019 indicators.
¾¾ Gujarat has performed strongly in 5 of the 10 sectors including economic governance, human
resource development, public infrastructure and utilities, social welfare and development,
judiciary and public safety.
¾¾ Maharashtra has performed strongly in agriculture and allied sector, human resource
development, public infrastructure and utilities, social welfare and development.
¾¾ Goa has performed strongly in agriculture and allied sector, commerce and industry, public
infrastructure and utilities, economic governance, social welfare and development and
environment.
¾¾ In the Union Territories category, Delhi tops the composite rank registering a 14 percent increase
over the GGI 2019 indicators.
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Top ranking States in the Sectors as well as in Composite Ranks

Delhi has performed strongly in Agriculture & Allied Sectors, Commerce & Industry, Public
Infrastructure and Utilities and Social Welfare & Development.
¾¾ The GGI 2021 says that 20 States have improved their composite GGI scores over the GGI
2019 index scores.
¾¾ The sector-wise scores attained by the States and UT’s indicates that strong performance in one
or the other sector.
¾¾ Analysis of scoring also suggests that there is a very marginal difference among the States in
¾¾
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their composite governance scores.
¾¾ This indicates that overall governance in the States of India is moving in the positive direction
zz

Points to focus
¾¾ Governance, good governance, smart, proactive governance, minimum governance, etc.;
¾¾ SDG, various targets, progress of India, interventions by state, their impact, assessment, etc.;

Reference : - Indian Express; The Hindu; PIB;

22. Corbevax and Covovax approved for emergency use
zz

Why In the news?
¾¾ India has approved two more vaccines, Corbevax and Covovax, under emergency use
authorization, as well as an antiviral drug, Molnupiravir to fight against COVID-19.

zz

About Corbevax and Covovax
¾¾ Corbevax is a protein sub-unit vaccine and co-developed by Hyderabad-based Biological E,
Baylor College of Medicine in Houston, U.S., and American company Dynavax Technologies.
¾¾ A protein sub-unit vaccine is made by isolating a piece of the actual virus.
¾¾ In Corbevax, the spike protein is grown typically in yeast cells
¾¾ As fragments are used, there is no danger that these will multiply within the body.
¾¾ These pieces are expected to trigger an immune response that, hopefully, will stymie future
infection.
¾¾ As only a small part of the virus - in the case of Corbevax the spike protein is the piece-- is
exposed to the immune system, only antibodies specific to the spike protein are expected to be
produced and less likely to trigger adverse reactions.
¾¾ This vaccine is therefore relatively safer than inactivated whole-virus in triggering side effects
because many other parts of the virus may be exposed to the immune system.
¾¾ A downside to sub-units is that because they contain only a part of the virus they may miss
certain characteristic signatures of the virus and the immune system may fail to recognise them.
¾¾ This problem is overcome by using an adjuvant or booster shots.
¾¾ Another weakness is that these vaccines don’t infect the cells (like inactivated, DNA or mRNA
vaccines) and therefore doesn’t elicit the long-lasting immunity conferred by cells (or the T-cell
response).
¾¾ Covovax is produced by the Serum Institute of India under licence from Novavax, a U.S.-based
biotechnology company.
¾¾ It is very similar to protein sub-unit vaccines and differs from, say Corbevax, in how the spike
protein is produced..
¾¾ In Covovax, spike proteins are grown in moth cells.
¾¾ A nanoparticle formula is used to make it resemble the structure of the coronavirus spike protein
to stimulate the immune response. This also needs an adjuvant and booster shots.
¾¾ The drug, Molnupiravir, has been developed by Merck and Ridgeback.
¾¾ Molnupiravir has been authorised for use in people who have mild to moderate COVID-19 and
at least one risk factor for developing severe illness
¾¾ Molnupiravir (MK-4482, EIDD-2801), developed initially to treat influenza, has been
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repurposed to treat Covid patients.
It interferes with the replication of SARS-CoV-2, thereby reducing severity of disease.
Molnupiravir, when tested on cultured cells, it works by altering critical enzymes that are
necessary for the virus to begin replicating in the body’s host cells.
It is most effective when used early; the UK has recommended its use as soon as possible
following a positive test and within five days of symptoms onset.
Molnupiravir reduced the risk of hospitalisation or death by approximately 50% and through
day 29, no deaths were reported in patients who received molnupiravir during the trail
The cost of a five-day course works out to $700.
Molnupiravir is also being evaluated for whether it can help prevent transmission of virus, or
as prophylaxis, in MOVe-AHEAD, a global, multicentre, randomised, double-blind, placebocontrolled Phase-3 study, which is evaluating the efficacy and safety of molnupiravir in
preventing the spread of COVID-19 within households

Point to focus
¾¾ Stages of development of vaccines, drugs, trails, integrity of data, etc.;
¾¾ Role of regulators, CDSCO, FDA, emergency approval, etc.;
¾¾ Patents, WTO- TRIPS, generics, compulsory licensing, etc.;
¾¾ Ethical, technological, medical, emergency, administrative dimensions, international best
practices, etc.;

Reference : - The Hindu; Indian Express;

23. Log4j
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ Log4j is a widely used software logging library for Java software.
¾¾ Earlier this month, information about a critical security vulnerability in the library was publicly
disclosed by the Apache Foundation.

zz

Major highlights
¾¾ Log4j an open source software, a logging library for Java, is widely used by businesses and web
portals.
¾¾ According to the Indian Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT), multiple vulnerabilities
have been reported in Apache Log4j, which could be exploited by a remote attacker to execute
arbitrary code or perform denial of service attack on the targeted servers
¾¾ Log4shell is a critical vulnerability in the widely-used logging tool Log4j, which is used by
millions of computers worldwide running online services.
¾¾ A wide range of people, including organisations, governments and individuals are likely to be
affected by it.
¾¾ The vulnerability affects a component of the library meant to allow for the insertion of arbitrary
system and Java environment variables within software logs.
¾¾ An attacker exploiting the vulnerability could potentially execute arbitrary, malicious code on
an affected system.
¾¾ The vulnerability presents a large attack surface particularly due to the ubiquitous use of the
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Log4j library in Java software.
zz

Points to focus
¾¾ Various computer languages, their use, vulnerabilities, zero-day vulnerability, significance of
updates, etc.;
¾¾ Types of cyberattacks, awareness, role of security agencies like CERT-In, etc.;

Reference : - Indian Express; The Hindu;

24. Fourth Edition of State Health Index
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ NITI Aayog today released the fourth edition of the State Health Index for 2019–20.
¾¾ The report, titled “Healthy States, Progressive India”, ranks states and Union Territories on
their year-on-year incremental performance in health outcomes as well as their overall status.

zz

Major highlights
¾¾ Round IV of the report focuses on measuring and highlighting the overall performance and
incremental improvement of states and UTs over the period 2018–19 to 2019–20
¾¾ The index is being compiled and published since 2017.
¾¾ Health Index is a weighted composite score incorporating 24 indicators covering key aspects of
health performance. The domains covered in the report are Health Outcomes, Governance and
Information, and Key Inputs and Processes.
¾¾ The reports aim to nudge states/UTs towards building robust health systems and improving
service delivery.

The State Health Index is annual tool to assess the performance of states and UTs.
¾¾ It is a weighted composite index based on 24 indicators grouped under the domains of ‘Health
Outcomes’, ‘Governance and Information’, and ‘Key Inputs/Processes’.
¾¾ Each domain has been assigned weights based on its importance with higher score for outcome
indicators.
¾¾
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To ensure comparison among similar entities, the ranking is categorized as ‘Larger States’,
‘Smaller States’ and ‘Union Territories’.
Among the ‘Larger States’, in terms of annual incremental performance, Uttar Pradesh, Assam
and Telangana are the top three ranking states
Among ‘Smaller States’, Mizoram and Meghalaya registered the maximum annual incremental
progress.
Among UTs, Delhi, followed by Jammu and Kashmir, showed the best incremental performance.
On overall ranking based on the composite index score in 2019–20, the top-ranking states were
Kerala and Tamil Nadu among the ‘Larger States’, Mizoram and Tripura among the ‘Smaller
States’, and DH&DD and Chandigarh among the UTs.

Points to focus
¾¾ Health sector in India, infrastructure, trained manpower, spending by state, etc.;
¾¾ Disease surveillance, intervention at national, state and regional level, other neglected tropical
diseases, etc.;
¾¾ Co-operative federalism, competitive federalism, SDG, national health policy, Aayushman
Bharat, etc.;
¾¾ Best international practices, role of WHO, funding, r&d, generic low cost medicines, etc.;

Reference : - Indian Express; The Hindu; PIB; NITI Aayog;
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25. Indian Pangolin
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ Odisha Forest Department has radio tagged rescued Indian Pangolin and released them in wild.

zz

Indian Pangolin
¾¾ Of the eight extant species of
pangolin, the Indian Pangolin
Manis crassicaudata and Chinese
Pangolin M. pentadactyla occur
in India.
¾¾ The Indian pangolin is a solitary,
shy, slow-moving, nocturnal
mammal
¾¾ Indian Pangolin is a large anteater
covered dorsally by 11-13 rows
of scales.
¾¾ The most noticeable characteristic
of the pangolin is its massive,
scaled armour, which covers its upper face and its whole body with the exception of the belly
and the inside of the legs. These protective scales are rigid and made of keratin.
¾¾ A terminal scale is also present on the ventral side of the tail of the Indian Pangolin, which is
absent in the Chinese Pangolin.
¾¾ Its sticky tongue, which is longer than its body, is specially adapted for reaching and lapping up
insects in deep crevices.
¾¾ It is an insectivore, feeding on ants and termites, digging them out of mounds and logs using its
long claws.
¾¾ It is nocturnal and rests in deep burrows during the day
¾¾ It can also curl itself into a ball (volvation) as self-defence against predators such as the tiger/
lions.
¾¾ The colour of its scales varies depending on the colour of the earth in its surroundings.
¾¾ Unlike its African counterpart, the Indian pangolin does not climb trees, but it does value the
presence of trees, herbs, and shrubs in its habitat because it is easier to dig burrows around
them.
¾¾ Features that promote an abundance of ants and termites (grasses, bare grounds, bases of trees,
shrubs, roots, leaf litter, fallen logs and elephant feces) are often present in pangolin habitats
¾¾ The species is understood to occur in various types of tropical forests as well as open land,
grasslands and degraded habitats, including in close proximity to villages. The species can
adapt well to modified habitats, provided its ant and termite prey remain abundant
¾¾ Indian Pangolin is widely distributed in India, except the arid region, high Himalayas and the
North-East. It can be found at elevation up to 2500 m.
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Major threats to pangolins in India are hunting and
poaching for local consumptive use (e.g. as a protein
source and traditional medicine) and international
trade, for its meat and scales in East and South East
Asian countries, particularly China and Vietnam
¾¾ Pangolins are the most heavily trafficked protected
mammals in the world
¾¾ IUCN status – Endangered
¾¾ Listed in Schedule I of Wildlife (Protection) Act,
1972; The Indian pangolin is also listed on CITES
Appendix I since January 2017 and is protected in all
range countries
¾¾

zz

Point to focus
¾¾ Mapping; Indian Rhino Vision 2020, Project tiger, elephant
¾¾ Biodiversity in India; Hotspots in India
¾¾ Protection programs run by India, Indian model of conservation
¾¾ International efforts, UNFCCC, UNCBD, UNCCD, CITES, CMS etc.
¾¾ Types of conservation area

Reference : - The Hindu; Indian Express; WWF; NGC;

26. FCRA
zz

Why in the news?
¾¾ Ministry of Home Affairs has rejected Missionaries of Charity’s application for renewal of the
Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Act registration.

zz

About FCRA
¾¾ The FCRA regulates foreign donations and ensures that such contributions do not adversely
affect internal security.
¾¾ First enacted in 1976, it was amended in 2010 when a slew of new measures were adopted to
regulate foreign donations. The FCRA is applicable to all associations, groups and NGOs which
intend to receive foreign donations.
¾¾ It is mandatory for all such NGOs to register them selves under the FCRA.
¾¾ The registration is initially valid for five years and it can be renewed subsequently if they
comply with all norms. Registered associations can receive foreign contribution for social,
educational, religious, economic and cultural purposes.
¾¾ Filing of annual returns, on the lines of Income Tax, is compulsory.
¾¾ In 2015, the MHA notified new rules, which required NGOs to give an undertaking that the
acceptance of foreign funds is not likely to prejudicially affect the sovereignty and integrity
of India or impact friendly relations with any foreign state and does not disrupt communal
harmony. It also said all such NGOs would have to operate accounts in either nationalised or
private banks which have core banking facilities to allow security agencies access on a real time
basis.
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Initially members of the legis lature and political parties, government officials, judges and
media persons are prohibited from receiving any foreign contribution
Contribution from NRIs are not treated as foreign funding
Any amount received as foreign fund in Rupee or any other foreign currency will be considered
as foreign contribution
In 2017 the MHA, through the Finance Bill route, amended the 1976 repealed FCRA law paving
the way for political parties to receive funds from the Indian subsidiary of a foreign company
or a foreign company in which an Indian holds 50% or more shares
The other way to receive foreign contributions is by applying for prior permission. It is granted
for receipt of a specific amount from a specific donor for carrying out specific activities or
projects. But the association should be registered under statutes such as the Societies Registration
Act, 1860, the Indian Trusts Act, 1882, or Section 25 of the Companies Act, 1956. A letter of
commitment from the foreign donor specifying the amount and purpose is also required.
The MHA on inspection of accounts and on receiving any adverse input against the functioning
of an association can suspend the FCRA registration initially for 180 days
Until a decision is taken, the association cannot receive any fresh donation and cannot utilise
more than 25% of the amount available in the designated bank account without permission of
the MHA. The MHA can cancel the registration of an organisation which will not be eligible for
registration or grant of ‘prior permission’ for three years from the date of cancellation.
NGOs receiving Rs. 10 lakh and above in a financial year are also under Lokpal.

Amendments done in 2020
¾¾ The amendment adds public servant to the list of those who are banned from receiving foreign
funds, which includes any person who is in service or pay of the government, or remunerated
by the government for the performance of any public duty.
¾¾ The amendment amends the provision of transferring the funds to any person to prohibit the
transfer of foreign contribution to any other person.
¾¾ The amendment adds that any person seeking prior permission, registration or renewal
of registration must provide the Aadhaar number of all its office bearers, directors or key
functionaries, as an identification document.
¾¾ In case of a foreigner, they must provide a copy of the passport or the Overseas Citizen of India
card for identification.
¾¾ The amendment amends that foreign contribution must be received only in an account designated
by the bank as “FCRA account” in such branch of the State Bank of India, New Delhi, as
notified by the central government. No funds other than the foreign contribution should be
received or deposited in this account.
¾¾ Under the Act, a person who receives foreign contribution must use it only for the purpose for
which the contribution is received.
¾¾ Further, they must not use more than 50% of the contribution for meeting administrative
expenses. The amendment reduces this limit to 20%.
¾¾ Under the Act, every person who has been given a certificate of registration must renew the
certificate within six months of expiration.
¾¾ The MHA on inspection of accounts and upon receiving any adverse input against the functioning
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of an association can suspend the FCRA registration initially for a period of 180 days.
¾¾ Till the time any decision is taken, the association cannot receive any fresh donation and
cannot utilise more than 25% of the amount available in the designated bank account without
permission of the MHA.
¾¾ The MHA can cancel the registration of an organisation which will not be eligible for registration
or grant of ‘prior permission’ for three years from the date of cancellation.
¾¾ The amendment provides that the government may conduct an inquiry before renewing the
certificate to ensure that the person making the application:
`` is not fictitious or benami,
`` has not been prosecuted or convicted for creating communal tension or indulging in activities
aimed at religious conversion, and
`` has not been found guilty of diversion or misutilisation of funds, among others conditions.
zz

Issues
¾¾ Non-compliance by the NGO.
¾¾ Issue of NGOs being used as a route to launder money
¾¾ Use of NGOs to propagate vested interest, hamper national security and critical projects
¾¾ Complain against NGOs for doing religious conversion in name of charity, humanitarian work
¾¾ Though the recent amendments try to overcome some of the above issue.

zz

Points to focus
¾¾ NGOs, their role, funding, etc.;
¾¾ Statutory provisions, regulation of foreign funding, compliance, etc.;

Reference : - Indian Express; The Hindu;

27. Atal Ranking of Institutions on Innovation Achievements (ARIIA) – 2021
zz

What is it?
¾¾ Atal Ranking of Institutions on Innovation Achievements (ARIIA) is an initiative of Ministry of
Education (MoE), Govt.
of India to systematically
rank all major higher
educational institutions
(HEI) and universities in
India on indicators related
to Innovation and Entrepreneurship Development” amongst students and faculties.
¾¾ Assessment of innovation and startup ecosystem in HEIs will be based on Seven parameters
with certain weightages allocated as below :
`` Budget, Expenses to Support & Revenue Generated (20 Marks).
`` Infrastructures & Facilities to Support Innovations and Start-ups (10 Marks).
`` Awareness Activities for Promoting Idea Generation and Innovation (20 Marks).
`` Promotion and Supporting Entrepreneurship Development (20 Marks).
`` Intellectual Property (IP) Generation, Technology Transfer and Commercialization
(14
Marks).
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Innovative Learning Methods & Courses (10 Marks).
`` Innovations in Governance of the Institution (6 Marks).
¾¾ More than quantity, ARIIA will focus on quality of innovations and will try to measure the real
impact created by these innovations nationally and internationally.
``

ARIIA 2021 will classify the participating HEIs under two heads i.e. “Technical HEI” and
“Non- HEI”.
¾¾ Each class will then categorise under the two broad categories such as “Publicly Funded
Institutions” and “Privately/Self-Financed Institutions”
¾¾

Points to focus
¾¾ New national education policy, focus on quality of education, skills, innovation, challenges and
opportunities, innovation, r&d, AIM, etc.;
¾¾ Competition, co-operative & competitive federalism, Institute of Excellence, etc.;
¾¾ International best practices, Indian best practices, issue of language, western biases, etc.;
Reference : - Indian Express; The Hindu; PIB; MoE;
zz
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28. James Webb Space Telescope
zz

What is it?
¾¾ The James Webb Space Telescope (JWST), hurled into space by the Ariane 5 rocket from
European Space Agency's Spaceport in French Guiana, South America, on December 25.

zz

About James Webb Telescope
¾¾ The James Webb Space Telescope (Webb)
is the next great space science observatory
following Hubble, designed to answer
outstanding questions about the Universe
and to make breakthrough discoveries in
all fields of astronomy.
¾¾ Webb will see farther into our origins:
from the formation of stars and planets, to
the birth of the first galaxies in the early
Universe.
¾¾ The James Webb Space Telescope has
four key goals :
`` to search for light from the first
stars and galaxies that formed in the
Universe after the Big Bang
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to study the formation and evolution of galaxies
`` to understand the formation of stars and planetary systems
`` to study planetary systems and the origins of life.
¾¾ Webb is an international partnership between NASA, ESA (European) and CSA (Canadian).
¾¾ The James Webb Space Telescope (Webb) honours NASA's second administrator, James E.
Webb, who headed the agency during part of the Apollo era, from February 1961 to October
1968.
``

¾¾
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¾¾
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¾¾
¾¾
¾¾

The mission was previously known as the Next Generation Space Telescope (NGST).
Webb is a major space observatory often presented as the successor to the very successful
NASA/ESA Hubble Space Telescope (HST).
It has a large 6.5-metre segmented mirror that will collect almost six times more light than
Hubble.
It has also been designed to work with infrared light.
After the Big Bang, galaxies, stars and planets evolved. Since the Big Bang, the universe has
been in a constant state of expansion. As the universe expands, space stretches.
As the light travels far in space, the wavelength elongates. Aged light turns redder.
The light from the earliest massive young stars and nascent galaxies was predominately visible
and ultraviolet.
However, traversing the vast stretches of the expanding space, they turn into infrared rays
before reaching the Earth.
An infrared telescope is apt to observe the ancient, early universe, which is the primary goal of
the JWST.
It will address a broad variety of scientific topics ranging from detecting the first galaxies in the
Universe to studying planets around other stars.
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Webb carries four state-of-the-art science instruments:
`` the MIRI mid-infrared camera and spectrograph,
`` the NIRSpec near-infrared spectrograph,
`` the NIRCam near-infrared camera, and
`` the FGS-NIRISS combined fine guidance sensor and near-infrared imager and slitless
spectrograph.
¾¾ After launch and after 1 month on a transfer trajectory, the observatory will operate at
approximately 1.5 million kilometres from Earth, in an orbit around the second Lagrange point
of the Sun-Earth system, L2.
¾¾
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At this point in space, the second Lagrange point (L2), the Earth-Sun system’s gravitational
forces, and the spacecraft’s orbital motion would balance each other.
Therefore, the spacecraft positioned at L2 will orbit the Sun, tagging along with the Earth in
365 days.
Placed at L2, JWST is permanently behind Earth. When seen from space, Sun and the spacecraft
will appear on the opposite sides of Earth
Even at L2, the Sun-facing side of the telescope will be at +85C. However, on the opposite side,
the temperature is -233 C.
Using the tennis court-sized sunscreen, the telescope would be protected from the Sun’s heat
and glare
The wavelength range covered by Webb's scientific instruments will be from about 0.6 μm to
28 μm (visible to mid-infrared light). By comparison, the Hubble Space Telescope observes at
0.1-2.5 microns (ultraviolet to the near infrared).

Webb will have a segmented primary mirror with a diameter of 6.5 metres that will collect
almost six times more light than the Hubble Space Telescope
These include a primary mirror made of 18 separate segments that unfold and adjust to shape
after launch.
The mirrors are made of ultra-lightweight beryllium.
A giant, five layered shield protects the telescope and the instruments from the light and heat of
the Sun. At 22 × 12 metres, this is about the size of a tennis court.
The shield will keep the telescope and its instruments permanently in the shade where they will
cool down to -233ºC.
The mid-infrared instrument MIRI will be cooled down even further, to –266 °C by using an
innovative cooling system
Webb also has a cryocooler for cooling the MIRI to a very cold 7 kelvins (minus 447 Fahrenheit)
so they can work.
These super cooled sensors will then be able to detect even the faintest of IR signal from origin
of the universe
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The launch mass of telescope is 6.2 Tonnes.
How can we see the first stars that were formed after big-bang?
The light travels at the speed of 3 x 108 m/sec or 3,00,000 km/sec
Given the distance between the sun and the earth on an average is 148 million km, the sunrays
takes 8 minutes to reach earth.
Meaning when we see the sunrays they are over 8 minutes old, or it is from the 8 minutes old
sun.
The Red giant star Betelgeuse (Thiruvathirai Nakshatra) is 548 light years away.
Therefore, the light from this star must have commenced its journey roundabout when Azhagan
Perumal Jatavarman Parakrama Pandyan coronated himself as king in 1473 AD.
That means by looking far away, we look back in time.
Literally, the JWST would take us on time travel to the unimaginable ancient past right at the
first few moments after the big bang
Then why a space telescope?
The thermal turbulence of the Earth’s atmosphere hinders telescopic observation of the universe.
Stars twinkle, light from the faint stellar objects are absorbed by the thick lower atmosphere,
and part of the spectrum, such as infrared rays from space, hardly reach the ground.
By placing the telescopes on a high mountain top, we avoid as much atmosphere as possible.
Yet the atmospheric turbulence hinders the super-sharp images of objects in space.
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Telescopes in space altogether avoid the atmospheric disturbance and provide us with a clear,
sharp and more profound vision of the farthest reaches of the universe.
¾¾ While the most giant ground-based telescopes revealed galaxies over 5 billion light-years away,
the Hubble space telescope has identified the farthest known galaxy located at whooping 13.4
billion years in the past
¾¾
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Just imagine the state of universe just after the big bang that JWST can show us.

Hubble Space Telescope
¾¾ The Hubble Space Telescope (HST) is a collaboration between ESA and NASA. It's a longterm, space-based observatory.
¾¾ The observations are carried out in visible, infrared and ultraviolet light.

¾¾
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Named in honor of the astronomer Edwin Hubble who confirmed an "expanding" universe,
which provided the foundation for the Big Bang theory, HST has revolutionized astronomy
since its launch and deployment by the space shuttle Discovery in 1990.
Hubble’s capabilities have grown immensely in its over 30 years of operation.
This is because new, cutting-edge scientific instruments have been added to the telescope over
the course of five astronaut servicing missions.
By replacing and upgrading aging parts, these servicing missions have greatly extended the
telescope’s lifetime.
Hubble has made more than 1.5 million observations over the course of its lifetime.
The HST orbits just above Earth’s atmosphere at an altitude of approximately 340 miles (547
km).
Hubble orbits at a speed of 17,000 miles per hour (27,000 kph) and completes one orbit
approximately every 95 minutes.
The farthest observation that Hubble has made to date is of the galaxy GN-z11, which is located
about 13.4 billion light-years away.
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Following are the instruments on-board HST :
`` Wide Field Camera 3
`` Advanced Camera for Surveys
`` Cosmic Origins Spectrograph
`` Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph
`` Near Infrared Camera and Multi-Object Spectrometer
`` Fine Guidance Sensors
Hubble has no thrusters. To change angles, it uses Newton’s third law by spinning its wheels in
the opposite direction. It turns at about the speed of a minute hand on a clock, taking 15 minutes
to turn 90 degrees.
Hubble's mirror is about 7.9 feet (2.4 m) across.
In its over nearly 3 decade lifespan, HST has taken some of the most iconic images of our
universe, it has made striking discoveries, gave a closer peek into our own solar system, galactic
phenomenon to better our understanding of this universe.
HST is projected to function well into 2030s.

AstroSat
¾¾ AstroSat is the first dedicated Indian astronomy mission aimed at studying celestial sources in
X-ray, optical and UV spectral bands simultaneously.
¾¾ The payloads cover the energy bands of Ultraviolet (Near and Far), limited optical and X-ray
regime (0.3 keV to 100keV).
¾¾ One of the unique features of AstroSat mission is that it enables the simultaneous multiwavelength observations of various astronomical objects with a single satellite.
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AstroSat with a lift-off mass of 1515 kg was launched on September 28, 2015 into a 650 km
orbit inclined at an angle of 6 deg to the equator by PSLV-C30 from Satish Dhawan Space
Centre, Sriharikota.
The minimum useful life of the AstroSat mission is expected to be 5 years
The spacecraft control centre at Mission Operations Complex (MOX) of ISRO Telemetry,
Tracking and Command Network (ISTRAC), Bengaluru manages the satellite during its entire
mission life.
The scientific objectives of AstroSat mission are :
`` To understand high energy processes in binary star systems containing neutron stars and
black holes;
`` Estimate magnetic fields of neutron stars;
`` Study star birth regions and high energy processes in star systems lying beyond our galaxy;
`` Detect new briefly bright X-ray sources in the sky;
`` Perform a limited deep field survey of the Universe in the Ultraviolet region.
Following are the payloads on AstroSat :
`` Ultra-Violet Imaging Telescope (UVIT) – VIT can simultaneously observe in the visible, nearultraviolet (NUV) and far-ultraviolet (FUV). UVIT comprises of two separate telescopes.
One of them works in the visible (320-550 nm) and the NUV (200-300 nm). The second
works only in the FUV (130-180 nm) band.
`` Soft X-ray Telescope (SXT) – SXT is an X-ray focusing telescope operating in the energy
range of 0.3-8.0 keV (X-rays are often detected as individual photon
`` Large Area X-ray Proportional Counters (LAXPC) – The LAXPC comprises of three large
area proportional counters to carry out timing and broadband spectroscopy over an energy
band of 3-80 keV X-rays for studying variable astrophysical sources
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Cadmium - Zinc - Telluride Imager (CZTI) – CZTI is truly a hard X-ray imaging instrument
in the energy range 10-100 keV with a collecting area of 976 cm
`` Scanning Sky Monitor (SSM) – As the name indicates, is to scan a portion of sky away from
sun to look for any transient behaviour in X-ray sources.
`` Charged Particle Monitor (CPM) is a Scintillator Photodiode Detector (SPD) with a Charge
Sensitive Preamplifier for detecting charged particles
¾¾ With the success of this satellite, ISRO has proposed launching AstroSat-2 as a successor for
Astrosat.
``

zz

Points to focus
¾¾ Observation of Universe, group based, space based, electromagnetic spectrum, UV, IR, visible,
radio, etc.;
¾¾ Expanding universe, Doppler effect, red-blue shift, concept of time in space, speed of light,
light year, etc.;
¾¾ Various space based observatory, other major telescope, satellites, orbits, etc.;
¾¾ Origin of universe, solar system, major discovers, etc.;
¾¾ NASA, ESA, CSA, ISRO, JAXA, CNES, etc.;

Reference : - Indian Express; The Hindu; NASA; ESA; ISRO;
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